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Pioneer's Revolutionary Audio/Video Receiver

Quality. The mother of invention. And now from Pioneer comes a revolutionary invention made necessary by the rapidly merging technologies of digital audio and high quality video.

Meet the Pioneer VSX-5000.

A new product that should be first on your list when you decide to get into a home A/V system, be it simple or complex.

A new product that takes all your audio and video components and consolidates them with complete central control.

A new product that gives you the same true Dolby Surround Sound you find in first-class movie theatres. As well as a choice of other surround sounds like "Stadium" for viewing spectator sports or concerts, or "Studio" for watching Jazz or Rock performances. There's even Simulated Stereo that adds ambience to mono sound sources, and a Dynamic Expander that adds impact and excitement to compressed music sources.

A new product that optimizes high quality signals like CD and LaserVision while sharply upgrading the fidelity of lesser-quality signals like mono VCR sound, analog records or standard broadcast TV.

A new product with a built-in video enhancer and video noise filter to get maximum sharpness and quality out of VCRs, LaserVision players, video monitors or projection TVs. And Pioneer's unique split-screen video format lets you enhance picture quality during recording or playback while comparing the processed picture side-by-side with the original.

The features just listed make the VSX-5000 an incredible value. Yet you get even more. The VSX-5000 is a complete 100-watts per channel receiver with Pioneer's exclusive Non-Switching "Type II Vari-Bias" circuitry to eliminate transistor switching and reduce intermodulation distortion. A Quartz-PLL AM/FM tuner includes innovations like a visual alphanumerical readout that identifies your favorite station formats—"Jazz," "Rock," or by station call letters. And a presettable 3-position Acoustic Memory remembers how you like your bass and treble set for particular music styles, or different audio sources.

The VSX-5000 includes Pioneer's "SR" system. It stands for System Remote and assures complete compatibility of each Pioneer SR product assembled into your system. In the VSX-5000, you get a 59-function SR remote control unit that gives you unheard-of control and flexible operation right from your armchair.

By now you can see just how indispensable the VSX-5000 is to a complete audio/video center. There's practically nothing it won't do to improve audio and video. And when the future brings new components to the market, the VSX-5000 will be ready to handle them too.

The revolutionary Pioneer VSX-5000. The heart and soul of your audio and video system. Both today. And tomorrow.
Revolutionary.

PIONEER®
CATCH THE SPIRIT OF A TRUE PIONEER.
When you've arrived. Proton.

Your audio-video system should be a reflection of your lifestyle. That's why you'll want the ultimate in picture, sound and design.

Introducing Proton's new AV27 audio-video system.

At the heart of the system is our superb, remote-controlled 300 Series audio components with exclusive Dynamic Power on Demand (DPD™). Since its introduction, DPD has received the highest acclaim. It does what no other technological innovation has for CD, other digital recordings, or hi-fi video listening pleasure. DPD boosts the amp's output up to four times its rated power, to let you hear even the highest musical peaks clearly, without distortion.

When you put the 300 Series together with our new matching speakers, you'll have a combination that sounds as extraordinary as it looks. And, it's the perfect complement to Proton's stunning new 27" flat screen stereo monitor/receiver.

The Proton AV27 audio-video system. Once you own it, you'll know you've arrived.

The ultimate audio/video guide is yours free for the asking.

Proton's Ultimate System Guide for Audio/Videophiles tells you everything about the innovative technology and design that go into creating the renowned Proton line.

For your copy, which includes a list of the Proton retailers near you, call (800) 772-0172.
In California, (800) 428-1006.

PROTON
C L E A R L Y T H E B E S T
737 W. Artesia Blvd., Compton, CA 90220
Officially, CD-V is the new name for any optically readable disc that holds video and CD-format digital audio and therefore subsumes 8- and 12-inch Laserdiscs. But for now, at least, if you say CD-V just about everyone will assume you're referring to the new 4⅓-inch discs that hold a maximum of about 20 minutes of music along with a video clip.

The small CD-Vs, which are the same size as a conventional Compact Disc, offer a little something for everyone in the business. Record companies see them as a way to make some money on the expensive music videos they create to promote their artists. Consequently, the discs will initially be priced at about eight dollars in an effort to get the new format off the ground. Philips developed the little CD-Vs at least partly in the hope that they will sprinkle Compact Disc fairy dust onto laser videodiscs, whose sales have grown steadily, but slowly, since the system's introduction in the late '70s. And hardware manufacturers get a whole new product category (or two) to play with.

What do consumers get? Mostly confused, I suspect. Apart from their gold color, the small CD-Vs look just like ordinary Compact Discs, and if you put one in a regular CD player, it will reproduce all but the video portion. Getting the whole works requires a player designed with CD-V in mind, which excludes everything (including combination Laserdisc/CD players) manufactured before the introduction of the new format.

The big question is whether there is a significant market for music videos outside of MTV and its imitators. Will people actually pay money for them? So far, the answer has pretty much been "no." Pioneer has had some success selling full-length Laserdiscs of concerts and other musical programs, but efforts to sell music videos (Sony's tape-based Video 45s, for example) have made little headway. On the other hand, it may be that the problem has been the medium rather than the content, in which case CD-V may indeed be just what everyone has been waiting for. I don't know, but I'm skeptical, and concerned that failure of the small music-video CD-Vs might spill over onto the established 8- and 12-inch sizes.

I wish the promotional effort behind CD-V were being applied instead to the Laserdisc and the new CD single (see "Currents"). Laserdiscs have always been the best medium for prerecorded video and remain so to this day, S-VHS and ED Beta notwithstanding. Unfortunately, tape came first and got very big very fast, with the result that few stores rent, or even stock, Laserdiscs. This situation is improving, but nowhere near as fast as any videodisc enthusiast would like. The other big obstacle that Laserdisc has had to overcome is the demise of the competing RCA CED videodisc system. Many people didn't know the difference and thought videodiscs had died altogether. To its credit, Pioneer has hung in there, virtually alone, and has done well on a modest scale. A little help wouldn't hurt, though. If we're lucky, maybe CD-V will get the rest of the industry on the bandwagon.

The CD single is a cute little 3⅓-inch disc that can hold two or three songs and will sell for just a few dollars. This is a terrific idea—a replacement for the 45 that mirrors the relationship between the standard Compact Disc and the LP. A few current, and most future, CD players (possibly including some miniature single-only players) will accept these minidisks directly, but if yours doesn't, fear not: A simple plastic adapter ring will save the day. This is something I think people will buy.

A New Look
You've probably noticed by now that High Fidelity is getting a facelift: more color, more readable type, and a clean, modern design. Additional changes will come over the next few months as our new art director, Joanne Goodfellow, smooths out the rough edges and puts on the finishing touches. We hope you like it.

Front Lines

By Michael Riggs

October 1987
**MONO VS. STEREO BEATLES**

Surely you must have realized what a Pandora's box you opened with your discussion of the Beatles on Compact Disc ["One, Two, Three, Four!", June]. I hope there aren't so many people who prefer fake stereo to good mono that some marketing VP at EMI already smirking over the criticism directed at the first four Beatles CDs, mandates that the remaining mono-intended tracks from the American LPs be released on CD in fake stereo. After all, how many junkboxes in the '60s had fake stereo? The British and American *Rarities* albums have a mix of mono and stereo songs—why not do the same on CD? The Rolling Stones' early London albums have been remastered by Abkco, for both CD and LP, from the original mono masters—and that's why I went out and bought copies. Please tell that EMI marketing VP to issue a mono-only limited edition of all Beatles songs ever recorded that way by George Martin.

Fake-stereo lovers might retort that mono lovers can simply combine the channels. I wish it were that easy. When I combine channels, either by hitting the mono button on my amplifier or, when recording, by means of two Y adapters, I lose most of the punch—the same punch that Martin originally intended for those early Beatle songs. My suggestion is that fake-stereo lovers simply buy Mobile Fidelity LP pressings of the material if they want to hear that sound in all its 'glory.'

Carl Shradler
Albertson, N.Y.

The Beatles' third and fourth Compact Discs, *A Hard Day's Night* and *Beatles for Sale*, should have been released in stereo rather than mono. In my opinion, the Rolling Stones' earliest CDs are also a total waste of money because they, too, are mono. I don't like paying close to $20 each for CDs with mono sound.

Joseph Addiego
Greenlawn, N.Y.

I have just read the most preposterous statement yet concerning the mono vs. stereo controversy over the first four Beatle CDs. On page 78 of your June issue (apart page number, considering the backward thinking on EMI's part), Ken Richardson states that George Martin "advised that the first two titles be mono and the second two, if they had to be stereo, be 're-equalized' for CD to approximate modern stereo. Apparently, there was no time for such re-equalization, so EMI released all four titles with mono sound." No time? Let me get this straight: These tapes have been in the vaults since before the advent of the blasted silver disc itself—and there was no time to turn the material into a package that might not have alienated a huge number of buyers?? Either EMI told Martin there was no time, or Martin told EMI there was no time—or Richardson himself came up with that summation. But it's Richardson's fault for not explaining the source of this little gaffe in logic, which should raise eyebrows no matter what the source.

If EMI says there wasn't time to accommodate the consulting producer's wishes after assuring fans the proper consulting producer had been called in for the job, we have a big lie—and we have a company proving that its own release schedule is more important than doing it right. Remember how little regard EMI has shown for its customers in prior years by allowing Capitol to release American LPs' shv of tracks, forcing completists to buy poorly conceived collections in order to get those few extra tracks. And now the final straw: offering fans half-filled Beatle CDs with major hits not available, presumably to be collected later in a chronological/thematic order that would make even less sense. Given the evidence, do you think this company is giving us mono CDs because of their artistic integrity?

Maybe the Mobile Fidelity people of the '90s will get a chance to do it right. After all, despite claims to the contrary, there's always time to do it right.

Peter D. Thompson
Greenfield, Wis.

Popular Music Editor Ken Richardson replies: Sorry for any confusion. It was indeed EMI who told Martin there was no time. You've already drawn your own conclusions. Stay tuned next month for our conclusions on the CD versions of *Help!*, Rubber Soul, Revolver, and Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band, all in stereo.

**ALTEC, PAST AND PRESENT**

In your review of the Altec Lansing 301 loudspeaker [April], you state that Altec is "a new company as far as home speakers go." The enclosed copy of a page from the 1953 Allied Radio catalog lists some of Altec's home speakers and cabinets of that era. Its 604 series of loudspeakers was well known among audiophiles during the '50s.

B. Steenom
Torrance, Calif.

The company now making Altec Lansing home loudspeakers is new to the market, having bought the name from the venerable company to which you refer. We regret any confusion on this point.—Ed.

**MORE ON COPY CODE**

I want to add my voice to those opposing legislation that would require digital audio...
ONE STEP IN THE MAKING OF A KEF

"Many so-called “8 Ohm” speakers present your amplifier with an impedance that varies from 3 to 30 Ohms, depending on frequency. Such speakers can seriously degrade your amplifier’s performance.

That’s why KEF developed the conjugate load matching crossover. It presents your amplifier with an ideal 4 Ohm resistive load at all frequencies. Because it’s easier to drive, sensitivity and maximum amplifier output are effectively doubled. A conjugate load matching network is difficult to design because it simultaneously tailors frequency, phase and impedance. But the computer helps quite a bit.

"It is this scientific approach, so different from hi-fi pseudo-science, that convinced me to leave the University of Sydney and join KEF."

"We wanted to make our speakers easier to drive. We ended up making your amplifier twice as powerful."

—Dr. Richard Small, HEAD OF KEF RESEARCH

MODEL C80

The Speaker Engineers

KEF Electronics of America Inc. | North Hollywood | California | 91607 | USA

4130 Olney Avenue | Suite D | Washington | D.C. 20016 | USA

Smyth Sound Equipment Ltd. | 515 rue du Pépin | Lévis | Québec | Canada | 514-873-9489
tape decks sold in the U.S. to include the CBS Copy Code spoiler circuit. The Copy Code system requires the removal of a band of frequencies from a recording when it is manufactured. When anyone tries to copy a disc or tape altered in this way on a deck equipped with a Copy Code scanner, the spoiler circuit detects the deletion and halts the recording process.

The band of frequencies that must be removed in the encoding process is centered around 3.8 kHz. Musical tones in this range include the notes D sharp, E, F sharp, G, G sharp, A, B flat, and B. These notes are in the middle of the audio spectrum, not in some inaudible region.

The first public audition of the CBS Copy Code system in New York City, to a section meeting of the Audio Engineering Society, produced virtually unanimous agreement that Copy Coded music sounds different from the original, unencoded source.

Copy Coded music can never be restored to its original condition. It is wrong to intentionally destroy some information in all music to protect it from anticipated misuse of DAT technology. Everyone who listens to recorded music will be affected, whether he owns a DAT deck or not. Moreover, adoption of the Copy Code system will ensure that DAT recorders will fail in the marketplace, thus denying the public a significant advance in audio technology. We'll wind up with adulterated music and no DAT recorders—a bad business all around.

Gregory Davis
Danbury, Conn.

I found David Ranada's article on the proposed Copy Code system ["Interrupted Melody," July] very interesting. Copy Code will probably meet the same fate as copy protection for computer software, which made it impossible for customers to make legitimate backup copies of their programs. I notice that a lot of software packaging now carries the inscription "Not Copy Protected" to assure customers they can make safety copies in case the original disks get lost, worn out, or chewed up by an errant floppy drive.

George Muehlhorn
New York, N.Y.

It is hard to believe that Congress would even think of passing a law requiring that anticopy chips be incorporated in DAT recorders.

First, Copy Code would degrade the sound of all encoded music.

Second, it would serve mainly to prevent legal copying for personal use. Any pirate who has the funds and incentive to get around such devices. All he would have to do would be to buy one of the first DAT decks sold here before the law went into effect, or bring one in from Japan. So the consumer would be hurt twice and the record industry wouldn't be protected at all.

Finally, the record and movie industries, who are behind these bills, claim they are trying to protect the artists. If that were true, why did they have so much trouble with the Directors' Guild? They were trying to negotiate a contract that would cut the royalties paid to the directors. So much for their alleged loyalty to the performers.

Since CBS Records is pushing so hard for this legislation and says it will start encoding its CDs in the near future, why don't we just boycott them? I think the company will reconsider its position if it sees a drop in sales.

If I ever get stuck with a Copy Coded disc, I will brand it defective and return it to the store.

Lester Shilberg
Miami, Fla.

HUMAN VS. MECHANICAL DRUMMERS

After reading Ken Richardson's article "Wanted: Snare Drums" ["Medley," June], I must applaud his observations on the Drummer in a Can, a.k.a. the Linn Drum. The list of bands with drum machines is growing at a disheartening rate. Billy Idol capped out by rushing Whiplash Smile into production without the driving crack and boom of Thommy Price's drums. The result: an "idle" album and a lot of lost fans.

When used correctly, drum machines can be very beneficial. Phil Collins, for example, knows how to create an excellent blend of mechanical precision and human power, speed, and finesse. Still, I've noticed that people seem to remember songs more readily when they're done entirely with live drummers. I suppose it's the emotion of the song that's most important. Bodysnaking bass drums and glass-shattering snares can never be completely replaced by electronics.

Michael Daniel
Savannah, Ga.
IT'S A MATTER OF TIME
As a music librarian, I rely heavily on your publication in selecting recordings, for which I have an annual budget of $10,000. We are building a large collection of Compact Discs. For personal as well as library purchases, however, I will buy the LP version of a fine performance if the CD's playing time is 50 minutes or less. Many others feel as I do, especially since a CD costs 150 percent of what an LP costs.

To make intelligent decisions, we need to know the playing times, and I ask that you request your contributors always to give this information in their reviews.

Susan Law
Elmford, N.Y.

In reviews of classical CDs, we note the playing time of the discs either in the body of the text or at the end of the review. For collectors as well as librarians, value is an important consideration.—Ed.

MADE IN THE U.S.A.
Each of your test reports starts with a block of information, including such things as the dimensions of the product being tested and the name and address of its manufacturer. I have noticed that none of the electronic equipment seems to be made in the U.S.—only in Japan. Aren't any of the major electronics manufacturers, such as Pioneer, Fisher, Kenwood, and so on, American? You always list them as Japanese, though all of them are listed with American addresses as well. Do some of these American companies have production facilities in Japan, or how does it all work?

Jimmy Eubanks
Trenton, N.C.

All the companies you mention are indeed Japanese, though Fisher once was an American manufacturer (before Sonya bought it). If we list only a manufacturer's name and an American address, the product is made in the U.S. Most loudspeakers we test fall into this category. If we say the product is made in Japan or Taiwan or wherever for a company with a U.S. address, it is an American company that is having equipment made somewhere else to its specifications for sale here. Harman Kardon and NAD, for example, operate this way. Most electronics and some loudspeakers are made by foreign companies who sell them through U.S. distributors, often owned by the manufacturer. This is why you so often see two addresses. There are companies that make audio electronics in the U.S. (Carver, Hafler, and McIntosh are perhaps the best known), but none is as large as the big Japanese manufacturers.—Ed.

LEARNING WORKS BY ROTA
I wonder whether any of your readers collect, perform, or simply share my interest in the music of Nino Rota. I am trying to promote his works by having them performed and recorded. Anyone interested in joining my crusade is encouraged to write to me at the following address: 6903 Sprouse Court, Springfield, Va. 22153.

Andrew Rossell
Springfield, Va.

Letters should be addressed to The Editor, Home Theater, 825 7th Ave., New York, N.Y. 10019. All letters are subject to editing for brevity and clarity.

---

The Home Theater

Where were you the last time a movie overwhelmed you? At your favorite theater, right? You felt transported to another place and time. The sound drew you into the story with an almost magical realism. You simply couldn't experience it at home—until now. Shure Home Theater Sound™ decoders using patented Acra-Vector™ logic accurately recreate the exciting multi-channel sound of today's very best theaters. Over 1000 discrete components and 60 integrated circuits combine to precisely decode special signals already on video tapes, discs and broadcasts. It's a must for the ultimate theater experience. Reference Brochure Available - Write us or see your Audio/Video specialist.

Shure HTS, 222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, IL 60202-3696
The only people capable of showing

**The ES Series: The next step in digital audio, from the creator of the compact disc.**

Sony has been the leader in both professional and home digital audio for over a decade. With such breakthroughs as PCM processors, Compact Disc Players, and Digital Audio Tape recorders.

Now, the Sony ES engineers, a dedicated group who are above the compromise between technology, convenience and price, have created the ES Series.

Each component in the ES Series represents an ES engineer’s dream. Once you’ve heard them, you’ll want to own them.

**The CDP-705ESD: A new benchmark in a series of reference standard Compact Disc Players.**

Like all the new Sony ES Series CD players, the 705ESD offers 4X oversampling and full 16-bit, dual D/A converters.

But as an ES Digital component, the 705ESD must provide ever more. Such as special waveform shift circuits that avoid crossover and notch distortion at low voltage levels for superb linearity. Or an advanced digital-to-analog converter deglitcher that improves music resolution at all listening levels.

Most important of all, the 705ESD has a direct digital output stage for the digital needs of tomorrow.

**Direct Digital Output: A Sony first that connects the present to the future.**

In 1985, Sony pioneered the concept of processing data through an outboard D/A converter, to avoid the normal restrictions imposed by chassis size, signal path integration and heat degradation.

Now, any digital music source can be reproduced with more depth, detail and imaging than ever before.

**The TA-E77ESD: The future of digital signal processing.**

The TA-E77ESD Preamplifier provides three digital inputs for direct interfacing with both current and future digital components, plus decoding at three different sampling rates. It also has a digital processing loop for high-quality recording.

The 4X oversampling, 16-bit, dual D/A converters are totally shielded in a copper subchassis that prevents spurious noise from

Now until December 31, 1987, buy any Sony ES CD player and get a special Telarc/Sony CD sampler free. See your Sony ES dealer for details.
you the future of digital audio just did.

affecting the analog circuits. Direct coupling of the D/A converter simplifies the signal path and minimizes internal interference.

The TA-E77ESD includes many features that are difficult to find on other preamplifiers at any price. Even a programmable infrared Remote Commander® that controls any brand of audio and video component with infrared operation.

The TA-N77ES: A power amplifier worthy of the Sony ES name.

Even the most advanced components require superior amplifier performance. The TA-N77ES delivers 200 watts of continuous power per channel into 8 ohms and has the operating stability to deliver 660 watts of dynamic power into a 1 ohm load.

A Spontaneous Twin Drive design with separate voltage and current stages helps reduce cross-interference. And the oversized power transformer and high-current non-switching discrete output stage provide additional power on demand.

The ES Series: Proof positive that Sony is still the leader in digital audio.

When the ES engineers created the ES Series, they had permanence in mind. These components will please their owners for years to come.

All ES components, including our integrated amplifiers, tuners, cassette decks and digital processors, are designed with meticulous detail and built with extreme care. That's why Sony backs each ES component with a three-year parts and labor limited warranty.

The ES Series components are now available at exclusive, authorized Sony ES dealerships nationwide. So visit one today.

To find your nearest dealer, call 1-201-930-7156 (M-F, 8-5, EST).

Once you've seen ES, you'll know you've seen the components of the future.

ES Series SONY.

THE LEADER IN DIGITAL AUDIO™
Matthew Polk and his extraordinary new Signature Edition SDA 1C and SDA 2B.
“Matthew Polk Has a Passion for Perfection!”
Experience the Awesome Sonic Superiority of His New Signature Edition SDA 1C and SDA 2B.

The genius of Matthew Polk has now brought the designer styling, advanced technology and superb sonic performance of his award winning SDA Signature Reference Systems into the new Signature Edition SDA 1C and SDA 2B.

“They truly represent a breakthrough.” Rolling Stone Magazine

Polk's critically acclaimed, 5 time AudioVideo Grand Prix Award winning SDA technology is the most important fundamental advance in loudspeaker technology since stereo itself. Listeners are amazed when they hear the huge, lifelike, three-dimensional sonic image produced by Polk's SDA speakers. The nation's top audio experts agree that Polk SDA loudspeakers always sound better than conventional loudspeakers. Stereo Review said, "Spectacular... the result is always better than would be achieved by conventional speakers." High Fidelity said, "Absolutely...We have yet to hear any stereo program that didn't benefit." The new SDA 1C and SDA 2B utilize new circuitry which allows the drivers to more effectively utilize amplifier power at very low frequencies. This results in deeper, more powerful bass response, greater dynamic range and higher efficiency. In addition, the new circuitry makes these new speakers an extremely easy load for amplifiers and receivers to drive. Lastly, the imaging, soundstage and depth are more precise and dramatically realistic than ever.

Why SDAs Always Sound Better
Stereo Review confirmed the unqualified sonic superiority of Matthew Polk's revolutionary SDA Technology when they wrote, "These speakers always sounded different from conventional speakers — and in our view better — as a result of their SDA design.

Without exaggeration, the design principals embodied in the SDAs make them the world's first true stereo speakers. The basic concept of speaker design was never modified to take into account the fundamental difference between a mono and stereo signal. The fundamental and basic concept of mono is that you have one signal (and speaker) meant to be heard by both ears at once. However, the fundamental and basic concept of stereo is that a much more lifelike three-dimensional sound is achieved by having 2 different signals, each played back through a separate speaker and each meant to be heard by only one ear apiece (L or R). So quite simply, a mono loudspeaker is designed to be heard by two ears at once while true stereo loudspeakers should each be heard by only one ear apiece (like headphones). The revolutionary Polk SDAs are the first TRUE STEREO speakers engineered to accomplish this and fully realize the astonishingly lifelike three-dimensional imaging capabilities of the stereophonic sound medium.

“A stunning achievement” Australian HiFi

Polk SDA Technology solves one of the greatest problems in stereo reproduction. When each ear hears both speakers and signals, as occurs when you use conventional (Mono) speakers to listen in stereo, full stereo separation is lost. The undesirable signal reaching each ear from the "wrong" speaker is a form of acoustic distortion called interaural crosstalk, which confuses your hearing.

"Literally a New Dimension in the Sound” Stereo Review Magazine

The Polk SDA systems eliminate interaural crosstalk distortion and maintain full, true stereo separation, by incorporating two completely separate sets of drivers (stereo and dimensional) into each speaker cabinet. The stereo drivers radiate the normal stereo signal, while the dimensional drivers radiate a difference signal that acoustically and effectively cancels the interaural crosstalk distortion and thereby restores the stereo separation, imaging and detail lost when you listen to normal "mono" speakers. The dramatic sonic benefits are immediately audible and remarkable.

“Mindboggling, astounding, flabbergasting” High Fidelity Magazine

Words alone cannot fully describe how much more lifelike SDA TRUE STEREO reproduction is. Reviewers, critical listeners and novices alike are overwhelmed by the magnitude of the sonic improvement achieved by Polk's TRUE STEREO technology. You will hear a huge sound stage which extends not only beyond the speakers, but beyond the walls of your listening room itself. The lifelike ambience revealed by the SDAs makes it sound as though you have been transported to the acoustic environment of the original sonic event. Every instrument, vocalist and sound becomes tangible, distinct, alive and firmly placed in its own natural spatial position. You will hear instruments, ambience and subtle musical nuances (normally masked by conventional speakers), revealed for your enjoyment by the SDAs. This benefit is accurately described by Julian Hirsch in Stereo Review, "...the sense of discovery experienced when playing an old favorite stereo record and hearing, quite literally, a new dimension in the sound is a most attractive bonus..." Records, CDs, tapes, video and FM all benefit equally as dramatically.

“You owe it to yourself to audition them.” High Fidelity Magazine

SDAs allow you to experience the spine tingling excitement, majesty and pleasure of live music in your home. You must hear the remarkable sonic benefits of SDA technology for yourself. You too will agree with Stereo Review's dramatic conclusion: "the result is always better than would be achieved by conventional speakers...it does indeed add a new dimension to reproduced sound."

polkaudio
The Speaker Specialists  
5601 Metro Drive, Baltimore, Md. 21215

Where to buy Polk Speakers? For your nearest dealer, see page 84.
Not For Listeners Only: Part I

By Christopher J. Esse

Each month in “Currents,” we highlight new audio and video products and report news relating to the consumer electronics industry. This, combined with the test reports, feature articles, music reviews, and columns throughout HIGH FIDELITY, just about covers it, right? Well, not quite. Lately, we’ve been keeping something from you: electronic musical instruments.

Anyone who reads this magazine probably has some idea of the exciting developments in this field over the last several years. In the past year especially, music-making equipment—portable electronic keyboards, digital sampling synthesizers, and drum machines, to name a few—has been in the news. Although it’s too early to measure the impact of these products on our culture’s music, one thing is clear: The “consumerization” of sophisticated electronic music equipment is narrowing the distinction between homemade and studio productions. It’s similar to what has happened with personal computers—only in this case the result is far more artistic and a lot of fun, even (or especially) for the uninitiated.

While the increasing role of digital technology and the decreasing cost of applying it have been major contributors to the development of powerful electronic music equipment for the consumer, its proliferation must be attributed to the development of the MIDI standard in 1983. MIDI (Musical Instrument Digital Interface) is a data-communication system that enables different products from different manufacturers to operate together. The results are an increase in the capabilities of individual components within a system and greatly expanded performing and composing options for the musician. And the way MIDI works—converting all information that describes a device’s operation into numerical data—puts it squarely in the realm of the computer. By manipulating music in the form of data, a composer can easily edit out mistakes, copy and insert a repeated section, and change tempo without affecting pitch, among other computer-type manipulations. To some extent, MIDI lessens the need to be a highly skilled player and instead places more emphasis on conceptualizing a composition.

This is not the place, however, for a detailed technical overview of MIDI; in fact, the potential of MIDI is still being explored by hardware and software makers as new applications are realized (converting the sounds from traditional string and wind instruments into MIDI data, for example). For those musicians or music hobbyists just beginning to examine the possibility of setting up a home recording studio, MIDI means convenience, flexibility, and an almost limitless ability to upgrade to a more sophisticated arrangement as needs—or ambitions—expand.

Most home setups are centered around a MIDI-equipped electronic keyboard or synthesizer. (The distinction between these two terms seems to have vanished; henceforth, we’ll try to stick with “keyboard.”) You’ve probably seen the various mini-keyboards from Casio and Yamaha in local department stores. Their features and operation are usually geared toward beginners, which may obscure the fact that they sound quite good. When you outgrow one of these, however, both companies have a wide assortment of more “serious” models to choose from. In that area, one recent trend is toward “dummy” MIDI keyboards with weighted piano-action keys as opposed to lightweight plastic keys. These models contain no sound-generating circuitry, but instead are used to drive sound (or “voice”) modules by sending the playing information to the module as MIDI data: note on/off, pitch, key velocity, pitch bend (up or down, like a glide), aftertouch (what happens to the sound after the key is released), and program-change commands (for example, switching to a different preset sound).

The primary benefit of this arrangement is that it enables you to choose from any number of voice modules without having to duplicate the keyboard itself, since the dummy serves as the master keyboard and MIDI controller. Many of the currently available voice modules are, in fact, keyboardless versions of existing keyboard models. In addition, there are high-quality MIDI keyboards with onboard sounds; these can serve as master keyboards as well.

Digital sampling technology has transformed what we have come to regard as “synthetic” sound. Many of today’s keyboards—even inexpensive ones—contain stores of digitally sampled natural-instrument sounds that can be reproduced across the range of the keyboard with varying degrees of realism, depending primarily on the sampling rate and precision of the digital encoding circuitry. The quality of sampled sounds, still improving at a feverish pace, is usually outstanding; most models employ a 12-bit conversion system, while some of the latest use the more precise 16-bit system.

A growing number of keyboards and their equivalent sound modules enable you to sample any sound through a microphone or directly via line inputs. You can record (Continued on page 96)
The Incredible Shrinking Wrap

I’ve been in the habit of leaving the cellophane outer wrapper on my record albums to keep the jackets clean. However, I was recently warned that the wrapper could cause the records to warp. I’ve had no problems. Have I just been lucky?

Oscar Wheaton
Madison, Wis.

The protective plastic packaging is known as “shrink wrap.” Sometimes it continues to shrink after application and sometimes it doesn’t. The wrap’s behavior probably depends on the type of plastic film used, its method of application, and its sensitivity to local heat and humidity conditions. If the wrap is stretched skintight around the album jacket when you buy it, assume that it is a potential source of trouble and remove it. If the jacket appears bowed by the tension of the wrapping, the disc inside may already be in trouble. In any case, if you store your records vertically and pressed evenly and firmly together, warpage from any source will be minimized.

Speaker Power Ratings

I am thoroughly confused by speaker power ratings. The manufacturers’ spec sheets mostly give a minimum/maximum range such as “10 to 100 watts,” but audio salesmen I’ve spoken to claim that I can use a 200-watt amplifier on speakers rated for 100 watts. Can you clarify this for me?

Ralph Goldsmith
Santa Clarita, Calif.

Unfortunately, there are no generally accepted standards for rating either the maximum or minimum power requirements of a speaker. A speaker’s maximum power rating involves both the frequencies applied and the length of time the speaker must withstand them. Low-mass, high-frequency drivers can be burned out (literally) by a few watts applied for a short, sustained period (a few seconds). On the other hand, a heavy woofer structure that is also self-cooling as a result of the air it is pushing around can safely dissipate large amounts of power over long periods. In fact, modern woofers are more likely to be damaged mechanically (by a torn cone or suspension or a displaced voice coil) than thermally (by burnout).

Fortunately for speaker designers, music ordinarily does not have an even distribution of energy throughout the audio frequency range. You will find maximum energy levels in the low-midrange frequencies, and, except for very brief transients, those maxima are rarely exceeded in the tweeter’s frequency range. If these comments seem too generalized, it’s because such factors as crossover frequencies and slopes, as well as the use of heat-transferring agents such as Ferrofluid, can have a great influence on the ruggedness of midrange drivers and tweeters.

The best way for a manufacturer to specify a speaker system’s power-handling capability is to state, however loosely, how much power the speaker can handle in a specific frequency range for a specific length of time. This gives rise to a somewhat complex, but totally honest and very informative, maximum power spec, such as that for the Allison CD-7 system: “At least 15 watts continuous or average at any frequency. At least 35 watts peak at system resonant frequency. Over most of the frequency range, at least 350 watts for 0.1 second, 125 watts for 1 second, [and] 60 watts for 10 seconds.”

Note the distinctions Allison makes between transient (peak) wattages and continuous (average) levels. The difference between them is what enables you to play very loud music without damaging a speaker, even though a continuous sine wave with the same peak level would blow it out. In other words, a 200-watt amplifier is safe to use with a speaker rated for 100 watts, as long as you don’t feed loud, continuous tones to it, drive the amplifier into constant overload, or have a bad phono-cable ground.

For minimum power ratings, manufacturers usually choose a sound pressure level and then state how many watts of test signal are required by the speaker to reach that level. A speaker system’s minimum power requirements relate to its efficiency or sensitivity rating; the higher the efficiency or sensitivity (specified in percent or dB, respectively), the lower the minimum power requirement.

CD Scratches

My five-year-old son and his friends somehow got into my CD collection, and some of the discs now have scratches on them that cause my player to make popping noises. Is there anything I can do to salvage the damaged discs?

Steven Gold
Hawthorn, N.Y.

Possibly, depending on the severity of the damage. Playing-surface scratches on a CD cause the player’s laser beam to diffract improperly. The resulting optical confusion may be more than your player’s error-correction circuits can handle and will cause the popping effects you describe (which stem from multiple, closely spaced interpolations during medium- to high-level signals). The CD Saver fluid imported by Buff Stuff ($10.95 postpaid from P.O. Box 43128, Upper Montclair, N.J. 07043) is said to be helpful. Although I don’t have any discs that require its services, I did try the fluid on the scratched plastic lenses of my bifocals; it helped considerably on some of the worst areas.
No electronic device has been more responsible for the explosive growth of the camcorder market than the solid-state image sensor. These unusually large integrated circuits provide a host of advantages over the image tubes traditionally employed by video cameras. Unfortunately, the terminology given to solid-state sensors in camcorder promotional literature can confuse the critical home videographer, not to mention the casual user. Often, "CCD" and "MOS" imagers are portrayed as being competing technologies with superiority dependent on who is making the comparison. In truth, they are overlapping technologies—most solid-state sensors are both CCD and MOS—and more useful distinctions between the various types of sensor are not being drawn.

The basic principles underlying solid-state imagers are very simple and are far easier to understand than the comparable ones for image tubes. A solid-state imager is a small (about 1/2 to 1/3-inch, measured diagonally), rectangular array of hundreds of thousands of light-sensitive devices on which the image from the camera lens is focused. Light from the image upsets the distribution of electrical charges at each light-sensing location; the more light, the greater the change in charge distribution. This action can be made extremely sensitive and is one reason solid-state imagers are used in night-vision devices, space probes, spy satellites, and astronomical telescopes, as well as in home camcorders capable of taking acceptable pictures by candlelight.

Any integrated circuit the size of a video image sensor is very simple, and are far easier to understand than the comparable ones for image tubes. A solid-state imager is a small (about 1/2 to 1/3-inch, measured diagonally), rectangular array of hundreds of thousands of light-sensitive devices on which the image from the camera lens is focused. Light from the image upsets the distribution of electrical charges at each light-sensing location; the more light, the greater the change in charge distribution. This action can be made extremely sensitive and is one reason solid-state imagers are used in night-vision devices, space probes, spy satellites, and astronomical telescopes, as well as in home camcorders capable of taking acceptable pictures by candlelight.

Any integrated circuit the size of a video image sensor is very simple, and are far easier to understand than the comparable ones for image tubes. A solid-state imager is a small (about 1/2 to 1/3-inch, measured diagonally), rectangular array of hundreds of thousands of light-sensitive devices on which the image from the camera lens is focused. Light from the image upsets the distribution of electrical charges at each light-sensing location; the more light, the greater the change in charge distribution. This action can be made extremely sensitive and is one reason solid-state imagers are used in night-vision devices, space probes, spy satellites, and astronomical telescopes, as well as in home camcorders capable of taking acceptable pictures by candlelight.
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Tape Tracks

Tape Filing: Losers Weepers

By Robert Long

It's a drag keeping track of a big collection of anything, be it stock certificates, Dewey-for-President buttons, or Goya drawings. But as every tape collector knows, when your curatorial system breaks down, you start losing things. So this month's column will address the subject of cassette housekeeping—and how to keep it from becoming just a burden.

As a sometime record librarian and inventor of library systems, I'm convinced that the best filing system is the one that requires the least amount of work—in other words, the one that operates as much as possible like your own mind. Since your instincts are then part of the filing system, actual maintenance is kept to a minimum. In contrast, pride in a snazzy-looking, but complex, filing system can eventually pall, leaving you with only the drudgery of keeping it up.

The most obvious tape-filing systems—including the bulk of those sold commercially—rely on serial numbering. Rather than having to rearrange your collection each time you add another Beethoven or Springsteen at its appropriate alphabetic spot, you simply add onto the end of the series and make entries in a book or on file cards or in a computer database. Great. But what happens when you get bored or run out of time and stop making the entries? The whole system falls apart when you try to find the new additions.

It might be better to start with the way you instinctively categorize the items you're trying to file. For example, I identify classics by their composers, so when possible I file them alphabetically by composer. Broadway shows go by title; classical recitals and pop go by performer. And, somewhat illogically, I store old movie soundtracks by year of issue instead of title because, just from the style of the film, you can at least guess the decade. This may sound inelegant from a librarian's point of view, but I can readily put my hands on any of several thousand tapes or records without looking at—or maintaining—a catalog.

But I may have to go to a catalog system in the future. One reason is the presumption that digital audio tape (DAT) will be upon us presently, with its infinitesimal on-cassette label space. Another is that my wife can't find anything because the system is so nicely honed to my ways of categorizing. A third reason is that in my system, there are some kinds of recordings that simply defy classification—like that cassette of miscellaneous Russian orchestral masterpieces that I can't find.

The other half of the battle is labeling your tapes so that you know what's on them once you find them. Cassette manufacturers aren't always very helpful on that score. The stick-on labels that the premium brands started using about a decade ago at least help keep things neat, but they're always being restyled with less and less writing space. It's not only that skinny is in, but the remaining area gets more and more cluttered with "helpful" printing, like little boxes in which you're supposed to check off the type of noise reduction you used—or didn't use. (Come to think of it, those little "on" and "off" boxes are redundant with the blanks for type of noise reduction.) And often the labels are made from "deluxe" coated paper stock that seems to smear with just about all varieties of modern ink.

Therefore, I usually don't bother with the supplied stick-ons—like many other recordists, I use file-folder labels instead. Some collectors I know buy various colors to code the type of music, noise reduction, or EQ; I prefer the plain ones. Best of all are the strips of labels measuring 3½ by ¾ inches that you can buy for tractor-feed computer printers. The traditional deeper size (¾ inch) doesn't fit as comfortably on the current window shells.

Still, there is only so much you can write on the label of any cassette shell. In fact, you may want to check all sorts of information—song titles, for instance—while you're listening without having to squint through the cassette-compartment door. Some of the box liners that come with blank cassettes are a bit cramped and most are cluttered with advertising. I use plain white 4-by-6-inch cards with three crimps. You can use a typewriter or computer printer to cram lots of clearly legible information on them—even space-eating items like issue numbers, personnel and matrix numbers, and recording dates in collections of old jazz sides.

The trick is in the crimping. I use a template as a guide to get the crimps in the right places and score them with an awl and a straightedge. I once had them printed up for me, but it cost too much and was poorly done. If you make your own template, you can follow the crimping of a liner from a blank cassette box. But be sure your liners are long enough to completely wrap around the spine, but not long enough to overlap the hub locks projecting into the box from that side.

If you don't want to be bothered with all that, there are replacement box liners available commercially (from Radio Shack, for instance). But they are too often chintzily printed with extraneous glitz. I find that's true with most of the commercial filing aids you can buy, which is one reason I prefer crimping my own.

Obviously, I'm in no position to jeer at anyone who takes pride in a tape collection and wants to make it look nice. Just don't get any fancier than necessary, or some months or years down the road you're going to wake up and wonder why you ever committed yourself to all the nonsense of filing. In any case, the alternatives—not being able to remember who the performers were or where the tape came from or (horrors!) where you put it—are a lot worse.
In many important respects, Sony's DTC-1000 digital audio tape (DAT) recorder looks and behaves like an ordinary audio cassette recorder. In other, possibly even more important ways, it is completely different from what we have previously encountered.

Those differences start with the sound. In audio quality, the DTC-1000 is, baldly teristic of analog recorders), the rock-steady imaging that results from uniform response in both channels, and the purity of such instruments as pianos, organs, and harpsichords when reproduced without a trace of speed variation.

Although the output stage of the DTC-1000 uses four-times oversampling digital filters, the rapid-rolloff input filters—nec-
waves and impulses will ring symmetrical-
ly, as in a CD player with a digitally fil-
tered output.

Setting the recording level on the DTC-1000 is easier than on an analog casset-
tee deck, where you should, ideally, con-
sider all sorts of arcane (such as the dy-
namic range and spectrum of the music
and the type of tape and noise reduction in
use). With the DTC-1000, simply set the
recording level as high as possible with-
out ever activating the overload indicators in
the peak-reading level display. The lab
found some asymmetry in the meters' re-
sponse. Specifically, negative-going pulses
registered accurately, but positive-going
pulses read some 20 dB low. But normal
music contains relatively equal distribu-
tions of negative and positive waveform
peaks, and we never had any trouble with
level-setting according to the above rule.

The meters, by the way, have indications
from 0 dB down to –50 dB, and it’s in-
structive to see how much music (espe-
cially pop) has so little overall dynamic range
that the meters never fall to even –30 dB
except between cuts.

As good as it sounds, the DTC-1000
has so far been shown to be only slightly
more appealing than the combination of a
PCM adapter and a VCR. What shoots
the DTC-1000 ahead—and what consti-
tutes, along with sound quality, the appeal
of the DAT medium—is its elegance and
versatility, starting with the small DAT
cassette. The DTC-1000 loads tape into a
sliding drawer the same way a CD player
loads a CD. Once inside, however, the tape
is treated as if it were in a videocassette re-
corder: It is automatically withdrawn
from the cassette housing and wrapped
around the DAT head drum.

The deck has many of the same con-
trols as an analog cassette deck (or a VCR
or CD player, for that matter), including
stop, play, fast-forward and reverse (audi-
able, as in a CD player), and pause buttons.
The recording control is accompanied by the
 customary recording-mute button that
inserts a four-second blank and then puts
the recorder into recording-pause. There
is also a comprehensive fluorescent dis-
play, containing various indicators and
the deck’s recording-level meters.

The biggest operational difference be-
tween the DTC-1000 and an analog rec-
corder is the former’s ability to record
automatic-cueing points (called subcodes)
both during and after recording the music.
These functions are so novel that a quarter
of the preliminary instruction manual we
received is devoted to their operation. Not
all DAT deck prototypes we have seen
allow as much control over subcodes as
the DTC-1000, which is equipped to rec-
tend three types: program numbers, start
IDs, and skip IDs.

Start IDs are normally used, like a
CD’s track numbers, to indicate the begin-
ing of a selection. They can also be used
to mark important passages within a piece,
like the seldom-used CD index points. But
unlike CD track numbers, DAT start IDs
have no associated “numbers” and are
used only as markers. Selection-numbering
is performed by the program-number subcodes, which are usually, but not ne-
cessarily, associated with a start ID. Pro-
gram numbers are used in searching for a
selection by its designated number and
should progress upward from the begin-
ing of the tape. A skip ID tells a DTC-
1000 in playback mode to fast-forward to
the next start ID and to recommence play-
back from there. As the manual puts it,
skip IDs are useful for skipping “unwant-
end portions, such as narrations.”

The buttons to the right of the display
area set the DTC-1000 to automatically
start end IDs or program numbers dur-
ing recording. In addition, all three sub-
code types may be entered manually dur-
ing recording or playback. During auto-
matic entry, the DTC-1000 monitors the
audio input level. If this falls very low for
more than three seconds, the deck auto-
matically records a start ID (along with the
next program number, if desired). Un-
fortunately, as with the blank-seeking,
track-finding features found on some ana-
log cassette decks, occasional false alarms
are possible. When recording music with
frequent pauses or very soft passages, “[a]”
start ID may be entered even in the middle
of the selection.” Correcting these extra-
necious ID codes is the main reason most
users will eventually have to learn how to
enter and erase subcodes manually.

Even a brief explanation of how to use
either the manual or automatic subcode
controls would probably take a full page.
Instead, we’ll cover what the subcodes en-
able you to do once they are entered. Most
functions will be quite familiar to CD-
player users. For instance, the start IDs
enable a CD-like forward or reverse skip.
When one of the double-arrow AMS (Au-
tomatic Music Sensor) buttons is pressed,
the deck advances to the next or previous
start ID and begins playing, regardless of
the program number or whether the start ID occurs at the beginning or in the middle of a selection. Start IDs are also used by the DTC-1000's music-scan function, which rewinds the tape and plays the first eight seconds following each start ID in succession. Cueing by program number requires using either the numerical keypad on the front panel or the one on the supplied infrared remote handset (which duplicates all the front-panel functions except the power switch, the drawer open/close button, and the headphone output and its volume control). The deck can get very confused if program numbers do not progress steadily upward (though not necessarily consecutively) from the beginning of a tape. Luckily, the DTC-1000 has an automatic renumbering function for straightening out numerically scrambled tapes. Finally, when the front-panel skip button has been pressed on, the deck will bypass all sections marked by skip-ID sub-codes.

The last remaining automatic functions of the DTC-1000 should also be familiar to analog deck users: timer recording or playback and memory playback (in which the recorder rewinds to and plays from zero on the tape counter). The tape counter can be switched to display elapsed time from the beginning of the tape, time remaining to the end of the tape (to the nearest minute only), and elapsed time of the selection (more precisely, from the last-encountered start ID).

All the subcode and other automated functions operated as specified, and quickly at that. After decades of hunt-and-peck tape cueing with open-reel and analog-cassette machines, it is a true pleasure to be able to accurately cue up a selection with one or two button pushes.

Hookup to a system is completely conventional: through gold-plated pin jacks for the input and the fixed-level output. The back panel also has input and output jacks for direct digital dubbing, which at this time is possible only between similarly equipped DAT machines. You cannot digitally "clone" CDs with the DTC-1000, you have to record them through the deck's analog inputs. A front-panel switch selects between the analog and the digital inputs, and a section of the display shows the sampling rate of the incoming digital signal (32, 44.1, or 48 kHz).

Our only real complaint with the DTC-1000, and it is a fairly minor one, is that you cannot view the input signal level on the meters (or hear it through the outputs) unless the deck is put into the recording-pause mode or is actually recording. But after ten minutes in recording-pause, the deck will put itself into stop to prevent the automatic switching between source and tape. That is, the deck should always show and feed through what is at the inputs and switch to tape only when the deck is actually playing. Perhaps that will come with the next generation of Sony DAT machines, along with other unforeseeable but useful features. Meanwhile, we don't expect the versatility, ease of use, and sound quality of the Sony DTC-1000 to be surpassed anytime soon by any other DAT deck.

We would have preferred VCR-like

tape from being held against the spinning head drum too long. (This presumably operates like the automatic-stop-from-pause feature on a VCR, and for the same reason.) If, in order to set the best recording level, you take great—and lengthy—pains to find the loudest passage in the source material, you may find this an annoyance.

Top: A DAT cassette nested in the drawer of Sony's DTC-1000.
Rotation: These buttons on the deck's front panel control the recording and erasure of DAT subcodes, as well as the counter modes.
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These European mountain ranges make even the towering headquarters of modern mega-corporations appear puny by contrast.

Yet thanks to the ingenuity of our 326 car audio engineers in Hildesheim, West Germany, Blaupunkt car stereos are superbly equipped to handle even the most extreme FM reception problems.

You see, a car stereo's ability to capture an FM radio signal is determined by five factors: FM sensitivity. Selectivity. Multi-path distortion. Signal attenuation. And RF intermodulation.

Most car stereo systems do a reasonably good job with two—perhaps three—of these factors.

But due to the persistence of our engineers—and the dozens of patients we've earned in this area alone—Blaupunkt's CODEM III and ORC II dynamic tuning systems do exceptionally well in all five areas.

Which helps explain why Blaupunkt has earned a reputation for engineering the world's finest tuners.
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Something not one of our competitors bothers with.

So if you're an urban motorist frustrated by all those buildings wreaking havoc with the signals of all your favorite stations, pay a visit to your independent Blaupunkt car stereo specialist. (For the one nearest you, please call us at 1-800-237-7999.)

What you hear will be music to your ears.

Without all the static you've been accustomed to.

**Blaupunkt**

Designed for people with ears.

And something between them.
Rarely does a new Compact Disc player utilize an innovative method of executing any of its tasks. By now, many component-size home players (and many portable units) have digital filters, remote controls, and various methods of automated playback. Many high-end players are the recipients of special parts-selection or trimming techniques that are intended to improve the accuracy of the crucial digital-to-analog converter (DAC) portion of the audio signal path. The Hi-bit conversion method of the CDX-1100U is also aimed at that goal, but the means employed are unique to Yamaha, a proven innovator in digital audio.

In order to improve linearity (that is, reduce distortion) of low-level signals, the company uses a version of what is known in digital-audio literature as a “floating-point” digital-to-analog conversion system. In brief, when the digital signal fed to the 1100U’s DACs falls more than 6 dB below the CD system’s maximum output level, the digits being fed to the DACs are digitally amplified by 6 dB (each digit is multiplied by 2), and the now-analog output of the DAC is correspondingly attenuated by 6 dB using a proprietary “floating sample/hold” integrated circuit. If the signal falls below -12 dB, another round of shifting/attenuation occurs, so that the digits being converted by the DAC are 4 times the originals, and the DAC output, being higher by 12 dB, is subsequently attenuated by 12 dB.

What does this get you? Answering that requires a little CD math. In the binary arithmetic used by the CD system, an amplification of 6 or 12 dB is accomplished by moving the bits in a digital number one or two places, respectively, to the left. For example, amplifying the 16-bit digital number 0000 1000 0011 1010 by 6 dB gives 0001 0000 0111 0100, a 12-dB boost results in 0010 0000 1110 1000.

Here, the italicized zeros signify the places-called the least significant bits (LSBs)—vacated by the shifting number. It is possible, as shown here, to fill the LSBs with zeros and still obtain some benefit to signal-reproduction quality, because the LSB conversion of a typical DAC can be responsible for much of the distortion a CD player produces that is above the theoretical minimum of the CD system. In theory, bypassing the LSBs in this fashion can bring player distortion performance closer to that minimum.

Although questions have been raised concerning possible audible problems caused by the gear-switching of the analog gain-changing circuit, a typical CD signal only very rarely requires the two topmost bits (never on many discs). Consequently, the Hi-bit system is usually operating in the low-distortion bit-shifted mode. Yamaha has taken further pains to reduce the possibility of the changing attenuation becoming audible: When the player does switch into conventional 16-bit operation for the reproduction of a very loud signal, it stays in that mode for about a quarter of a second, regardless of how low the signal may fall in that time period.

Although the vacated LSBs can be filled with zeros, Yamaha has chosen to fill the empty positions with the high-precision results of the unit’s quadruple over-sampling digital-filter calculations. Since explaining the operation of digital filters in general or the Hi-bit filter in particular would take at least half the space allotted for this report, suffice it to say that we have yet to find a CD-player digital-filter design that goes to the lengths that Yamaha’s does to produce a smooth and accurate output.
Now you can move into home satellite TV and commercial satellite communications with NRI's latest breakthrough in electronics training

With NRI training, you'll explore every aspect of satellite transmission and reception as you assemble, install, troubleshoot, and train with the complete TVRO system included in your course.

With today's satellite technology, a call to Paris is as clear and as easy to make as a call next door. Executives use video conferencing to "meet" without leaving their offices...simultaneously, a billion people witness a single event (a soccer game, an inauguration, a benefit rock concert)...and scientists explore the mysteries of outer space without leaving their labs.

These amazing applications of satellite technology have opened up exciting, new opportunities for the technician trained to install, maintain, troubleshoot, and repair satellite communications equipment.

**Explosive opportunities in home satellite TV**

In suburban backyards, alongside country farmhouses, and atop commercial buildings, satellite TV systems are continuing to expand all across the country.

Already there are over a million TVRO (Television Receive-Only) systems in place in the U.S. alone, and experts predict that the future of home satellite TV looks even brighter.

**New jobs, new careers for the trained technician**

As an NRI-trained technician, you can concentrate on consumer-oriented TVRO equipment, or use your training to build a career servicing the satellite equipment that has become so vital in commercial and military communications to transmit and receive voice, data, and video signals.

**NRI brings satellite technology down to earth**

NRI trains you thoroughly in basic electronics, communications, and television principles. Using the remarkable NRI Discovery Lab® and your digital multimeter, you perform critical experiments, tests, and measurements. Then, using your NRI Antenna Applications and Design Lab, you assemble and test various types of antennas and matching sections.

You then concentrate on both commercial and consumer satellite earth station equipment, putting theory to practice as you assemble, install, and test the complete satellite antenna system included in your course.

**Building your own home satellite TV system brings theory to life!**

Your Drake TVRO system comes complete with 6' parabolic dish antenna system, low-noise amplifier (LNA), down converter, receiver, low-loss coaxial cable, and even a permanent polar mount.

By training with an actual TVRO system, you'll come to understand, first-hand, the function and operation of a satellite earth station. And once completed, your TVRO system will provide the best television entertainment available—direct from the satellite to your home.

**Train the uniquely successful NRI way**

It's hands-on training, at home...designed around the latest state-of-the-art equipment. You discover by doing...and you do it at your own comfortable pace.

Built into your NRI training is the enormous experience of our development specialists and instructors, whose training skills and personal guidance are available to you on a one-to-one basis.

**Make your move into the future today!**

**Send for your FREE NRI catalog**

Only NRI can train you at home for an exciting and rewarding career as a satellite electronics technician. And now is the time to act. Send today for your free, 100-page catalog. It details our training methods and materials, and our more than 72 years of successful innovation in hands-on career training. If the coupon is missing, write to: NRI Schools, 3939 Wisconsin Avenue, Washington, D.C. 20016.
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One of the claims Yamaha makes for the Hi-bit system is an increased signal-to-noise ratio. And indeed, Diversified Science Laboratories' measurements show an extremely low noise level. But remember that this measurement was taken with an "all zeros" recorded signal—a digital absolute zero only found on music discs, if at all, during intersession gaps. The Hi-bit system gives this signal its full 12-dB digital boost/analog attenuation treatment, since it is well past the threshold needed to trigger such processing. Because of the attenuator action, one can expect the measured signal-to-noise ratio to be better than what would be obtained from conventional units playing the same test track, since any pre-attenuator noise has been reduced in level by 12 dB. However, noise performance with a signal can never be better than the theoretical limits allowed by the CD recording system.

We must expand on this point, because the promotional literature for Hi-bit technology is easily misinterpreted. The maximum amount of information that can be obtained from a CD is limited to the resolution of an ideal analog-to-digital converter multiplied by the CD-system sampling rate: 16 bits × 44,100 Hz, or 705,600 bits per second per channel. No amount of oversampling, extra bits, or other processing can increase this figure—you can’t get out more than was originally put in.

That said, we must hastily add that the CDX-1100U seems to come closer to actually providing ideal 16-bit performance than many other units we have tested. The almost unmeasurably large channel separation, the very low and thoroughly inaudible distortion (always below our reporting threshold), and the very flat, non-de-emphasized frequency response all speak of excellent analog-section design and circuit layout, just as the fault-free performance on the tracking/error-correction tests attest to robust laser servo-mechanism design.

The CDX-1100U also has the full complement of operating features typical for players in its price category. Its 24-selection programmed-playback function can be set either by entering the tracks to be heard or by marking the tracks to be omitted. A random track-playback button is provided. Cueing is either by track number or by recorded index point. Disc scanning has two speeds, depending on how long you depress a double-arrow key: with both speeds, the music remains audible during scan unless the player is in the pause mode when scanning is begun. Cueing seems unusually rapid, although it seems only average in speed when index points are being sought. Three repeat modes are provided: single track, full disc, and A-B segment. The vacuum fluorescent display is easy both to read and to comprehend.

An infrared remote control duplicates all the front-panel controls except for the power switch. It even adjusts the unit's volume by means of a 20-bit all-digital volume control, which operates in unusually fine and precise 0.4-dB steps. Being digital, the volume control is located in the circuit after the digital filter but before the D/A converters—an unusual arrangement. There is no fixed-level output, but there is a front-panel headphone jack and a back-panel digital-signal output jack for connection to future digital signal processors.

The player worked without problems and, just as important, without any quirks. In fact, we successfully operated all of its features without having to refer to the manual. While this is not a recommended practice ("do not attempt this at home . . ."), it shows how self-evident and easy the player is to use for anyone with even the slightest knowledge of how a CD player is supposed to operate. As to how a CD player is ideally supposed to sound, we do not hesitate to say that it should sound like the CDX-1100U. Despite our qualms about the loose use of the terms "accuracy" and "resolution" in the Hi-bit literature, the system does deliver superb sound quality. You cannot go wrong in selecting the CDX-1100U.
Videophiles who have been following our reviews over the past several years have no doubt been chagrined to find that no VCR even comes close to approaching the theoretical resolution limit (about 330 lines) of the NTSC television system used in this country. In fact, it is rare to find a consumer VCR capable of even 200-line resolution, advertising claims notwithstanding. Even the improvement afforded by the much-heralded VHS HQ is marginal. If you think Super VHS (or S-VHS, for short) is of the same ilk, you’re in for a big surprise: Super VHS is a great leap forward in video recording.

We chose to take our first close look at S-VHS in a deck from JVC, the company that started it all.

Super VHS brings professional-quality video recording to the consumer. Picture resolution actually exceeds the NTSC maximum and, theoretically, exceeds the present capability of the Laserdisc. For these reasons, S-VHS decks like the JVC HR-S7000U have two sets of video inputs and outputs: standard pin jacks that deal with NTSC composite signals (those with combined chrominance and luminance information) and four-pin "S" connectors that keep luminance and chrominance signals separate to minimize their mutual interference (crosstalk). "S" connectors will be appearing on the next generation of video monitors to optimize performance with S-VHS VCRs and camcorders.

To achieve its improved performance, Super VHS relies in part on a new tape formulation that will cost more (at least initially) than normal premium-grade videotape. An S-VHS recording made on the HR-S7000U cannot be played on a standard VHS deck, but VHS recordings can be played on the HR-7000U (with no improvement in resolution, however). The HR-S7000U can also make standard VHS recordings—on regular or S-VHS cassettes—that will play on a VHS deck (again, without the improved resolution). The deck senses the presence of an S-VHS cassette via keyways molded into the housing and will not attempt to record an old-style cassette in the new format. During playback, the deck automatically determines the recording format as well as the recording speed and sets itself accordingly.

As you might expect from a top-of-the-line model, the 7000 offers just about every feature you could imagine, including the complete VHS HQ system: luminance and chrominance noise reduction, a detail enhancer, and an increased white-clip level for sharper pictures. Audio and video inputs (including the new S connector), hidden behind a door at the far left of the front panel, simplify making temporary connections; in that vein, an edit switch will modify the HQ circuitry for making better dubs. Also behind the door is a minijack for headphones.

The main audio-video connectors, located on the back panel, include stereo pairs of audio input and output jacks, composite video inputs and outputs, and an S-video output. The antenna hookup is via F connectors, with a switch choosing between Channel 3 or Channel 4 output through the RF-out terminal. Also on the back panel is an AC convenience outlet, a rare feature in a VCR.

With the exception of the power, eject, and TV/video switches, all controls are behind the main flip-down panel. The number of controls is daunting, and spacing is tight; but the arrangement is logical, and most functions are duplicated on the wireless remote.

Five of the six leftmost buttons control the Digital Search System, which is used to simplify finding programs on the tape. It has two basic modes—Index Search and Address Search. An index point is automatically marked whenever you start recording from the stop or timer-standby modes. You can add index points to a tape (with its erase-prevention tab intact) even after you’ve recorded on it by pressing INDEX while in the play, still, or recording mode and then pressing MARK. Indicators confirm the process. As many as nine index points can be marked, and you can scan to any point (in fast-wind or visual-search mode) by specifying the number of marks to be skipped ahead or

**Test Reports**

**JVC HR-S7000U**
**Super VHS**
**Hi-Fi VCR**

**Dimensions:** 17 ¾ by 3 ½ inches (front), 13 inches deep plus clearance for connections.

**AC Convenience Outlet:** One switched or unswitched (300 watts max.).

**Price:** $1,200.

**Warranty:** "Limited," one year parts, 90 days labor.

**Manufacturer:** Victor Company of Japan.

**U.S. Distributor:** JVC Company of America, 41 Slater Dr., Elmwood Park, N.J. 07407.
THINK OF IT AS THE WORLD’S SMALLEST DIGITAL PLAYER.

Now you can take the dynamics of digital performance anywhere. With TDK HX-S, it captures the purity and nuances of digital sound like no other high-bias audio cassette.

Specifically designed to record digitally-sourced materials, HX-S offers four times the magnetic storage capability of other high-bias cassettes available today. Plus unmatched high frequency MOL (Maximum Output Level) for optimum performance.

With all this going for it, HX-S does more than step-up your pocket-sized player. It also acts like fuel injection for your car audio system. And it can turn a boombox into a portable music hall.

TDK HX-S. One small step for digital. One giant leap for music-kind.

TDK is the world’s leading manufacturer of audio & video cassettes and floppy disk products.
back from the present position.

Address Search works similarly to Index Search except the marks are four-digit numbers that can be “addressed” directly via the keypad on the remote or the control panel. Addresses can be marked manually while in the play or recording mode by pressing ADDRESS, entering a four-digit code, and pressing MARK. (If you do not enter a number, the machine will record either 0000 or the previous number incremented by 1.) If you press MARK a second time, the deck will continue to record codes at one-minute intervals. Address Codes can be renumbered in succession from any point by pressing PAUSE/STILL, RENUM, entering the new number, and pressing MARK. Pressing RENUM again stops the process. Unwanted Index and Address codes can be erased; the codes can be accessed from the remote but not marked or modified.

AUDIO MONITOR, the sixth button in the leftmost set, cycles through the possible audio output choices: stereo, left Hi-Fi track to both outputs, right Hi-Fi track to both, or normal (by which JVC means the monophonic linear, or “edge,”) track). The choice is shown by a series of indicators to the left of the control door. The audio monitor works in conjunction with the Hi-Fi/NORM MIX switch on the upper right of the control panel. When turned on, this switch mixes output from the Hi-Fi and linear audio tracks.

Just to the right of the six-button array are the traditional transport controls, including one for slow motion and a tape-speed selector (SP or EP). These controls (including AUDIO MONITOR) are replicated on the remote. Slow-motion speed can be controlled via buttons on the remote.

A large button to the lower right of the transport controls engages the S-VHS recording mode, which is confirmed by an illuminated S-VHS legend. (Switchover between the two modes is automatic during playback.) Above the S-VHS button are buttons for toggling the display between counter and remaining-time and for engaging the timer-recording standby mode.

The next group of buttons serve multiple purposes, including keypad access to the channels, index and address points, and clock and timer settings. In conjunction with the counter “go to” switch (available only on the remote), the keypad is a means of cueing to any part of the tape by counter number. And it carries alpha as well as numeric indications for setting the 8-event/14-day recording timer. The deck’s memory can retain data through a 10-minute power outage. During programing, the steps are indicated both on the deck’s display and on the TV screen.

The full complement of timer controls is replicated on the remote, making it possible to program the deck from your armchair.

Next to the channel buttons is an instantaneous recording function that sets the timer to record for 30 minutes. Subsequent presses increment the timer by 30 minutes to a maximum of 8 hours and 59 minutes — more than you can record on any current VHS cassette.

To the right of the instant-recording button are the audio source selector (aux/simulcast/tuner) and the video input selector, which chooses between the composite and S-video inputs. Above are the left and right Hi-Fi recording-level sliders and, to the right, an automatic level control (ALC) on/off switch that automatically sets the recording level on the Hi-Fi channels when on. (The ALC is always active on the mono linear track.) To the right of the ALC switch are switches for the audio level and tracking indicators, for Hi-Fi or mixed audio output, and for choosing between recording the main or SAP tuner output on the edge track.

Beneath the above group are four more switches: COUNTER MEMORY, which causes the tape to stop at 0000 during fastwind; AFC (JVC suggests you try the SPECIAL position if there is no picture in NORM); CATV, which chooses among TV, CATV, and HRC reception, and EDIT. Along the bottom right are four rotary controls for the headphone level, normal and slow tracking, and picture sharpness.

The HR-S7000U features JVC’s most advanced transport with a Super Double-Azimuth four-head system for optimum performance at both speeds, including noiseless still-frames with frame-advance capability and noiseless slow-motion playback from 1/8 to 1/4 normal speed. The deck automatically begins playback whenever a cassette (with safety tab removed) is inserted into the deck.

**VCR Section**

Except where otherwise indicated, the recording data shown here apply to both speeds (SP and EP) and to both modes (professional Super VHS and Super VHS Hi-Fi). All measurements were made at the direct audio and video outputs, with test signals injected through the direct audio and video inputs. For VHS Hi-Fi, the 0-dB reference input level is the voltage required to produce a 0-dB reading on the VCR’s audio level meter. For the standard audio recording mode, it is the voltage at which the automatic level control (ALC) produces a 3-dB of compression at 315 Hz. The 0-dB reference level output is the output voltage from a 0 dB input.

**VHS Hi-Fi, Record/Play Response (-20 dB)**

- **SP +1 1/2, 3 dB at 100 Hz vs 16 kHz**
- **EP +4 1/2, 3 dB at 86 Hz vs 7 kHz**

**Audio S/N Ratio (0-0 dB output; R/P; A-weighted)**

- **standard VHS Hi-Fi**
  - **SP** 54 dB
  - **EP** 52 dB
- **VHS Hi-Fi**
  - **Recording Level**
    - **3% Distortion (315 Hz)**
      - **standard VHS Hi-Fi**
        - **SP** 66.4%<br>  - **EP** 72.0%<br>  - **Channel Separation (315 Hz, VHS Hi-Fi)**
        - 79 dB

**Indicator “Ballistics”**

- **Response time** 22 ms
- **Decay time** < 290 ms
- **Overload** 0 dB

**Flutter (ANSI weighted peak, R/P; average)**

- **standard VHS Hi-Fi**
  - **SP** < 0.07%<br>  - **EP** < 0.02%<br>  - **Sensitivity (for 0-dB output: 315 Hz)**
  - **VHS Hi-Fi**
    - **standard** 90 nV
  - **Audio Output Level (from 0-dB input: 315 Hz)**
    - **VHS Hi-Fi**
      - 0.37 volt
      - **standard** 0.99 volt

**O C T O B E R 1 9 8 7 2 9**
**Test Reports**

**Audio Input Impedance (VHS Hi-Fi)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S-VHS Video Record/Play Response</th>
<th>SP</th>
<th>EP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>at 500 kHz</td>
<td>1 dB</td>
<td>1 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>at 1.5 MHz</td>
<td>1.5 dB</td>
<td>1.5 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>at 2.0 MHz</td>
<td>flat</td>
<td>2.5 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>at 3.5 MHz</td>
<td>2 dB</td>
<td>4.5 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>at 4.2 MHz</td>
<td>3 dB</td>
<td>5.5 dB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Regular VHS Video Record/Play Response**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SP</th>
<th>EP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.5 dB</td>
<td>7.5 dB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Sharpness Control Range (S-VHS model)**

| at 500 kHz | no measurable effect |
| at 1.5 MHz | +1.5 dB |
| at 2.0 MHz | +3 dB |
| at 3.0 MHz | +4 dB |
| at 3.5 MHz | +3.5 dB |
| at 4.2 MHz | 3.5 dB |

**Luminance Level**

| S-VHS | 5% low |
| VHS  | 6% low |
| Chroma Level | 5% low |

**Chroma Differential Gain**

| S-VHS | none |
| VHS  | 16% |

**Chroma Differential Phase**

| SP | +10° |
| EP | see test |

**Median Chroma Phase Error**

| SP | 0° |
| EP | see test |

*For the main display mode, 500 millivolt-second for the peak hold mode*

*To be measured*

---

**For Future Reference**

Heretofore, when measuring the audio characteristics of a Hi-Fi VCR, Diversified Science Laboratories has used the 3-percent distortion point as the reference level. (The only exceptions have been the few Hi-Fi VCRs with nondeletable automatic level controls.) The 3-percent distortion point is a generally accepted reference, however, it corresponds on many VCRs to a meter reading approximately 10 dB above "0"—which is usually off-scale. On the JVC HR-S7000U, the 3-percent distortion point turns out to be a whopping 21 dB above indicator zero, a point at which no consumer would record. Accordingly, with this VCR (and in subsequent reviews), we will adopt indicator zero as the recording reference level. Although this means that the reference level will vary from product to product (a practice we decry), using the indicated 0-dB level will result in data that is more consonant with the way the deck will actually be used. To establish the maximum recording level, we will report the 3-percent distortion point with reference to meter zero. The net result of this change will be a decrease in the reported Hi-Fi-mode sensitivity (by an amount corresponding to the difference between the meter-zero level and the maximum recording level), a reduction in reported signal-to-noise ratio (by the same amount), and possibly a reduction in reported distortion (which will be measured 10 dB below the new reference level).

While making these changes, DSL has also decided to shift the audio reference level on the linear ("longitudinal" or "edge") track. Invariably, an ALC (automatic level control) is used to prevent overload on the edge tracks and, up to now, we have established the reference level at 10 dB above the point at which the ALC causes 3-dB compression. If distortion exceeds 3 percent at this point (which it rarely does), DSL has used the 3-percent distortion point as the reference. Originally, we chose this reference level to accommodate a VCR that used a "soft" ALC—that is, one in which the actual recording level continues to rise above the 3-dB compression point. In practice, however, we have found that most consumer VCRs use a very "tight" ALC, making recording level almost invariant once the ALC takes effect. For the JVC HR-S7000U (and hereafter), we will reduce our reference level by 10 dB, to the point of 3-dB compression. The major change in reported data will be a reduction in the sensitivity figure by a factor of 3.16. Changes in output level and S/N ratio will be negligible because of the tight ALC used in the average consumer VCR. Distortion will continue to be measured at 10 dB below the reference, which may cause some reduction in the reported levels.

E.J.F.
Only Sony offers the most advanced headsets for every mindset.

Look to the company that listens to digital audio four different ways.

If you're going to invest in the world of digital audio, then only the right kind of headphones will do. That's why you'd be most comfortable with headphones made by Sony, The Leader in Digital Audio. Like our best digital equipment, Sony's advanced headphones are designed to let you realize the full potential of digital sound reproduction.

Each Sony model is built with sensitivity, utilizing the most precise technology available. For example, cobalt diaphragm drivers for superior musical resolution and wider dynamic range; linear crystal, oxygen-free copper wiring for less signal path resistance, and gold-plated contacts for the finest possible conductivity.

And if all that sounds good to you, listen to this: Sony offers more types of advanced headphones for the widest variety of digital audio applications. So try one on and see what it's like to get the most from your music.

After all, once you've paid for the finest digital audio components, anything less than Sony wouldn't be a sound investment.

Headphones. SONY

© 1987 Sony Corporation of America. Sony and The Leader in Digital Audio are trademarks of Sony
HR-S7000U with ancillary equipment. Indicator response is a little slow, but with the generous headroom the deck provides, we doubt if that's of any significance.

Performance on the monophonic edge track at the faster speed also is exceptionally good. Response extends to about 15 kHz and rolls off smoothly below 85 Hz; "head bumps" (low-frequency response irregularities) are conspicuously absent. Distortion is less than 3% percent from below 315 Hz to 5 kHz and rises to only 1.14 percent at 50 Hz. A-weighted noise is a surprisingly good -54 dB.

Edge-track performance at the EP speed is respectable but no match for that at SP. Response rises 1% dB in the 3- to 4-kHz region before falling to -3 dB at 5.3 kHz. This result partly from tape saturation—there is a greater rise and a higher cutoff frequency at lower recording levels. Distortion reaches 1.5 percent at 1 kHz and 2 percent at 50 Hz, but A-weighted noise is still an unexpectedly fine -51 dB. Flutter at the EP speed averages +0.21 percent with peaks to +0.27 percent—fairly good, but no match for the exceptionally low flutter at the faster speed (+0.07 percent, on average.) Output voltage and sensitivity are fine; the edge-track ALC is exceptionally tight.

The big story is video resolution, which is absolutely outstanding in the S-VHS mode. At SP speed, response is down no more than 3 dB at any frequency within the limits of the NTSC system. That implies a resolution of more than 340 lines (on a video monitor capable of handling it). At the EP speed, resolution is almost as good—down 5/7 dB at 3.58 MHz and 7/12 dB at 4.2 MHz—for a resolution between 300 to 320 lines using our -6 dB criterion. Such resolution is unprecedented among consumer VCRs tested to date and is approached only by videocassette monitors. Playing back the standard "wedge" test pattern on a high-resolution monitor, the HR-S7000U showed resolution exceeding 350 lines at both tape speeds.

Luminance and chrominance levels are near-perfect in the S-VHS mode at both speeds, and there is virtually no chroma differential gain. Luminance nonlinearity is a bit higher than normal at both speeds and is distributed throughout the gray-scale range. Although the average chroma phase error is negligible at both speeds, there is a modest amount of phase instability at the faster speed and a quite substantial amount at the slower speed. This phase instability in the EP mode makes it impossible to specify the slow-speed chroma differential phase.

DSL also measured the HR-S7000U's video performance in the standard VHS mode using the same JVC S-VHS blank tape. Although performance is up to the VHS norm, it pales in comparison to the S-VHS mode. Response is down slightly more than 6 dB at 2 MHz at the faster speed and down almost 6 dB at 1.5 MHz at EP speed, for calculated resolutions of 160 and 120 lines, respectively. Gray-scale linearity is a bit better in the standard VHS mode than with S-VHS, but the difference is negligible and cannot be seen on a monitor, even with test signals. Luminance and chrominance levels, chroma differential gain, and average chroma phase error are virtually the same with straight VHS as with S-VHS, and the phase instability mentioned above is equally apparent when making a standard VHS recording.

To the technical videophile, the numbers speak for themselves, for the nontechnical, seeing is believing, and we encourage you to experience S-VHS for yourself on a good monitor. Pictures have a clarity and sharpness that are truly outstanding. Although there's usually little need to resort to the HR-S7000U's sharpness control, it has excellent range and adds extra snap to the picture without increasing video noise. Thanks to the extra modulation range provided by the S-VHS system, luminance noise is noticeably lower than in the standard VHS mode. Using the supplied JVC blank tape, chroma noise also is less visible in the new mode than on the average VHS deck. The chroma phase instability mentioned in the technical data is most apparent on the magenta color bar and, in general, is less obtrusive than the instrument readings might imply.

The HR-S7000U's tuner can provide a sharp, color-accurate picture from a strong station; however, its weak-signal reception is less satisfactory than we have come to expect from high-end VCRs. Expect somewhat more snow if you're in a fringe broadcast area. The deck's transport, on the other hand, is excellent. Still and slow-motion pictures are free of noise bars and are almost as stable as we've experienced with VCRs that use digital field storage. Once you get used to them, we think you'll also find the index and address search systems useful. But more than anything else, this is a deck to experience for its remarkable S-VHS picture resolution.
“Before you buy insurance, examine the evidence.”

RAYMOND BURR

An agent who works for one company can only offer you the policies that his company sells. An Independent Insurance Agent represents several companies. So your Independent Agent can help you select the right coverage at the right price because there are more policies from which to choose. The evidence is clear.

THE MORE-THAN-ONE-COMPANY INSURANCE AGENT.

You’ll find the Independent Insurance Agent nearest you in the Yellow Pages.
B&W revise an equation

The result is unbelievable.

B&W have taken the Matrix quantum leap a stage beyond. They challenged the view that only a sizeable and intrusive enclosure could possibly produce a sound of true monitor quality. That equation between size and sound quality is now rewritten by B&W in their Concept 90 series CM1/CM2 loudspeakers. Giving an incredible response to the wide dynamic range of today's compact discs.

At one end a rich and satisfying bass output. At the other, exacting reproduction of the most delicate passages. Here is a loudspeaker whose mighty performance is at home in limited roomscapes, whose appearance is perfectly attuned to design-conscious living.

The Matrix revolution - an historic breakthrough in enclosure design - has lit the fuse. The honeycomb Matrix structure has virtually eliminated unwanted radiation characteristics. Setting you free to enjoy the pure, uncoloured sound of the drivers.

With one of the last great barriers to perfect sound reproduction lifted, B&W have undertaken an intensive development programme using the latest Computer Aided Design techniques. This has brought about a new generation, demonstrating B&W's sensitive shaping of audio for the rest of the century. It's called Concept 90. CM1 and CM2 are the latest progeny of the state of the art.

THE MATRIX REVOLUTION
SETTING SOUND FREE.

CM1, AN INCREDIBLE SOUND SYSTEM.

By moulding the CM1 enclosure and Matrix in one piece and using a new glass-fibre reinforced polyester material, B&W have drastically reduced cabinet thickness - normally 15mm - to just 5mm. The result: a gain of 48 cubic inches internal volume and bass output which completely belies the CM1's diminutive size.

Bassmidrange performance has been refined by the introduction of a new version of the woven Kevlar Cone (fused in B&W's celebrated 801 monitor) System sensitivity of 85dB. Maximum sound pressure level of 105dB (in 2,000 cubic feet). The perfect expression of the Concept 90 philosophy.

CM2, THE POWER. THE GLORY.

For the resolute perfectionist, Concept 90 reserves a further dimension. The supreme power and bass extension (a full 3½ octaves more) of the CM2. The CM1 element crosses to the slender sub-bass module of CM2 at only 150Hz, leaving performance unimpaired and giving a fully omni-directional pattern of sound radiation. Drivers are reflex loaded and deliver perfect optimisation of output and bass extension. In CM2 the maximum sound pressure level is raised to 107dB with superlative accuracy and stereo imaging.

The Matrix Revolution

B&W Loudspeakers of America
P.O. Box 653
Buffalo, New York 14240
(416) 297-0595
Blaupunkt's products have been compared, and not without reason, to those of Mercedes-Benz. They are elaborately and thoughtfully engineered, superbly finished, and, to some extent, inhabit their own world. In other words, you can't necessarily pick up a Blaupunkt-compatible accessory in a local parts store. But that's a natural by-product of the far-reaching thoroughness with which a Blaupunkt system has been engineered.

Right out of the box, the Berlin is rather formidable, particularly if you plan to install it yourself. This is partly by design, because Blaupunkt doesn't encourage do-it-yourselfers. The company is heading toward ultrasophisticated automotive electronics, in which a single data bus (multi-conductor cable) will act as a control/communications channel between the driver and the car, as well as between the driver and the entertainment and information functions currently available in the Berlin. In any event, most buyers willing to spring for such a top-dollar design probably will prefer the sort of professional installation Blaupunkt has in mind.

Basically, the design consists of a front end that encompasses the physical controls and the cassette transport, and a second chassis with the actual electronic switching, a 16-bit command-logic microprocessor; and the entire tuner. Both chassis have plug-in power harnesses for DC and ground connections and for outboards, such as standard power antennas, that aren't designed to participate in Blaupunkt's logic-control scheme. Each chassis has DIN jacks for three interconnect cables, including separate control and signal buses that run between the units. The front end's third jack is for a hand-held remote control; the one on the hideaway chassis provides outputs to front and back power amps and an input from an optional auxiliary source such as a CD player.

There are two antenna inputs: one for a standard AM/FM model (the Berlin can be set up with only this antenna connected, as it was on Diversified Science Laboratories' test bench) and one for a second FM antenna to supply diversity tuning (or tuner diversity, as Blaupunkt calls it). This system compares the RF (radio frequency) levels at each antenna and switches to the stronger. Diversity tuning is not unique to Blaupunkt but, considering the improvement in weak-station reception it invariably affords, it is surprisingly rare.

The tuner includes Blaupunkt's ARI (Automatic Radio Information) system. When engaged, it highlights traffic bulletins—even to the extent of overriding a tape, if one is playing—from participating FM stations, which cover a growing area of the urban U.S. Even if you have the music at background level, ARI cranks up the volume for the duration of the road-conditions announcement. For security, you can select a code that, unless properly entered after each interruption of power, will render the set inoperative. You can return to the no-code factory setting (so you don't have to give out your code when you take the car to be serviced, for example), and window stickers announce to prospective thieves the uselessness of removing the radio. If you forget your code, Blaupunkt can deprogram it (at your expense).

To handle all the functions designed into the Berlin, the deceptively simple front-panel controls must do multiple duties, changing according to the sequence in which buttons are pressed, among other things. This can be very perplexing at first, and some of the front-panel markings do little to clear up the confusion. With time—and careful, repeated readings of the manual—operation eventually becomes intuitive.

The following example should give you an idea of how the control scheme works. Suppose you come across a Berlin showing the tuned FM frequency, 107.5, in the upper window on the left end of the panel, and "FM 3" to its left. This means that the first memory bank (FM 1) is engaged and that preset 3 of this bank is selected. In the lower window would appear the four frequencies memorized in this bank—with 107.5 in the third spot. To choose another

**Blaupunkt TQR-07 Berlin Car Tuner/Tape Deck**

- **Dimensions:** 7 by 2 inches (control chassis front), 6½ inches deep; escutcheon, 2½ by 2¼ inches; subsidiary chassises: 7 by 2 by 6⅛ inches
- **Connections:** Bare wires for ignition, battery, power antenna, spare lug for ground; multipin DIN plugs and umbilicals for other functions (adapters available); standard coaxial female for antenna input.
- **Fuses:** 3.15-amp mini at power connection block on both head end and subsidiary chassis.
- **Price:** $1,500
- **Warranty:** "Limited," one year parts and labor.
- **Manufacturer:** Blaupunkt-Werke GMBH Hildesheim, West Germany
- **U.S. Distributor:** Robert Bosch Corp. Sales Group Blaupunkt Div., 2800 South 25th Ave., Broadview, Ill. 60153.
Power Precision. Performance. The new generation of Citation separates goes far beyond its predecessors to create the ultimate listening experience. Designed and developed by Harman Kardon, one of the most respected names in audio, every generation of Citation has earned a reputation of excellence with audiophiles around the world. A true testing and proving ground for the most revolutionary audio concepts, Citation's innovations have ultimately been featured in all Harman Kardon components.

Steeped in audio breakthroughs and advanced designs, Harman Kardon's Citation division introduced the world's first Ultrawideband amplifier in 1963—the Citation 2 vacuum tube amplifier. In 1972, the Citation 14, the first FM stereo tuner with Phase Locked Loop (PLL) MPX decoding was introduced. In 1977, the 150-Watt-per-channel Citation 19 became the first power amplifier to feature low negative feedback. 1981 saw the introduction of the Citation XX. Its exclusive High instantaneous Current Capability (HCC) design provided the instantaneous current required to precisely drive and control any loudspeaker system.

Now, just as the original Citation separates established design innovations that were years ahead of their time, the new Citation series sets the standards for the decade to come. The new Citation twenty-three makes tuner design history as the world's first Active Tracking tuner and the world's first synthesized tuner with Analog Fine Tuning. This patented system delivers two aspects of tuner performance that were previously mutually exclusive: high selectivity and high fidelity. Its superior adjacent and alternate channel rejection lets you tune in more stations with more fidelity than was ever before possible.

As the world's first High Voltage/High Current power amplifiers, the 200-Watt-per-channel Citation twenty-two and the 100-Watt-per-channel Citation twenty-four redefine amplifier design. With just the flick of a switch, their exclusive High Voltage/High Current technology lets you select the optimum mode for driving either 8-Ohm or 4-Ohm loudspeakers. The result is higher power output and cleaner, clearer sound than any traditional design, without distortion, overheating or current limiting. In an area where the smallest interference can result in the biggest problems, the new Citation twenty-one preamplifier further ensures accurate signal reproduction. Its symmetrical circuitry and many design refinements offer the most precise amplification, for a difference you can hear.

Citation's attention to detail can be seen as well as heard. The heavy rolled-steel, rubber-mounted chassis creates a solid, vibration-free environment that combines world class styling with sophisticated American industrial design.

The new Citation series from Harman Kardon. The next generation of the world's premier high fidelity components.

For more information and your nearest dealer call toll free 1-800-525-7000 Ext. 125 or write 240 Crossways Park West, Box 9125, Woodbury, New York 11797.

A Harman International Company
Citation. The next generation.
of these stations, press the button immediately below the corresponding frequency, to shift to a different memory bank, press a button (other than 1) in the numbered group of four farther to the right.

Thus, 16 presets are available for each band in the selected mode. There are two storage modes, however, so you can leave your regular stations in memory and store another 16 on each band wherever your travels take you. (That's a total of 64 pre-

sets—a point on which the owner's manual is less than clear.) You can locate the strongest stations using seek tuning or simply use manual tuning, which advances by full channels: 0.2 MHz on FM, 10 kHz on AM. In addition to seek on the AM and FM bands, there is a third option: ARI FM, which addresses only the stations carrying that service.

The lab measurements document a good FM section, but not as good as it sounds on the road. The primary difference is in the diversity tuning, which counts for nothing on a stationary test bench but improves reception remarkably in our weak-signal/strong-multipath road test. Though stringent, our road test is not atypical of actual on-the-road conditions in hilly or built-up territory.

In addition, the Berlin canny blends stereo channels and reduces output to help control the by-products of fluctuating signal strength under such reception conditions. The "spitting" noises that tend to occur were very subdued and relatively infrequent in our road test. We also were spared another fairly common and disturbing side effect: a stereo image that expands and collapses rapidly with changing separation.

In fact, the most intrusive unwanted effect in some parts of this test, which covers a wide range of actual signal strengths, was the rapidly changing output level visible in our second graph as a steep rolloff of the upper (output) stereo trace below about 30 dB. But of all the prices that can be exacted for attempts to listen to weak FM stations in a moving car, this is perhaps the least objectionable. Switching to the mono mode decreases this attenuation; with very weak stations (20 dB of less), separation already is nil in "stereo," so you won't lose anything by doing this.

FM frequency response, in our first graph, is not entirely flat, though this reflects the way the preamp, more than the tuner, is designed. (We'll have more to say about that in due course.) Response is very broad, however, rolling off significantly only in the extreme low bass.

Response of the AM section is truly exceptional: In the broadband mode, it is ruler-flat from the midrange up almost to 3 kHz. This captures every bit of fidelity that can be wrung from a good AM station, but lets through a certain amount of high-frequency noise if reception is poor. In that case, you can switch to the narrow reception mode, which introduces a gentle rolloff in the 1-kHz range and a steeper one above 3 kHz—wiping out almost an octave at the top compared to the broadband mode. The deep bass rolls off considerably.

The curves were measured with the same AM de-emphasis as in past reports. Actually, the new NCSC equalization for AM should be coming into general use to replace the old EQ and help control high-frequency noise. Measured with the NCSC 75-microsecond time constant, the narrow band shows a slight (less than 2 dB) rise in the neighborhood of 2.5 kHz and the same extremely steep rolloff above 5 kHz; the wide mode, similarly, rises about 3/4 dB in the 5-kHz range. Broadcasts using the new EQ could thus sound a trifle bright or harsh.
The bidirectional cassette transport, which ejects the tape automatically on power-off, offers options for Dolby B and "metal" (70-microsecond) EQ and thus handles all standard formats. It provides what many manufacturers call "intro scan," wherein you can check the first few seconds of each selection in turn. You also can skip to the next or previous interselection blank and recommence playback from there.

The transport's speed control evidently overcompensates a bit, driving speed up from 0.6 percent fast at 14.4 volts to 1.3 percent fast at 10.8 volts as battery charge drops. Even the most extreme figure isn't cause for alarm, however. Speed figures are identical for the two directions; flutter is slightly better in the forward direction than the worst-case figures (0.25 percent peak, 0.20 percent average) in our lab data. These aren't particularly low values, but we detected no pitch aberrations attributable to road shock.

Head azimuth was fairly good. Again, part of the rise at the high end of the frequency-response curves is attributable to the preamp. The small rise in the range just above 100 Hz probably stems from the same source. So, though we include response figures based on the curves, they could have been quite different had we made different choices in bench testing. In any event, we enjoyed the sound of the tape transport; subjectively, it is clean and wide-range without sounding aggressive.

One source of doubt about "objective" frequency response is Blaupunkt's approach to car-stereo equalization. The company says it emphasizes low-frequency response somewhat in all its products to compensate for the limitations of automotive acoustics. In addition, the Berlin includes a three-stage loudness-compensation system: none, moderate, and more pronounced, depending on how far down you turn the volume.

The lab measured the Berlin with gain set for an output of about 1 volt from full modulation. Sometimes we measure at a higher level (maximum output, if there's no evidence of overload at that setting), but the Berlin preamp clips at 2.4 volts, so the 1-volt level seemed a good choice to keep the signals below clipping yet high enough to represent normal in-use stress. At this level, the lab discovered a bass rise and some treble attenuation in the output. We can't be sure whether this is just Blaupunkt's standard EQ or if it also includes the first stage of loudness compensation.

But it is our policy to set undetented tone controls for the nearest available approach to flat response (or rather, equal output at 100 Hz, 1 kHz, and 10 kHz), and it seemed only fair to do the same here for purposes of comparison to other models we've tested. Since the controls are "digital" in the sense of operating in discrete increments, there was a limit to how flat the lab could make the curves by this method. The actual settings, based on the front-panel readout display, were -2 in the bass and +1 in the treble. These settings are also the reference for the tone-control-range figures shown in the lab data.

Like the controls themselves, this point takes more time to explain than it does to assimilate on the road. In practice, we had to look up the tone controls in the manual before we could use them but then quickly went from incomprenhension to adroitness. On the road, the adjustments were easier than average to make, once again displaying the method in what at first glance looks like madness.

One particularly interesting feature of the preamp is a defeatable automatic level control that responds to ambient noise within the car. The idea is that you can turn up the volume when you're tooling along the highway, but when you pull up to a traffic light the set automatically moderates its level so you won't blast yourself or your neighbors off the road. The Berlin
How the world's most powerful receiver can provide the benefits of audiophile separates in a single, remote control component.

Never before has so much clean power, pure sound and unique technology been available at the touch of a remote control button.

**The Carver Receiver 2000, at your service.** In a single, exquisitely-styled component, we've engineered three of the most significant contributions ever made to audio technology:

- A 200 watt RMS per channel Magnetic Field Power Amplifier.
- A Sonic Hologram Generator for a three-dimensional sound experience.
- An Asymmetrical Charge-Coupled FM Stereo Detector in the tuner section for the cleanest, most noise-free reception possible...plus AM STEREO.

Plus a low-noise high definition preamplifier and surround sound processor so you can create a true home theater experience.

**Everything necessary for music enjoyment.** Settle back in your chair and pick up the compact Receiver 2000 wireless remote control. Touch the POWER button. Two hundred watts RMS per channel spring to life. More than any other receiver offered today. The kind of power needed to deliver Compact Discs' incredible dynamic range with the impact and clarity it deserves.

But you're in the mood for a record. Touch one of the four source buttons to select PHONO. As the record comes to life, you realize that it would be a superb candidate for Sonic Holography. Another touch of the
remote control and you're suddenly in the midst of the
performers, a part of the musical experience.
Suddenly, the phone rings. You reduce the volume
easily without leaving your chair and take the call.
Later on, you select a favorite FM station from the
twelve presets while you catch up on your reading.
The sound is hiss-free, even when the station is far
away. A great oldie comes on and you use the Receiver
2000's remote to turn it up and rattle the windows for
a moment the way you always wished you could when
that song first came out.
In the evening, it's movie time. The Receiver 2000
becomes your gateway to high impact surround sound
that rivals any Dolby-equipped theater. Starships cruise
through your living room. Aliens prwl behind the
couch. Laser battles erupt over your coffee table.
All controlled from the comfort of your chair.

A wealth of useful features. From the
silky feel of the large, easy-to-use knobs, to the
switched and unswitched power sockets on the
Receiver 2000's back, you'll find that no detail has
been overlooked. Even if it didn't have three of Bob
Carver's major innovations tucked inside it, the
Receiver 2000 would be one of the finest receivers
you could own.
It has inputs for phono, Compact Disc player and
even video sound sources. It allows 2-1 and 1-2
dubbing through dual tape deck inputs and outputs, and
selection of two sets of speakers or a combination.
Precision, defeatable tone controls are provided for
bass, treble and midrange, as well as a preset "loud-
ness" equalization curve for acoustic compensation
during low level listening.
The bright digital readout and signal strength LEDs
are only a hint of the high quality quartz synthesized
FM section and AM stereo circuitry within. Choose
from six FM and six AM station presets, tune manually
or use the Receiver 2000's automatic station search feature.

Ample Power for Digital. Even before
Compact Disc players, clipping distortion caused by
lack of amplifier power has been the critical listener's
enemy. Speakers create music by generating magnetic
fields inside their voice coils. A drum beat sounds on a
record, energy flows to your speakers, the speakers
push the air. In the case of low bass notes, this means
having enough power to resonate the entire cubic
volume of your listening room thirty times per second!
The sad fact is, few receivers have the technical
capabilities to provide the amount of power needed to
complete instantaneous music transient waveforms.
Before Bob Carver invented the Magnetic Field
Power Amplifier, the only way to get enough power to
completely eliminate clipping distortion was to give
up owning a receiver and buy a traditional power
amplifier and put up with its bulk, heat and expense.
The Carver Receiver 2000 uses a better way. An affordable
method of delivering the power speakers need
without thermal waste, bulk and distortion. Our Mag-
netic Field Power Amplifier design is elegant, effective
and fully described in the 32-page brochure we'll be
glad to send you.

The finest receiver FM section. The
Carver FM Stereo Receiver 2000 employs Asymme-
trical Charge-Coupled Detector technology which makes
FM sound as good as other stereo sound sources. Free
of background hiss, click and pops, picket fencing and
other multipath interference annoyances which dis-
turb FM enjoyment.
Or, in the words of Audion Magazine's Len Feldman,
"The significance of its design can only be fully
appreciated by tuning the weakest, most unaccept-
able stereo signal you can find, then pushing these
two magic buttons. Separation is still there; only the
background noise has been diminished, and with it,
much of the sibilance and hissy edginess so charac-
teristic of multipath interference."

True realism with Sonic Holography.
In a live setting, sound approaches from all sides, not
just head on the way it does from stereo speakers.
Sonic Holography uncovers critical timing and phase
information that exists in your and CD's records, but
has been inaudible with normal stereo components.
Through the Carver 2000, this information emerges
in three-dimensional space around you, pinpointing
the precise location of instruments and vocals.
You don't need a trained ear to notice the differ-
ence. Suddenly the listening field extends wider, higher
deeper than your speakers, literally immersing you in the performance.

The best of everything in one compact
component. There has never been a more com-
plete method of enjoying music than the Carver
Receiver 2000. Occupying just over two square feet of
shelf space, it gives you the power, the tuning ability
and the miracle of Sonic Holography that can bring
any music or video source to vibrant life. Audition it at
your Carver dealer. And then shift the balance of power
to your stereo system soon.

Power: 200 watts RMS per channel
into 8 ohms. 20-20kHz with no more
than 0.15% THD.
For decades, loudspeaker design was a matter of random trial and error. Engineers had no systematic means of identifying and correcting development problems. At KEF, computised testing and computer-aided design have changed all that. For example, KEF's computised modal analysis enables me to pin-point troublesome cabinet vibrations. And it helps me determine the most effective countermeasures. While computers will never take the place of innovative engineering, they do enable us to examine and perfect loudspeaker performance as never before.

‘By the time we build the final prototype in wood, we've already “built” dozens on computer.’
— Tim Barton, KEF SENIOR RESEARCH ENGINEER

KEF Electronics Ltd, 63 Maida Vale, London W9 2EL, England
KEF Electronics of America Inc, 14700 A Survived Circa, Chantilly, VA 22021, 703/330-8810
Smyth Sound Equipment Ltd, 588 Rue du Printemps, Longueuil, Québec, Canada, 514/679-6400

MODEL C40
The 6400 is the top model in Jensen's JS group, designed as a modestly priced series of all-in-one front ends. All include tuner, tape deck, and amplifier and thus shouldn't be thought of as car "separates," though the 6400 has a stereo line input and front-panel switching for an outboard CD player.

The controls are arranged in classic fashion: Concentric knob clusters flank a central nospiece that has a cassette slot at the top and control but ons plus the readout panel at the bottom. In the left cluster, the main knob turns the set on and adjusts volume; when you pull it out, it adjusts balance. The outer ring is for bass and, when pushed in, treble—both with center detents for the "flat" settings. In the right cluster, the knob tunes the radio and adjusts the built-in clock. The ring acts as a fader.

The six preset buttons each store one station from each band (AM or FM). Other buttons across the bottom are for station memorization, display (time/frequency), CD (selecting the aux input), DX (local/distant tuner sensitivity), and "metal" (70- or 120-microsecond tape EQ). Above the last two are the tuner's band selector and the Dolby B tape noise reduction switch. The tape-transport controls flanking the cassette slot include both directions of fast-wind, playback direction reverse (by pressing both fast-wind buttons), and eject. Thus Jensen has packed the easily identified and almost exclusively single-purpose controls into a very compact space, making the 6400 a very easy design to learn and use.

The tuner section is fairly typical of the moderate-price models we've tested. In order to keep reception listenable on fading stations, stereo output is progressively blended and attenuated as signal strength drops. "Spitting" noises were quite evident in our most demanding road tests but not more than we'd expect. In other respects, the response to rapidly fluctuating signal strength and multipath is, if anything, better than average for units in its particular price class.

### ABOUT THE dBW

We currently are expressing power in terms of dBW—meaning power in still with a reference (0 dBW) of 1 watt. The conversion table will enable you to use the advantages of dBW in comparing those products to others for which you have no dBW figures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WATTS</th>
<th>dBW</th>
<th>WATTS</th>
<th>dBW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Frequency response (measured with the tone controls at their detents) isn't very flat, however, and the rising midrange response can't be corrected with the tone controls. Furthermore, if the Treble is used to reduce the broad prominence in the 5-kHz region, rolloff at higher frequencies necessarily becomes more pronounced. Still, listening quality of the FM section on the road strikes us as good in comparison with that of comparable models in similar tests.

Within its working range—which doesn't extend up to 5 kHz—the AM section's response is unusually flat. The graph shows response with the old EQ.
FM Tuner Section

- **Stereo sensitivity (for 50-dB noise suppression)**: 44 dB, with 2 dB separation at 1 kHz
- **Mono sensitivity (for 50-dB noise suppression)**: 18 dB
- **Stereo S/N ratio (at 65 dB)**: 62 dB
- **Mono S/N ratio (at 65 dB)**: 67 dB
- **Capture Ratio**: 1.6 dB
- **Selectivity (alternate-channel)**: 64 dB
- **AM Suppression**: 59 dB
- **Distortion (THD + N)**
  - **at 100 Hz**: mono - 2.6%, stereo - 1.0%
  - **at 1 kHz**: mono - 0.3%, stereo - 0.7%
  - **at 5 kHz**: mono - 0.6%

AM Tuner Section

- **Sensitivity**: 4.4 μV
- **Selectivity**: 35 dB
- **AVC Range**: 60 dB

Cassette Transport Section

- **Wow & Flutter**: ±0.20% avg., ±0.27% peak
- **Speed Accuracy (10.8 to 14.4 volts)**: ±0.4% avg.

Preamp/Amplifier Section

- **Base Control**: +11 dB, -10 dB at 100 Hz
- **Treble Control**: +9 dB, -14 dB at 10 kHz
- **Output (into 4 ohms, at 3% THD + N)**
  - **at 1 kHz**: 16.2 watts (12.1 dBW/channel)

The new 75-microsecond curve (not shown) rises slightly above 1 kHz (to +1½ dB at 2 kHz) before dropping off; it's down 3 dB at 3.8 kHz and almost 10 dB at 5 kHz. Thus, stations using the new EQ may be a bit more intelligible when heard on the JS-6400, though no AM station will sound broadband on it. Then again, no AM station will ever suffer from the high-frequency hash that usually goes with broadband reception (unless the station is very strong or the receiver very sensitive). Overall, we considered the AM section well designed for efficient communications and above average for its price range.

Response of the cassette transport rises somewhat in the lower treble and falls off at the top—less so in the forward direction (which displays a better azimuth match to the lab's BASF test tape) than in reverse. Flutter, too, is a hair better in the forward direction than the worst-case figures of our data column stipulate. The figures aren't severe, however, and we detected no wavering attributable to shock in our road tests.

Jensen specifies the amplifier at 16 watts (12 dBW) per channel continuous—a rating that Diversified Science Laboratories confirmed on the test bench while measuring the front outputs. In order to get this much power, Jensen uses a bridged configuration. So, while the left speakers (front and back) share a common return lead, it is a driven negative lead, not a "common" (ground) connection in the usual sense. Therefore, the left-channel negative lead cannot be grounded or connected to the one for the right side without courting disaster. The right speakers work comparably; the separate positive leads to front and back on each side run via the fader.

The JS-6400 isn't an earthshaker in any sense, nor does it claim to be. It's simply a good value in a cassette/radio that's a distinct cut or two above what you typically find factory-installed in moderately priced cars. A good choice for the autophile on a budget.

### FM Frequency Response & Channel Separation

- **Frequency response**: +2 ½, -3 dB, 29 Hz to 14.3 kHz
- **Channel separation**: +2 5 dB, 36 Hz to 13 kHz

### AM Frequency Response

- **Frequency response**: +0, -3 dB, 20 Hz to 2.8 kHz

### Cassette Deck Frequency Response
Error-Correction Myths Exploded

BY DAVID RANADA

Three technical aspects of Compact Discs have accreted more than their fair share of fetishistic beliefs in the five years since the system's introduction: the number of "beams" in the player's laser scanner, the importance of the "impulse response" of a player's output filters, and the CD error-correction system. The first two topics are minor enough to eventually be discussed in my digital-audio column, "Bits & Pieces." On the other hand, I consider error correction the most damagingly misunderstood aspect of the CD system, as well as the one whose myths most urgently need debunking. But before I take on the tall tales of error correction, let me answer a basic question: What is an error in digital audio?

Errors occur because the information-bearing portion of a CD is so small. Each revolution of the engraved spiral track of "pits" (actually, as scanned or read by the laser, they are bumps) is only 1.6 micrometers (millionths of a meter) away from the next. The pits are only about 0.11 micrometer high by 0.5 micrometer wide and range from 0.833 micrometer to 3.56 micrometers in length. Such small features are easy to damage or obscure, which leads to two important consequences in the manufacturing and construction of CDs.

First, Compact Discs are mastered and pressed in extremely expensive, dust-free "clean rooms" to very tight manufacturing tolerances established by Philips and Sony, the co-developers of the CD system. For example, the pit lengths must be controlled to better than ±30 nanometers (billionths of a meter), and even a CD's hole must be no more than 0.1 millimeter wider than 15 millimeters (thousandths of a meter).

Second, a CD is constructed to protect the data as much as possible. Most of the protection is provided by the tough polycarbonate plastic of the disc itself. Additionally, the plastic's light-bending characteristics perform the final focusing of the laser onto the pit track, enabling the laser beam to be rather large (about a millimeter wide) and out of focus at the surface of the disc. Because of this, dust, dirt, and scratches on the surface are also out of focus and to some extent are ignored by the scanning system. The CD label is printed on a layer of clear lacquer, which is supposed to shield the reverse side of the aluminum-coated pit track from damage.

Despite all this built-in protection, things can go wrong. Disc-manufacturing tolerances may not be up to snuff. The pits may be poorly formed and of the wrong dimensions; the hole may be out of round, the wrong diameter, or not precisely centered; and the disc may be excessively warped. There may be opaque particles imbedded within the disc or variations in the disc's optical characteristics caused by poor molding or bad plastic. And once the disc reaches the outside world, it is prone to accumulating fingerprints,
Yamaha has just redefined the compact disc.

The new Yamaha CDX-1100U brings a whole new definition to the term definition. It does so by simply integrating the most innovative and advanced CD technologies ever. No doubt exactly what you expect from the leader in digital audio sound reproduction.

But if you think that’s all we did to improve our new CD player, listen carefully. Because the CDX-1100U also employs HI-BIT technology no other manufacturer has even thought of.

Like quadrupling the sampling rate to 176.4 kHz, then combining it with our exclusive 18-bit digital filter and 18-bit dual digital-to-analog converters. This unique combination produces waveform resolution accuracy four times greater than any other CD player on the market today.

What does all this accuracy mean? For starters, a more precise interpretation of the music that was always on your discs to begin with. A truer, more realistic soundstage, articulated without sacrificing musical warmth or smoothness.

Of course, there are other design features that put the CDX-1100U at the forefront of CD performance. Including a floating suspension system that eliminates vibration-induced signal modulation, and photo-optical couplings for a noise-free digital signal transmission.

And there’s more than leading-edge technology to the CDX-1100U. There’s also leading-edge convenience. By way of our 44-key wireless remote that has interactive control compatibilities, our 4-way repeat play, and our 24-track random programming that lets you play the music in the order you want it played.

If you’d like more details on Yamaha’s latest advances in digital technology, write for a free technical white paper. But for the simplest and best explanation of our technological superiority, slip one of your compact discs into a CDX-1100U and push “Play.” Then you’ll know you’ve finally heard it all.
Error-Correction Myths Exploded

The function of a CD player is to read the pit-encoded numbers on the disc and to decode those numbers back into the two continuously varying analog voltages that make up the stereo music signal. All of the manufacturing and playing problems mentioned above can interfere with this process. The principal result of this interference is the creation of digital errors: The numbers obtained by the CD player are not always those on the digital master tape. (Some faults, like scratches, also interfere with the laser’s efforts to stay centered over the pit track.) If not compensated for, CD errors can take several audible forms, the most ghastly being groups of full-scale, 22-microsecond pulses that could blast you out of your chair.

To prevent the listener from having to endure such noises, every CD carries extra (or redundant) data in addition to the audio data. A CD player’s error-correction circuitry uses this information to correct and, if necessary, “fill in” for, badly damaged audio information. Here we come to the first, and probably most important, myth about CD error correction:

**False:** The error-correction process consists solely of the player “making up” information to fill in the gaps left by defective audio data. It actually comprises three independent and graduated actions. Principal and most frequent an among them is the actual correction of defective information.

This is a hard concept to get across (see “Error-Correction Basics,” p. 48), but try to think of error correction as the use of a mathematical formula combining the redundant data and the defective information to produce correct audio data. The correction of an error is exact, not a guess or estimation: The original information is restored perfectly, and there are no possible audible side effects.

The second level of the CD error-handling process is called interpolation or error concealment. Unlike the error correction described in the previous paragraph, this is where the player estimates what the defective data should have been by taking into account the good data surrounding the damage. Concealment is called for only if there are too many errors to exactly correct. In some CD player’s, interpolation can take the form of a simple average of the preceding and following data points (or samples). In other players, it can be a more complex calculation involving a weighted average of several samples before and after the damage. Most models can interpolate for one or two samples at a time, covering 22.67 or 45.35 microseconds. The most advanced concealment system currently in a home player can fill in eight missing samples covering 181 microseconds (0.181 millisecond, still a very short period). Error concealment can sometimes be audible if the player makes the wrong assumption about how the signal should go. But interpolation can be heard as such only if it occurs very frequently (hundreds of times per second); then, it can manifest itself as a series of clicks or as a ripping sound during moderate to loud passages. Interpolation is usually inaudible during soft passages.

The final, last-resort stage of the error-handling process is muting, in which the CD player either reduces the audio signal level or cuts it off completely when the audio information is too corrupted for interpolation. If applied for very short periods, even this drastic treatment can be inaudible. CD players also differ on how muting is performed: Some gradually reduce the volume by digital computation using the audio data, some simply and suddenly insert zeros into the data stream, and others never mute. With any CD player, muting is extremely rare in normal CD playback. It normally occurs at the very start and very end of playback but at no other time (except, perhaps, during the mistracking caused by bad scratches). This leads to the second important error-correction myth:

**False:** Interpolation is a common event. Measurements I have taken of CD errors since the system’s introduction show that interpolation is extremely rare with clean and undamaged pressings. Nowadays, you will have to play at least 20 new CDs to find even one interpolated data block (which contains six samples that last for a grand total of 1/8000 of a second). Concealment is rare even with fingerprinted and scratched discs: If they play at all, then they probably are being fully and exactly error-corrected.

Even correctable errors are less frequent than some people would have you believe. The accepted gauge of error frequency is the block-error rate (BLER), a measure of how many six-sample 1/8000-second blocks containing one or more data errors occur in a second. (The CD-system standard actually averages over ten seconds to obtain the BLER; my measurements average over the entire duration of the disc.) My data show four things:

- Every commercially released disc has a BLER better than the minimum performance standard set by Philips and Sony of no more than 220 block errors per second. That every disc is below the maximum is only sensible; if a disc were to exceed the standard, the pressing plant would be in violation of its license to manufacture CDs. With pressing-plant capacity beginning to approach demand, CD manufacturers are now competing for customers on the basis of BLER performance. The results can be seen in the many recent pressings (domestic and imported) that average five or fewer block errors per second. In practice, such low figures mean a disc has passages of several seconds’ duration that require absolutely no error correction, much less interpolation or muting.
- No company has a significant advantage in block-error rate. Two or three years ago, the average BLER from Polygram pressings was higher than most of the rest of the industry’s, but it was still below the
Error-Correction Myths Exploded

permitted maximum. Now, Polygram pressings are at the industry average or better, which I estimate at between 10 and 40 block errors per second. Some companies seem to consistently produce “better” pressings more frequently than others (Japan’s CBS/Sony, for example), but this is not to say such quality cannot be achieved by other plants, such as Sony’s Digital Audio Disc Corp. in Indiana.
• Pressing plants just starting out in the CD business tend to issue discs with higher BLERs than the industry norm. It is understandable that a new company has to work the bugs out of the process before producing state-of-the-art pressings.
• A “bad” pressing doesn’t necessarily lead to audible trouble. I have a test pressing of a disc with a BLER of about 550 per second, more than twice the Philips/Sony standard. Despite such a high error rate, no interpolations occur during the playing of the disc, and it sounds identical to a production pressing with a much lower BLER. This indicates that the 220-per-second standard is conservative and allows for considerable damage to be done to the disc before audible trouble can be expected. It also indicates that as long as no interpolations or mutings are called for, a disc’s BLER is immaterial to its sound quality. Which brings me to the following:

**False:** Low error rates yield better sound, because less correction is performed. There is no reason that a disc with few errors should sound better than one with...
many, as long as neither requires interpolations. All error correction (and interpolation) takes place before the digital signal is turned into an analog audio signal, and the digital-to-analog converter can't tell if the data originally contained errors as long as the data is fully corrected.

A good portion of the nth involved in error correction is performed simply to determine if there are any errors. The only ways the additional machinations of the correction process could conceivably make any audible difference would be if the digital error-correction circuits were in very close contact with the analog output circuitry (within a fraction of an inch) or if the player were otherwise incompetently designed (insufficient power-supply isolation, etc.).

Finally, two minor myths:

False: Lack of pinholes in the aluminization layer (visible when you hold some discs up to a strong light) is a sure sign of pressing quality. There are several much more important aspects of pressing quality to worry about than pinholes. Unfortunately, these other characteristics (such as the plastic's optical consistency or the pit dimensions and shape) are much harder to see and have received far less attention. Pinholes are important only if there are very many of them and they are large enough to cause interpolations.

False: Player design really affects BLER. Block-error rates are determined mainly by the disc, not the player. (For ad-

1950s, they devised a mathematically guaranteed system of generating the right numbers for an error-correction array. It is a method particularly well suited to binary numbers and is so successful and popular that the system now carries their names. Reed-Solomon codes are the backbone of the error-correction systems of both CD and DAT (along with other, less musical applications, such as satellite data transmission).

As a simple example of Reed-Solomon in action, Fig. 2 shows four blocks of digital data and the corresponding “sum values” derived from Reed-Solomon calculations. The left side of each block consists of four data “symbols” (labeled A–D) of three bits apiece (each symbol is analogous to a number in a magic square). On the right side of each block are two three-bit symbols (labeled P and Q) that are redundant to the data symbols to their left. The P and Q symbols are derived by separate Reed-Solomon formulas that perform a special type of weighted-summing operation on the data symbols.

Compare each block to the one below. Note that although only one data-symbol bit changes between blocks, additional bits in the derived P and Q symbols change as well. The mathematics of this particular Reed-Solomon code guarantee that every allowable combination of eighteen 1s and 0s from occurring. The encoding permits the transmission of only 4,096 18-bit blocks (a different 18-bit block for every possible combination of 12 data bits) out of the 262,144 possible 18-bit blocks.

It is this large disparity between what is possible and what is allowed that gives digital error correction its power—errors can corrupt the received data to any possible combination of bits, but few of the combinations are “legal.” So decoding, as in a CD player, consists of checking every received block to see whether it is a permissible pattern of 1s and 0s. If it is not, an error has been detected. Now comes the best part: The error is exactly corrected—meaning it is perfectly restored—by selecting the one permissible block closest to the error-filled block. “Closest” here means “differing in the least number of places.” That is, the illegal, error-filled block is changed to a legal, error-free block by changing as few bits as possible. It works out that the corrected block is almost always equivalent to the block originally transmitted.

Of course, if too many errors occur in one block, it may eventually be turned into a permissible combination of 1s and 0s and the errors will become undetectable. Also, if there are too many errors in one block, the block may be uncorrectable. This means that there are two or more blocks on the “acceptable” list equally “close” to the error-filled block. In the CD system, the parameters of encoding are arranged so that the probabil-

![Fig. 2. A change from 1 to 0 or vice versa among the A-B data bits is always accompanied by a change of at least two P and Q error-correction bits in this simple example of Reed-Solomon encoding.](image)
vice in determining which is responsible for a problem, see "It's the Pits," below.) In researching this article, I obtained from Studer/Revox one of its quality-control CD players. It has a back-panel connector that can be connected to my error counter, which has gathered error measurements for years while attached to a first-genera-
tion Sony CDP-101. Although the two players have identical error-detection/correction integrated circuits, they have totally different laser and servo-tracking mechanisms and circuits. The Sony has a three-beam laser on a linear motor; Studer/Revox uses a one-beam system on a hinged arm. Error rates for the same discs tested on both players are, within statistical error margins, identical. This is not to say that player construction has no effect on disc playability, merely that basic error-correction rates will not change appreciably because of different player design—the tracking of disc damage, such as scratches, is another matter.

Is it the disc or the player? That's usually the first question to cross an audiophile's mind when something untoward happens in the playing of a Compact Disc. It could be an LP-like fault, such as a skip (forward or back) or a "stuck groove." It could be a more subtle digital-audio problem, like the bursts of rapid clicks caused by multiple interpolations. Worst of all, the problem may be catastrophic: The disc won't play at all. Unfortunately, because of the intimate electronic, optical, and physical interactions between the player and disc, it is not always obvious which partner in the playback process is to blame—sometimes it's both. Here are some hints to help you determine if the problem is the player or if it's the pits (on the disc).

First, catastrophe. If the disc won't play at all, make sure it is correctly and fully loaded. The label should be facing up in a drawer-loading machine, and the disc should be seated flat in the center of the drawer compartment, not tilted or otherwise skewed. With some players, the internal mechanism will behave unreliably if the disc isn't loaded to instruction-manual perfection.

If the disc has been loaded correctly and still doesn't play, try loading it again, this time rotating the disc in the drawer perhaps a quarter turn before pushing the drawer-close button. Sometimes, the disc-hole and spindle-diameter tolerances can add up, causing the disc, once it is clamped down by the player, to be more off-center than is tolerable for the player's laser system.

Still no sound? Then start examining the disc for defects. First, check both the hole's edge and the disc surfaces around it, making sure they don't have burrs or other physical defects that may prevent proper seating of the disc on the spindle. Next, check for fingerprints or scratches on the innermost, modulated portion of the disc (a little less than an inch out from the center). Look for scratches in this area on both sides of the disc. The innermost millimeter or so of recorded data contains the disc's digital table of contents, which tells the player the locations of all the selections. If data in the table-of-contents area cannot be read correctly, most players will reject the disc as unplayable, regardless of the condition of the rest of the disc. If necessary, fingerprints can be removed with soapy water and a lightly applied cotton swab or by using one of the commercial CD cleaners.

If none of these measures helps, try playing the disc on other players. If it works in them, suspect your original player. Suspect it even more strongly if it has had similar problems with other discs from different labels (or more precisely, with discs from different pressing plants). If the disc won't play on other players, suspect the CD instead. Convict both the original player and the disc of conspiracy if they are the only combination that doesn't work. If another pressing of the disc also fails to play, return it and try to get a copy of the same title from a different pressing run, if possible.

Next are some less annoying, but audible, problems. Because of the action of the CD error-correction system, skips, sticks, and miscellaneous noises are extremely rare with clean and undamaged discs. If you have any of these problems, check the disc for any of the following:

- Scratches (on either side of the disc).
- Inclusions (small particles of opaque matter imbedded in the disc).
- Fingerprints or other foreign matter on the playable side.

For completely opposite reasons, inclusions and fingerprints are probably the easiest of these faults to correct. Fingerprints can be removed easily, unless they have been made with some sort of virulent solvent that actually attacks the polycarbonate disc substrate or the coating on the label side. Inclusions are, by definition, inside the disc and cannot be removed or worsened by the user. Therefore, you should have no problems convincing a record store that a disc with inclusions is defective.

Unfortunately, there is still no failsafe way of dealing with scratches, which remain the most important category of CD damage. Depending on their individual optical characteristics, scratches can trigger several modes of tracking failure. For instance, many scratches don't so much obscure the laser beam as redirect it, aiming the beam at the wrong part of the disc and confusing the error-correction decoder tremendously. Other scratches wreak such havoc with the signals controlling the laser servo-tracking circuits that the player itself redirects the beam incorrectly. Deep scratches on the label side of the disc actually destroy data beyond hope of recovery, since the information-bearing pits are just below the thin protective lacquer coating on which the label is printed. Once the pits are damaged, they can't be restored.

A number of recent products are said to be capable of removing playable-side CD scratches, or at least reducing or eliminating any audible effects they may cause. It is theoretically possible for a few of them to do some good, depending on the severity of the scratch and its orientation on the disc. We hope to have a more complete report on them in a future issue. D.R.
There's only one other way to enjoy so many thrills for so little money.

Fast rides. Lots of excitement. A day at the amusement park is a great way to get your adrenalin going. For the money, there's nothing quite like it.

Unless, of course, you're clever enough to buy Jensen® Classic car speakers or a JS car receiver.

Classic speakers give you big sound for a little price.

All the Jensen Classic speakers are compact disc ready, a feature you'd normally expect to find only on higher priced speakers. Although they're short on price, they're not short on power. Dynamic cone tweeters, long throw woofers and 2½" dynamic cone midranges (on our 6" x 9" model) give you up to 150 watts peak power. What's more, they're made in the U.S.A. and there's a model to fit any installation.

JS receivers give you features you can really use.

Any car receiver gives you plenty of features. The Jensen JS receivers have features you'll use plenty. Like Auto Reverse Dolby™ B Seek. Scan. And 40 watts system power.

Two JS receivers even have compact disc player inputs. So, adding a CD player to your system is as easy as plugging it in.

If you're ready for thrilling car sound, but not prepared to spend a lot of money, there's only one thing to do.

Put a Jensen in your car. Turn it up. Then hang on for the ride of your life.

JENSEN®
We make music a moving experience.
Today's VHS cassettes may give you eight hours of programs. But today's VHS decks make locating those programs a real bore. That's because conventional decks must slowly thread the tape around the head drum every time you go from Fast Forward or Rewind into Play. And slowly pull the tape back into the cassette whenever you return to Fast Forward or Rewind.

Of course, most VCRs have visible scan. But can you imagine scanning through a two-hour movie? Pass the aspirin.

Akai's exclusive Quick Start system gives you fast, fast, fast relief. For the first time, the VHS tape remains fully threaded—even during Fast Forward and Rewind. So switching between functions is more than five times faster than conventional VHS decks.

There's more. To make locating programs even easier, Akai searches and scans recorded segments automatically. Best of all, this revolution in tape handling is found not just on our top model—but on every new Akai VCR.

Sound great? Seem simple? Wonder why no one ever did it before?

WHY IT TOOK AKAI TO PERFECT VHS TAPE HANDLING.

Simply stated, Akai has been building tape recorders for over 35 years. And what is a VCR if not a tape recorder? People may forget that it
was Akai that built the first home video tape recorder in 1965 and the first lightweight helical-scan portable video tape recorder in 1969. Compared to Akai, even the biggest names in video recording seem like "Johnny come lately."

To invent Quick Start, Akai invented a completely new tape transport with better tape tension control, more precise guide poles and specially conductive fine ceramic tape guides. The entire transport is under the intelligent control of a micro-processor that only years of tape deck experience could develop. The Akai Quick Start Transport. Sure it's simple... when you know how.

AT AKAI, SOPHISTICATION MEANS SIMPLICITY.

Akai, a leader in on-screen programming, now takes ease-of-operation one step further. On our new decks, most programming functions require no more than one touch. Nothing could be simpler.

Or more sophisticated. Take Akai's new top-of-the-line VS-M930U-B. It offers digital special effects with memory; VHS Hi-Fi stereo; four heads; HQ circuitry with CCD noise reduction; editing; universal wireless remote control with LCD readout; on-screen programming; and naturally, Akai's Quick Start system with Index and Address Search, as well as Intro Scan. Not just bells and whistles, but features any serious recordist would deem essential.

Akai. Original thinking from a true original.
Although they did not command the same attention as CD-Vid-
eo and S-VHS (see last month's
"Pieces of '88"), the autosound
products at this summer's Consumer Elec-
tronics Show (CES) displayed some im-
portant innovations and a number of re-
finements. Prototype DAT players, CD
players, mammoth amplifiers, and expen-
sive speaker systems were among the
wares strewn throughout Chicago's vast
McCormick Center convention facilities
as well as several outlying hotels. Seeing
all of this in four days or less took dedica-
tion, careful planning, and, above all, a
pair of comfortable shoes.

DIGITAL SOUND
Prototype DAT players for the car were
shown by several manufacturers, some in-
dicating plans to ship as early as the end of
this year (there are at least two companies
—Clarion and Kenwood—presently sell-
ing their models in Japan). Assuming car
players make it to the U.S. and assuming
you can afford one, the question of what to
play in one remains. As we go to press,
Marantz is still the only company with
firm plans to import its home DAT re-
corder, but rumbles are strong that oth-
ers are about to follow. Availability of the
recorders would make the prospect of car
players at least viable.

Technics drew a crowd around its
trunk-mounted CD changer (see "Cur-
rents," August). The CX-DP10 ($1,000)
holds as many as 12 discs and features an
infrared remote that stores and then
downloads programming information into
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A grand tour of the latest in autosound

BY JAY C. TAYLOR

Only model somewhat amusing given that configuration’s previous poor sales record, but an increasing number of in-dash cassette units now have back-panel auxiliary inputs to facilitate such an addition. However, you still need a place to mount the DIN-size player itself. Sony is also planning to reintroduce its original player-only model, the CDX-5 ($650).

IN-DASH (AND OUT)

One way around a shortage of space and a sure way to foil thieves is the Blaupunkt Dallas SQM-88 ($369), a stack-mounted AM/FM tuner that leaves the dash open for either the company’s $580 CDP-05 CD player (which uses the cartridge-loading system) or its new CCP-08 autoreverse cassette player ($269). Fitted with Blaupunkt’s Easy-out adapter, the CCP-08 can easily be removed, as can the control head of the Dallas, leaving slim pickings for “head” hunters. The complete Dallas package includes a hideaway 4-by-20-watt (13-dBW) amplifier whose chassis also contains the guts of the tuner.

Not content to rest on its laurels, Kenwood has updated its line of removable with two new autoreverse cassette/receivers, the KRC-757 ($499) and the high-power KRC-858 ($599). Both feature Dolby C, switchable green or amber illumination, and a refined chassis interlock with a small button that pops the handle up for extraction. And to make operation a bit easier, Kenwood has added a wireless remote and redesigned the controls and display on its $1,499 flagship (more like an entire fleet) cassette/tuner, now christened the KRC-9991.

Concord showed a completely new line and look, with seven models ranging from $279 to $749, the top three being removable. Heading the list is the high-power autoreverse CX-70, which has Dolby C, DBX, and many of the features you would expect to find in this price range—plus a few you might not. Among the latter are a built-in preamp-level subwoofer crossover (at 150 Hz) and selectable bands for bass (at 80, 150, and 240 Hz) and treble (3, 6, and 12 kHz) equalization. Dual-azimuth tape-head alignment is said to provide response of ±3 dB from 30 Hz to 19 kHz, equivalent to the performance of a good unidirectional deck.

Aiwa, too, has five new DIN-size autoreverse cassette/receivers, all sporting a flip-down cover that keeps out the bad elements—namely dust and dashboard predators. If the cover doesn’t make you feel safe enough, the CTX-5500 ($450) and the CTX-5300 ($390) are also removable. Both of these models, as well as the $530 CTX-5200, contain virtually all of their controls on the inside of the flip-down cover, leaving room on the faceplate for a large liquid-crystal display panel and a minijack input for a portable CD player.

One of the most eye-catching models was Technics’ versatile CQH-9600 cassette/tuner ($1,200), which puts on a new face for each of three modes of operation. When using its full-log autoreverse deck, control buttons for the associated functions—including Dolby C or DBX noise reduction and tape scan—are lit in green. Switch to the equalizer mode and the same buttons beckon with white light, only now they command the frequency bands or one of four preset, programmable EQ curves. Try the tuner and, behold, red indicators show the six (times two) station presets and the other tuner functions. It’s good to see manufacturers attacking the problem of too many buttons and too little room. As a bonus, the CQH-9600 has all the fittings for connection with the CX-DP10 CD changer for a combination sure to please the most demanding autophile.

I’m sure Pioneer wouldn’t mind if you installed one of its new Truckriders autoreverse cassette/receivers in a Honda—

installed: Blaupunkt’s Dallas stack-mount tuner with matching CCP-08 tape player.

but only if you promise not to use the three features designed specifically for pickups. Both the KEH-8282TR ($456) and the KEH-6262TR ($396) have a front/rear blend control (instead of a fader) that attenuates only the high frequencies in the back as you fade sound to the front. If that doesn’t leave enough bass to keep you happy, Super Bass will kick in an extra 6 or 9 dB at 80 Hz. And Stereo Wide spreads out the soundstage in the typically cramped cab. Both of the Truckriders are high-power models; the 8282 includes Dolby B.

In advance of the show, Alpine added a number of new products to its extensive line, including CD/tuner and cassette/receiver models, amplifiers, equalizers, and speakers (see “Currents,” August).

amps and eqs

The big news in amplification is equalization. And the big news of late in equalization has been the acoustically tailored systems available as a factory option in selected car models from the Big Three auto
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Following ADS's introduction last January of its EQ-1 custom-programmed parametric equalizer (just becoming available now), Blaupunkt unveiled the PSA-108 Parametric Sound Amplifier ($169). It uses a special plug-in module ($39) to match the frequency response of the recommended Blaupunkt speakers to the acoustic properties of a car's interior. While ADS as yet has just one module (for the Porsche 911) for its EQ-1, Blaupunkt—taking advantage of parent company Bosch's engineering facilities—has tamed the interiors of a total of 83 new, old, foreign, and domestic car models. Despite a modest power rating of 4-by-20 watts (13 dBW), the Blaupunkt system I heard sounded quite good and is reasonably priced. For the power-hungry, brawny models using the same plug-in design are sure to follow. Now, if only someone would make custom EQ modules available separately for people with lots of money tied up in their existing amplifiers.

Another novel approach to amplifier systems was displayed by Canton. Its two modular Mainframe systems are designed to simplify multichannel installations. Each system uses a prewired rack designed to hold Canton's $200 50-watt (17-dBW) mono amps. The three-space rack lists for $150, the five-space one is $250. Internal dip switches program the assembly to accept any combination of four audio inputs. Other dip switches activate crossover filters at 150 Hz and 2.5 kHz. One mono amp, for instance, could be fed a left-plus-right signal, with frequencies above 150 Hz filtered out for driving a subwoofer. Midrange amplification could be achieved by combining the 150-Hz high-pass filter with the 2.5-kHz low-pass filter. In fact, any combination of the high- and low-pass filters can be selected. An accessory monitor unit signals power on, thermal shutdown, clipping, and other conditions from a remote location. Although the two crossover points were chosen to complement Canton's line of component speakers, they should be suitable for use with some other brands of speakers as well.

Concord continued to clean house, introducing five completely new amplifiers ranging from 40 to 400 watts (16 to 26 dBW) and an electronic subwoofer crossover, the $199 CX-04. Four of the new amps are stereo models, two of which—the CA-200.2 ($529) and the CA-100.2 ($429)—can be bridged for mono operation at 500 and 200 watts (27 and 23 dBW), respectively. The fifth model, the $329 CA-30.4, delivers 30 watts (14.8 dBW) into four channels, 60 watts (17.8 dBW) in stereo, and can be used in a three-channel configuration.

It had to happen, and Rockford Fosgate was just the company to do it—1,000 watts (30 dBW) total in a single package. Known officially as the Power 1000 MOS FET, but sure to be nicknamed the Kilowatt, this surprisingly small $2,500 package (about 26 by 7½ by 3½ inches) puts out 250 watts (24 dBW) into four channels, or twice the power into two. If you're seriously considering the Power 1000, better start evaluating your car's electrical system. Can it provide as much as 100 amperes? Probably not, in which case a dedicated battery, possibly using a separate charging system, will be needed to take full advantage of the Power 1000. Another big amp making its debut is the Blaupunkt BPA-2120B ($469), with 120 watts (20.8 dBW) per channel or double that in mono, and an integral subwoofer crossover filter with an 18-dB-per-octave slope above 80 Hz.

Yamaha's new flagship amplifier, the $499 YPA-1000, supplies four channels at 50 watts (17 dBW) each or two at 120 watts (20.8 dBW) each. Alternatively, stereo operation at 50 watts a side can be combined with a mono 120-watt channel for driving a subwoofer through one of three chosen crossover points. Phase Linear, known for its graphite-based speakers, now has two amplifiers. One is the Turbo 150 ($275), otherwise called the PLT-150, rated at 30 watts (14.8 dBW) per channel but said to provide as much as 150 watts (21.8 dBW) for up to half a second to cover peak signals. Now that's dynamic headroom.
SPECIALTY SPEAKERS

"Good news for wealthy motorists" is the slogan adopted by Fostex. If you fit the description and are looking for a great speaker system, they're absolutely right. The company, known for its professional and studio sound equipment, has two back-shelf panel systems that use woven carbon-fiber woofers and printed-ribbon planar-midrange drivers and tweeters. The RP-9, with 8-inch woofers, goes for $2,500; the RP-7, with 6-1/2-inch woofers, will set you back $2,000. "Good news" indeed, perhaps some of this technology will find its way into products destined for less fortunate motorists.

Other specialized speakers introduced at the CES include Rockford Fosgate's SAT-44 and SAT-48, both priced at $270. These two-way teardrop-shaped satellites (of 4 and 8 ohms, respectively) are claimed to have flat response from 300 Hz to 20 kHz and are angled for a variety of installation possibilities. Even more specialized are Blaupunkt's new Sound Boards ($799 to $1,099), three-way systems that completely replace the back shelf in selected models from Porsche, Mercedes, BMW, Saab, Honda, and Volkswagen. The standard driver arrangement is an 8-inch woofer, a 4-1/2-inch midrange driver, and a 1-inch soft-dome tweeter. The assembly is covered with fabric that matches the texture and color of the shelf being replaced. Lastly, Kenwood has a high-quality replacement speaker for Mercedes 300-series cars. The KFC-127B ($99) has a 5-inch polypropylene woofer, a cone tweeter, and a power-handling capacity of 60 watts.

For more general applications, JBL has the T-75 plate-mount speaker ($235), with a 5-1/4-inch mineral-filled polypropylene woofer and a 1-inch titanium dome tweeter originally developed for that company's professional loudspeakers. Also shown were three new T-series competition woofers, again with developmental roots in the JBL Pro division. All feature die-cast frames and awesome power-handling, with the 12-inch T-120 ($225) good for 300 watts, the 15-inch T-150 ($275) good for 400 watts, and the 18-inch T-180 ($350) ready and willing to take 600 watts. The word "competition" refers to the growing number of "crank 'em up" rituals, in which high-spirited autoaphiles do just that with their Richter-inspired autosound systems.

Blaupunkt has three new coaxials with removable dome tweeters for component-style installation, ranging from the 5-inch XL-1300 ($249) to the 8-inch XL-2015 ($299). Polk added a three-way 6-by-9, the $199 MM-6900, plus three two-piece systems featuring a midrange/tweeter module paired with various size woofers. They range from the 5-1/4-inch MM-5502 ($199) to the 6-by-9 MM-6902 ($249). The most interesting news from Polk is the upcoming application of its SDA stereo-imaging technology, found in its top line of home loudspeakers. The systems, to be priced from $500 to $750, will consist of pairs of front and back speakers controlled by a black box containing the SDA and crossover circuitry.

Infinity has replaced its existing line with a third-generation Kappa series, borrowing on technology developed for its home speakers of the same name. In addition, the CS-2K ($380), an entirely new 6-1/2-inch three-way component system with an EMIT-k tweeter, was introduced. Last but not least, Sansui debuted the V-16 ($550), a three-way surface-mounted system with a 6-1/4-inch woofer that uses the trunk enclosure to enhance bass response.

Not bad for the autosound off-season!
Big-Mac Attack

Tokyo is 13 time zones and a 13-hour flight from New York, but it seemed a lot closer this July, when American music became the focus of four weeks of concerts and lectures at the third Tokyo Summer Festival. The music of George Gershwin was featured in a pair of performances by the Tokyo Metropolitan Symphony Orchestra, and works by Copland, Ives, Barber, Crumb, and Cage filled out another half-dozen programs during the course of the festival. What made the whole thing fascinating, at least for this American in Tokyo, was that in almost every case, the American music was performed by non-American musicians.

For the Japanese organizers of the festival, that was the point. After all, the theme of the festival was "Ethnicity in Creation and Performance." The question posed by the programming, which was directly addressed at a symposium in which I participated, amounted to this: Do you have to be American (or French, or Russian, or German) to play American (or French, or Russian, or German) music? There were as many answers as there were performers and as many opinions as there were "experts."

To the Japanese, Western music is both a fascinating and perplexing affair. It is valued because it speaks on an emotional and personal level to the individual—this in a society that outwardly controls its emotions and tends to place conformity above individuality. At the same time, Western music seems, to most Japanese ears, to be connected with social, philosophical, or religious concepts that are hopelessly alien to Japanese culture. One of the consequences is that the Japanese tend to have an inferiority complex when it comes to Western music—which shouldn't be surprising to an American, since we have suffered from the same feeling ourselves.

It was easy to agree that the world has become a good deal smaller in recent years, and that everywhere one looks, currents of internationalism are strong: Tokyo, our hosts couldn't help lamenting, has more than 600 McDonald's restaurants in its name. Is that necessarily a good thing, and does it mean that musical values are as easy to transfer between cultures as passion for fast food?

Decidedly not, I answered, along with colleagues Lother Mattner, a German music critic, and Daniel Charles, a French journalist. We found ourselves opposed by the Soviet émigré pianist Valery Afanassiev, who insisted that a musician needn't be steeped in a particular culture in order to effectively perform its music. When the smoke cleared, we decided no conclusion had been reached. Afterwards, I spent two hours watching the Nagoya sumo meet on television, then went out for sushi. So much for McDonald's.

CD Gripes

Let me begin by saying that I am a CD fan. After years of toiling with the surface hiss, ticks, scratches, and warps of LPs, I accepted a Compact Disc player into my stereo system with thankful and joyful ears. However, there are a number of problems with the digital disc that should have been remedied by now:

* Playing time. Nothing bothers me more than having to buy a skimpy CD. If the discs can accommodate 74 minutes of music, why not fill them to their capacity? Each of the Beatle CDs lasts barely 40 minutes. Perhaps more record companies could follow the lead of Motown in combining two vintage albums on one Compact Disc [see "Motown Twisters" in "The Software Parade," April], such as Marvin Gaye's *What's Going On / Let's Get It On*, which never strays too far from my player.

* Supply. As any CD buyer will tell you, discs are difficult to find, if not impossible, to find. Despite all I read about the opening of new manufacturing plants in the U.S. and Europe, this situation still hasn't improved. Even in Boston, which has some of the best and biggest record stores anywhere, I often look in vain for a particular title. New CDs usually arrive in stores weeks after their corresponding LPs are available. I succumbed to buying *Grace and Frankie* on vinyl merely because I just couldn't wait any longer.

* Price. Despite enormous sales, CDs have dropped in price. I try to limit myself to one purchase per week (so that I still have some money left over for a movie once in a while). Don't record companies realize that consumers would gladly buy twice as many CDs if all of their discs—the regular as well as the "budget"—were sold for $10 or cheaper?

Selection. The major record labels have relied too much on releasing standard CD titles. Fans of popular music who also enjoy classical music know that this is especially true with the latter. Arent 30 CD versions of Vivaldi's *Four Seasons* enough? Listeners who favor lesser-known works or composers (such as Peter Maxwell Davies) will be hard pressed to find even one title.

Though these complaints have been expressed many times, the industry has offered little response to satisfy its customers. One hopes that if we keep voicing our discontent, manufacturers will remedy these drawbacks and offer fuller enjoyment for aficionados of that marvelous digital sound.

Ted Libbey

Mr. Pope, one of our readers, lives in Boston, Massachusetts. Readers may submit a 400-word article for this portion of "Medley" to Ken Richardson, Popular Music Editor, HIGH FIDELITY, 825 Seventh Ave., New York, N.Y. 10019. We pay $100 for each published article.
WITH ORDINARY HEADPHONES, YOU CAN ONLY SEE THE DIFFERENCE.

WITH KOSS SST STEREOPHONES, YOU CAN HEAR IT.

The difference between a cassette and a CD is obvious to the eye. But it’s not always so obvious to the ear. To fully appreciate the excitement of today’s digital recordings, you need a great pair of stereophones. That’s why Koss created the SST’s, a line of four stereophones that deserve to be called digital-ready. By using their exclusive Super Sonic Technology, Koss was able to invent a new element capable of faithfully reproducing the wider dynamic range of CD’s. So if you own a Compact Disc player, or are thinking about buying one, remember: It’s the stereophones that make the difference. And with a pair of Koss SST’s, that difference will be crystal clear.

- Koss Stereophones, 4129 North Port Washington Road, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53212.
- Koss Limited, 4112 South Service Road, Burlington, Ontario L7L 4X5.
- Koss-Europe: CH-6855, Stabio-Switzerland.
These anti-resonant chassis spacers are made with Kyocera's proprietary Fine Ceramics.

Fine Ceramics laser guide shafts hold their tolerances five times longer than other materials.

These are the CD features they'll be copying next.

3rd-order analog filters cause less phase shift than the 7th- and 9th-order designs that others use.

Since Day One, every Kyocera player has had true 16-bit oversampling.

While our supplied remote controls are great, this optional full system remote control lets you operate a complete Kyocera system from anywhere in the house!

The front fascia of all our players is brushed aluminum, not plastic.

Our real wood side panels help damp resonance. They also look good.

Since Day One, every Kyocera player has had true 16-bit oversampling.

The front fascia of all our players is brushed aluminum, not plastic.

Our real wood side panels help damp resonance. They also look good.
In May of 1983, Kyocera introduced a CD player with true 16-bit digital filters. Today, the competition's calling this circuit "the latest thing." Years ago we had four-times oversampling. This year every high-end player worth mentioning has a similar design. In September, 1984 Kyocera raised some eyebrows with the world's first Fine Ceramics anti-resonant CD chassis. Now the stores are full of flimsy imitations.

How did all these innovations happen to come from Kyocera, and not some household name? Perhaps because Kyocera's knowledge of digital circuitry comes from years of building computers for some of the best-known names in electronics. Perhaps because Kyocera is a world leader in Fine Ceramics, the technology used to house circuitry in aerospace and other advanced applications. Or perhaps because some top-rated CD players from other brands were actually made by Kyocera.

Now Kyocera has four world-beating Compact Disc Players, ranging in suggested retail price from $350 to the $800 model DA-710CX shown here. Each boasts technology so advanced, it's a preview of what the competition will be selling in 1989. After all, history does repeat itself.

Built right from the ground up.
DOMESTICATING DIGITAL

The record industry has yet to awaken to the full implications of digital technology. Even though the Compact Disc now accounts for a greater share of sales than the long-playing record, many labels cling to what has been termed a “vinyl mentality” in programming new CD releases. This mind-set also accounts for technical deficiencies found in certain CD reissues—defects such as the audible distortion and faulty editing that were less detectable on the original LPs. Though excusable in older recordings, these same flaws, in company with other technical gaffes unique to the medium, have too often cropped up in all-digital productions as well. Downright inept banding and indexing, unidentifiable electronic noises, and excessive levels of hiss exasperate serious listeners and give lie to the industry’s claim that a variety of problems that plagued analog recordings are curable through the digital process.

Happily, the majority of recordings released on CD suffer from none of the deficiencies noted here. Furthermore, there is evidence that labels are showing a hitherto unheard-of level of responsibility in acknowledging and correcting

BY DAVID HURWITZ
The quality of CD is strained; the deeds of production rendereth flaws.
defects that do arise. But the CD medium's potential has, for the moment, simply outpaced the adaptability of those who created it. Eventually, record companies will learn to think, plan, and record entirely in terms of the digital process. The observations and suggestions offered here—dealing with distortion, noise, editing, and indexing—should consequently be viewed as constructive criticism, intended to effect a smoother and more rapid passage through this period of transition.

Distortion is no stranger to anyone familiar with older recordings, some of which could not handle the overwhelming volume of a large orchestra going full tilt. Careful listening reveals instances of breakup in Charles Munch's classic performance of Saint-Saëns's "Organ" Symphony on RCA, Riccardo Muti's account of The Rite of Spring on Angel EMI, and Bernard Haitink's Also sprach Zarathustra on Philips. Yet all three remain preferred interpretations of the scores, despite their technical shortcomings. In fact, they still sound excellent overall.

Part of the price of digital technology, unfortunately, has been the revelation of certain imperfections in what had been thought to be sonically outstanding old recordings. It's easy to forgive the flaws in those cherished classic performances, but what are we to make of the shoddy engineering on Unicorn-Kanchana's recent all-digital recording of Delius's The Song of the High Hills? Every major climax disintegrates into a shower of noise, even when the orchestra hasn't reached full volume. Vocal music poses especially difficult problems of this sort, since engineers largely continue to employ what is, for the digital era, absurdly close microphone placement. Ghena Dimitrova's screeching soprano on Deutsche Grammophon's 1982 recording of Verdi's Nabucco is typical of the results that can be obtained in this situation, as is the horribly distorted shriek at the end of "The Best of All Possible Worlds" on the New World recording of Bernstein's Candide.

The obvious solution is simply to back off and record soloists and orchestras in more spacious acoustical environments. Record companies seem to be taking this step, using fewer microphones and placing them a bit further from the performers. Not only does this procedure minimize the risk of sonic overload (which is much more noticeable when the noise threshold is low, as is typical of digital recordings), it creates a more pleasing and coherent musical perspective. Even so, certain problems with older source material will remain, as exemplified by Angel EMI's CD reissue of Poulenc's Organ Concerto and Gloria conducted by Georges Prêtre. The CD is plagued by numerous instances of what sounds like surface noise in quiet passages (try Track 2). Deterioration of the quarter-century-old master tape is the likely cause.

Errors in editing generally take two forms: sloppy joins between sections and the actual elimination of material. Very few old recordings suffer from the first defect—at least in their original LP format. CD transfer, however, can create a new problem where none previously existed. RCA accidentally removed the opening bar of the finale in Fritz Reiner's remarkable account of the New World Symphony when it released the recording on CD. The omission has since been rectified. Though usually noted for their meticulousness, the Japanese (specifically, the producers at CBS/Sony) released three sets of CDs containing Pierre Boulez's recordings of orchestral music by Ravel, Debussy, Bartók, and Stravinsky in which continuous works, such as Stravinsky's Firebird, contained pauses where the LP side breaks had been. CBS corrected these faults on the domestic release. The same problem afflicted Pro Arte's CD of Mahler's Eighth Symphony played by Vaclav Neumann and the Czech Philharmonic.

Several all-digital releases offer unwittingly abridged versions of the works recorded. EMI chapel a piece out of the first movement of Shostakovich's Tenth Symphony when it issued Simon Rattle's account on CD; it withdrew the recording when told of the error and fixed it. But Frans Helmerson's performance of Dvořák's Cello Concerto on BIS remains as issued: minus the first two bars of the finale.

Sloppy tape joins are one of those problems that should have disappeared forever with the advent of digital editing. They can be hard to detect at low volume levels, but often become quite noticeable at louder settings or when listening through headphones. For example, it's quite obvious that someone fiddled with the choral entry in the finale of the Slátkin/Saint-Louis Mahler Resurrection Symphony on Telarc. The chorus's opening note has no real beginning; it just appears. In Giuseppe Sinopoli's performance of the same symphony on Deutsche Grammophon, the finale's opening measures seem to be the product of an unfortunate joining of two different takes. The bass drum and tam-tam simply stop sounding when the full orchestra enters scarcely a second after they have been struck; as the score indicates, they should continue sounding through the succeeding bars.

Sometimes, thanks to the uncannily quiet background of most digital recordings, poor editing manifests itself in a sudden change in the level of background noise or hiss. In Sir Neville Marriner's EMI recording of Grieg's Peer Gynt, this occurs about a minute into "In the Hall of the Mountain King." More commonly, in a misguided effort to avoid even the slightest suggestion of ambient noise, producers will allow the opening note of a work to erupt from the preceding silence in an artificially clipped fashion, as at the beginning of the London recording of Respighi's The Pines of Rome with Charles Dutoit and the Montreal Symphony.

The editing issue is clearly one in which record companies have yet to divest themselves of a "vinyl mentality." Digital recording reveals not only every detail of the sound picked up by the microphones, it also permits the listener to hear what was done during the production process. Minimal miking, recording in long takes, and greater care in editing are the only ways to ensure a finished product of the finest quality. Coincidentally, these options happen to be musically desirable as well.

All classical recordings contain a certain amount of the ambient noise that is characteristic of the enclosures in which recordings are made. Thus a low level of hiss does not necessarily imply careless work by producers; in fact, it can be quite natural. The same holds true for occasional extraneous sounds associated with performance: chairs creaking, pages turning, music stands or instruments getting jostled. But close microphone placement, in addition to causing distortion, can magnify ambient noises into a veritable jungle of bleeps, pings, buzzes, squeaks, and moans. Sir Georg Solti's digital Mahler Fourth Symphony on London, for example, must be one of the noisiest performances ever recorded: Violin mutes plop, woodwind players gasp for air, music stands grind, pages flop—it sounds like some exotic Amazonian night scene. And in the hss department, Herbert von Karajan's digital Bruckner First Symphony exhibits a substantially higher level of hiss than the analog Bruckner Fifth with which it is coupled on two Deutsche Grammophon CDs. It doesn't figure, but there it is.

(Continued on page 93)
MITSUBISHI BELIEVES THAT MOBILE ELECTRONICS SHOULDN'T TAKE A BACK SEAT TO HOME ELECTRONICS. WE'VE CREATED OUR DIAMOND COLLECTION™ — AN EXCLUSIVE GROUP OF ADVANCED COMPONENTS THAT PUTS FUTURE TECHNOLOGY AT YOUR FINGERTIPS.

FROM CAR STEREOS WITH SOME OF THE INDUSTRY'S BEST TUNERS, TO COMPACT DISC SYSTEMS FOR THE MOBILE PURIST, MITSUBISHI'S DIAMOND COLLECTION™ PRODUCTS REFLECT OUR COMMITMENT TO SUPERIOR DESIGN.

IT'S NO SURPRISE THAT A COMPANY THAT WAS AT THE FOREFRONT OF CELLULAR TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPED ANOTHER TECHNOLOGICAL CROWN: DIAMONDTEL™ 55. A DRAMATIC DOWNSIZING OF THE TRANSCEIVER ALLOWS IT TO BE INTEGRATED INTO THE PHONE BASE. THE RESULT IS A FULL-FEATURED PHONE THAT'S BOTH MOBILE AND TRANSPORTABLE.

DIAMONDSENTRY™ IS THE COMPLETE SECURITY SYSTEM. CUSTOM LSI CIRCUITRY PROVIDES AN ABUNDANCE OF FEATURES AND FUNCTIONS IN A COMPACT UNIT, DELIVERING SUPERIOR PROTECTION FOR YOUR VEHICLE.

DRIVE THE FUTURE WITH MITSUBISHI'S DIAMOND COLLECTION MOBILE ELECTRONICS PRODUCTS. EXPERIENCE WHAT'S DOWN THE ROAD TODAY.
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KEEPING A HIGH-TECH HELICOPTER IN THE AIR STARTS ON THE GROUND.

Every Army helicopter is thoroughly inspected by a small army of highly trained specialists.
Avionics technicians test thermal imaging sights to make sure they turn night into day.
Systems repairers check laser rangefinders to see if they’re on target.
Crewchiefs and mechanics adjust turbine engines and double-check powershafts.
With more than 8,600 aircraft, the Army needs intelligent, highly motivated young people to train in dozens of skills. Some of these specialties offer a young man or woman the opportunity to fly as part of the crew.
So if you’re interested in learning a skill that could lead to a high-flying career, check into Army Aviation. You could end up with the tools to build a brighter, more rewarding future.

For more information, contact your local Army Recruiter today. Or call this toll-free number: 1-800-USA-ARMY.

ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
BRAHMS WORKS: RUBINSTEIN

During the mid-1990s, Artur Rubinstein made several recordings with Fritz Reiner. Reports of those sessions hinted that the personal relationship between the two titans was hardly a smiling affair. A pity, to be sure, but not surprising. In the case of Brahms's youthful and stormy Piano Concerto No. 1, however, the discord may have helped matters, for on this collaboration with Reiner, Rubinstein made what may well be his greatest concerto recording. It remains one of the two or three finest Brahms Firsts on disc. The great Artur was to record this work twice more, but neither of the later efforts matched this magnificent version. And a comparison between this new CD remastering (RCA 5666-2; playing time: 46:20) and the original mono issue makes it clear that, sonically speaking, Rubinstein's achievement is fresher than ever.

If Rubinstein's interpretation of the Brahms Second was not on quite such an exalted level, nevertheless the account with Josef Krips and the RCA Symphony Orchestra was the best one to reissue. In 1958, when it was recorded, Rubinstein was already in his late prime, which means that no apologies need be made for any aspect of his technique or interpretative stance. Three solo works—the Intermezzo in B flat minor, Op. 117, No. 2; the Intermezzo in E minor, Op. 116, No. 5; and the Rhapsody in G minor, Op. 79, No. 2—push this second disc (RCA 5671-2) nicely into the 60-minute-plus category. Would that RCA had chosen to do the same with its reissue of the first concerto.

FOSS, COPLAND, WYNER: BONAZZI, MENUHIN

Soon after completing his introspective Piano Quartet in 1950, Aaron Copland ("Copeland" on the record cover) described it to me as "pretty twelve-tones." True, particularly the first movement, but the second movement, Allegro giusto, with its asymmetric and jazzy rhythms, makes it clear that no one but Copland could have written it. This austere, rarely performed work shows a very different side of the composer who had written Appalachian Spring six years earlier.

Round a Common Center, which sets an Auden poem for mezzo-soprano, narrator, piano quartet, and violin obbligato, shows once again Lukas Foss's weathervane swiftness to trim his musical conscience to the fashion of the times. In the (occitale) middle section, he even goes minimalistic, but Yehudi Menuhin, who really takes off here, saves it from the usual minimalist tedium. Orson Welles ("Wells" on the label) narrates his part of the poem to perfection, but I would have welcomed having a printed text for the verses sung by Elaine Bonazzi.

Yehudi Wyner's two Intermezzi nod affectionately and gratefully, if at times obscurely, at the shades of some of his favorite composers, from Schubert and Brahms to Mahler and Chausson.

Everyone performs these difficult works with mastery and élan. While I find the meanly, amateurish leaflet included here deplorable (1¼ tiny pages of information about three far from simple works), Pro Arte deserves credit and thanks for making this exquisite music available, especially on CD. Playing time: 49:48. (Pro Arte CDD 120.) P.M.

PERLE PIANO WORKS: MICHAEL BORISKIN

As the author of a landmark two-volume study of Alben Berg's operas, George Perle is probably best known as a theorist and musicologist. But Perle is also a composer, although his music parries of neither hyperexpressionist Bergian nor ultra-rationalist Webernian rhetoric. In fact, Perle's work proves that the descendants of the Second Viennese School need not alienate their audiences with dour, excessively complex musical surfaces. Instead, Perle forms his compositions into lucid structures that are laced with a playful sense of humor.

Perhaps, like Rameau's contemporaries, we mistrust theorists who are also composers, suspecting that their works will be dry and academic. Pianist Michael Boriskin, in his traversal of nearly 50 years of Perle's music, demonstrates the absurdity of that supposition. Perle's work, though it is as logical and intellectually rigorous as that of his more austere colleagues, always remains accessible. At turns whimsical, caressing, and tinged with melancholy, Perle's compositions preserve a clear melodic profile, propulsive rhythmic drive, and almost neoclassic clarity of both texture and form.

The composer and pianist share an evident joy in exploring the nuances of piano technique; the integration of dazzling virtuosities and musical content in the Six New Etudes (1984) brings Chopin to mind. Regrettably, the distant, low-level recording does little to clarify Boriskin's pristine textures. But his powerful, virtuosic performances display both emotional involvement and intellectual comprehension. Playing time: 44:52. (New World NW 342-2.) K.R.S.

PURCELL'S KING ARTHUR: DELLER CONSORT

This selection of excerpts from Henry Purcell's incidental music offers much of interest. In fact, the authentic period-instrument sound, sumptuously recorded in an acoustically right setting, will grab you from the very first resounding chord. However, the release has some definite limitations of which the prospective buyer ought to be aware.

I sat down to listen to it with the only readily available score (William H. Cummings's 1897 edition) before me. Purcell died in 1695, three years before even excerpts from this music ever got printed. Cummings wrote: "A complete score ... has never been discovered. The original copy ... was certainly lost before 1728." Michael Greenhalgh's accompanying notes refer vaguely to a "comparison of the extant music manuscripts and printed text" but assign no responsibility for the version recorded here, which varies radically from Cummings's. Nor is an attempt made to account for variants in the disparate versions of John Dryden's text. Greenhalgh's notes do not include the text sung here; nor, for that matter, do they say who sings which of the 6 major and 13 minor roles, which is inexcusable. You simply have to take your pick from among three sopranos, two countertenors, and two tenors plus baritone, bass, choir, and nine instrumentalists.

All of the performers maintain the quality associated with Alfred Deller's name, and this disc, as is, provides much pleasure. With the inclusion of adequately detailed information about the performance, though, it would have provided a great deal more. Playing time: 59:46. (Harmonia Mundi 90 252.)
Tchaikovsky Trio: Borodin Trio

Anyone who ever heard the Borodin String Quartet will recall it as one of the world's best—until 1976, when its violinist, Rostislav Dubinsky, and his pianist wife, Lyubu Edlina, emigrated from Moscow to the Netherlands. There, with the emigre cellist Yuli Turovsky, they formed the Bosrond Trio.

At least on this recording, Edlina's performance does not measure up to her two colleagues'. At the unlikeliest places throughout the work, even in rhythm accompanying patterns bordering on ostinato (e.g., the very beginning), she introduces a sort of spastic rubato, destroying tension and interrupting the musical flow. (This willfulness evokes the most flagrantly anti-Debussy playing I ever suffered through: by Heinrich Neuhaus's Georgian pupil Dmitri Bashkirov. A regional affliction?) The Belwin Mills edition of the score carries a footnote to Part II's fugal Variation VIII: "This variation can be omitted" (on whose authority, it fails to say). While this recording includes that variation, it omits Variation VII, which taxes the pianist with crashing, fortissimo chords. These performers also make an enormous cut in the finale—"traditional," perhaps, in certain lazy performing circles, but musically indefensible in a recording. This performance lasts only 48:10; it easily could have encompassed the entire Trio, as its creator composed it and obviously wanted it.

Chandos, usually an admirable label, may have beaten the competition at getting the first CD of the Tchaikovsky Trio on the market, but musically it has fumbled its task. If you can still track down the historic Gillet/Kogan/Rostropovich monaural recording—beg, borrow, or steal—it no other version has even ever approached it. (Chandos 8548.)

Schumann Works: Maisky; Vienna, Bernstein

At last, Leonard Bernstein's Schumann cycle comes to an end, with performances of the Second Symphony and the Cello Concerto (Op. 129) that are as great a pleasure to recommend as were the two previous discs in this splendid series.

One would be tempted to call this cycle definitive, except for one speculation: With the rush of analog performances being transferred onto CD, it is possible that CBS may decide to remastern Bernstein's earlier Schumann cycle. If that happy prospect is ever realized, every Schumann devotee would want to own both cycles, while the general listener would have to choose between them. Whereas the present cycle offers Bernstein's nature and perhaps final thoughts, along with a manner that must be characterized as expansive, the earlier cycle presented a younger conductor with greater force and occasionally even more passion, although hampered (at least on the original LP issues) by somewhat rough recorded sound and occasionally even rougher playing of the New York Philharmonic. I would avoid such a difficult choice by buying both versions and listening to one or the other depending on my mood.

In the meantime, we can completely enjoy these wonderful performances. Incidentally, Mischa Maisky here offers a performance of the Violin Concerto equal to any other known to me. From all parties concerned, then, a truly magnificent accomplishment. Schumann has rarely been so well served. Playing time: 67:15. (Deutsche Grammophon 419 190-2.)

Sibelius Piano Works: Tawaststjerna

It's no secret that Sibelius's piano music fails to reach the heights routinely attained by his orchestral works. Sibelius's mature style just might be the most unpianistic musical language ever devised, aside from Bruckner's. The typical hallmarks of this style—endless pedal points, complex string ostinatos and tremolando, musical textures in overlapping tempos, and swelling brass chords—are next to impossible to achieve on the piano. Consequently, Sibelius's output for the instrument consists almost entirely of miniatures, most less than three minutes long.

Nonetheless, we owe BIS a debt of gratitude for making the complete piano music available on six CDs, expertly performed by Erik T. Tawaststjerna, son of the composer's definitive biographer. Even with the limitations noted above, Sibelius often manages to be surprisingly effective. Starting with Volume 4, which contains the exquisite and entirely characteristic Three Sonatinas (Op. 67), then move to Volume 1 for Sibelius's only large-scale piano work, the fiery and dramatic Sonata (Op. 12). The remaining items consist primarily of works titled "Sketches," "Pieces," and "Bagatelles." These are of much less interest, though Volume 6 contains the latest and most distinctive of them. Sibelius fanatics will want the whole set; more casual listeners will be satisfied to sample the pieces mentioned. Playing times: Vol. 1: 52:03 (BIS CD 153); Vol. 2: 53:04 (BIS CD 169); Vol. 3: 50:00 (BIS CD 195); Vol. 4: 56:01 (BIS CD 196); Vol. 5: 48:33 (BIS CD 230); Vol. 6: 52:55 (BIS CD 278).

Prokofiev "Romeo and Juliet": Cleveland, Maaazel

The Cleveland Orchestra is in smashing form for this sensitive, powerful performance of the complete Romeo and Juliet. Although this account was recorded in 1973, the analog reproduction is first-class and beautifully balanced and the transfer to CD is superb. Originally on three LPs, the performance now requires only two well-filled CDs; there are 39 index references as well as a detailed plot synopsis. Since many of the interludes are of lesser musical interest, a single CD from London of the more familiar excerpts would be welcome. Playing times: 71:48 and 08:53. (London 417 310-2.)

Berlioz Orchestral Works: Beecham

What was it that made a performance by Thomas Beecham so special? Perhaps it was the fact that he never attempted to interpret for gratuitous effect. In these stimulating readings of three Berlioz masterworks (the Symphonie fantastique, the overture Le Corsaire, and the "Royal Hunt and Storm" music from Les Troyens), Beecham elicits from his Royal Philharmonic Orchestra (and the French National Radio Orchestra, which here plays the Symphonie fantastique) a sense of pose, rhythmic lift, supple phrasing, and instrumental balance that remains virtually without parallel, at least in recordings of these works.

All three performances are magnificent. After an agitated opening, elegant waltz, and picturesque scene in the countryside, the symphony acquires an absolutely ghoulish intensity. As the work proceeds, the slightly sleazy sound of the French orchestra actually counts as an asset. Le Corsaire races along with irresistible swagger. Finally, the "Royal Hunt and Storm" music (performed here with chorus) has a truly epic intensity. In Sir
ON RE-DEFINING DYNAMIC RECORDING.

By combining Dolby HX Pro headroom expansion and DYNEQ dynamic equalization, the new NAD 6300 Monitor Series cassette deck achieves an astounding 80dB signal-to-noise ratio. But that's only part of the story.

Like all the components in our new Monitor Series, the model 6300 is an ultra high performance cassette deck that will challenge the best in the market. In fact it's the only recorder in the world which will make a cassette copy of any compact disc with virtually no dynamic loss. Like all NAD products, it's a no-nonsense component designed to deliver the highest possible real world performance for a very reasonable price. It's a combination of leading-edge technology and of trusted ideas we've used for years. It's dozens of subtle features blended with several truly significant breakthroughs. A very few examples . . .

- The 6300 is the only cassette deck that combines the Dolby* HX Pro and the DYNEQ** system, thus delivering unprecedented high frequency headroom.
- Stunning 80dB signal-to-noise ratio approaches the standards set by digital recording.
- An exclusive NAD circuit which, when activated, allows you to make tapes specially processed for optimum performance in a car or portable stereo system.
- NAD's elegant "Play Trim" circuit allows you to correct high frequency losses that are common with pre-recorded tapes or cassettes recorded on another machine.

A recording system that uses three heads for wide frequency response and dual discrete Dolby C circuits for accurate, off-the-tape monitoring.
- Ergonomics of the remote control offer logical placement of the most used functions and a unique upright design for ease of operation.
- The tape transport uses dual capstans of differing diameters so that they rotate at slightly different speeds, practically eliminating resonance induced wow.

In short, what makes the NAD 6300 a world class cassette deck . . . is a long story. To learn more about it, write for our Monitor Series brochure. Better yet visit your authorized NAD dealer—and hear the results of a thousand design decisions, correctly made.

The Monitor Series From NAD
The company that set the standards for modern loudspeakers now raises them.

AR invented the high fidelity bookshelf loudspeaker with our Acoustic Suspension principle in 1954. Since that time, the speaker business has been divided into two principal camps: AR and the companies imitating AR.

Today AR introduces the TSW Series. These Acoustic Suspension speakers are so refined in performance, so sophisticated in technology, they're a virtual textbook of loudspeaker design.

We've carefully shaped, braced, and grooved the inside of our cabinets to resist unwanted resonance. We've selected special carbon-filled polypropylene diaphragms to lower distortion at low frequencies. Our new 6½-inch midrange driver reproduces vocals with precision. And we mount our titanium dome tweeter on a unique Tetra-Helix™ plate to minimize diffraction and its consequent distortion.

As an integral part of the project, we harnessed the talents of one of America's top industrial designers to create a speaker that you'll be proud of even when it's not playing. In place of the typical 1/125-inch veneer, these speakers have solid American Walnut or Oak tops and bottoms* nearly one inch thick.

The new TSW Series Loudspeakers. Once again, AR reshapes the future of loudspeakers.

*Acousto-suspension principle TSW-100
Thomas's hands, it sounds like what it is: one of the grandest fragments from the grandest of grand operas. With 70:12 of music and sound that has hardly dated at all, this disc is a must. (Angel EMI CDC 47863-2.) D.H.

GRIEG "PEER GYNT": LONDON SYMPHONY, DREIER

Unicorn has released on two CDs its 1978 recording of Grieg's complete incidental music to Ibsen's Peer Gynt. Pr: Drei er leads the London Symphony Orchestra, the Oslo Philharmonic Choir, and an excellent team of Norwegian soloists in a lovely and exciting performance of this fascinating music. The suite that Grieg later extracted from this music (which was composed over a period of some 20 years) really gives no hint of his marvelously range and imagination. Folk dances for solo violin rub shoulders with sophisticated mood pieces employing xylophone and tam-tam. Choruses and songs inject a note of human (and mythical) drama into the proceedings. Somehow, it all seems of a piece, a musical portrait of one of literature's most complex and extravagant personalities. Definitely worth investigating, especially since the analog sound has transferred well. Playing time: 101:47. (Unicorn-Kanchana CD 2003/4.) D.H.

HAYDN MASS: BAVARIAN RADIO, LAUBENTHAL

Haydn's 1766 Missa Sisthie Cucchiae Omnia Celentus is an early but very special work. Lasting well over an hour, it is Haydn's longest Mass setting. The festive scoring includes trumpets and drums, with telling contributions from the organ. The Kyrie, Gloria, and Credo conclude with some of the most thrilling choral fugue-writing this side of Bach, and the soloists get every note fully suited to the most operatic temperaments. Like Bach's B minor Mass and Beethoven's Missa Salomonis, this work demands a sense of occasion. Rafael Kubelik, the Bavarian Radio Symphony Orchestra and Chorus, and the fine team of soloists (including Luca Popp and Kurt Moll) deliver this in abundance. The recording by Orfeo, taped live during an actual church performance, preserves a truly extraordinary experience. The only CD competition comes from Simon Preston and the Academy of Ancient Music, on authentic instruments which sound their age. Kubelik, on the other hand, combines the necessary spiritual grandeur with a performance of rare communicative force. Playing time: 70:19. (Orfeo O 032822.) D.H.

SHOSTAKOVICH FIFTEENTH: LONDON, HAITINK

The reissue on compact disc of Bernard Haitink's Shostakovich symphonies cycle continues with this coupling of the enigmatic Fifteenth (recorded with the London Philharmonic Orchestra) and the song cycle From Jewish Folk Poets (recorded in its orchestral guise with the Concertgebouw Orchestra). The symphony remains Haitink's finest Shostakovich recording to date, though his account of Symphony No. 13 (Babi Yar) runs a close second. The song cycle receives a slow and intense rendition, very well sung by Elisabeth Söderström, Ortrun Vetters and Ryszard Karczykowski. Of note are the resemblances between From Jewish Folk Poetry and Mahler's Kindertotenlieder and Songs of a Wayfarer, which make for fascinating comparative listening and shed light on Shostakovich's self-conscious attempt to evoke quintessentially Jewish musical character traits in specifically non-Jewish contexts. Highly recommended, excellent sound (analog in the symphony), and, with a playing time of 73:27, a bargain as well. (London 417 581-2.) D.H.

POLLIINI: 20TH-CENTURY PIANO WORKS

Deutsche Grammophon has generously combined two albums into one 68-minute CD, resulting in an excellent document of Maurizio Pollini's dedication to contemporary piano music. Included are Stravinsky's Three Movements from Petrouchka, Prokofiev's Piano Sonata No. 7, Webern's Piano Variations Op. 27, and Boulez's Sonata No. 2. The performances are all stunning, though one would need very catholic tastes to enjoy the entire program. Stravinsky's tribute to Artur Rubinstein is a finger-breaker. But robbed of its orchestral, picture-postcard dress, Petrouchka sounds positively minimalist. The Prokofiev sonata is one of his best, alternately spiky, lyrical, and ironic. Boulez's Second Sonata carries 12-tone technique past the point where one need ever venture again. Unquestionably one of the ugliest monuments ever erected in sound—a sort of pianistic Punyodou Center—it is so difficult and virtuosic that it has pervasively acquired the status of a showpiece. (Perhaps Boulez has written a 20th-century counterpart to some of Liszt's emipter expostulations.) The real gem here is Webern's haunting set of variations, which receive a performance of such inevitable cogency that the difficulty of the style becomes irrelevant. Recommended to piano fanatics, the curious, and the brave. (Deutsche Grammophon 419 292-2.) D.H.

STRAUSS ORCHESTRAL WORKS: DRESDEN, KEMPE

Recently, parsimonious collectors have complained to the effect that the CD revolution entitles us to buy $4 records for over $12. True, these Strauss performances from Rudolf Kempe and the Staatskapelle Dresden were available for years on horribly pressed Seraphim budget LPs. But they were never "budget" performances; indeed, they represent some of the finest Strauss conducting and playing ever committed to disc.

In any case, the two CDs Angel EMI has released thus far are an excellent value. One (CD 47862) contains Also sprach Zarathustra, Till Eulenspiegel's Merry Pranks, and Death and Transfiguration; the other (CD 47865) offers Don Juan, Don Quixote, and the "Dance of the Seven Veils" from Salome. Kempe leads Strauss's own Lortzinger orchestra in readings of exemplary clarity, virtuosity, panache, and thrust (Don Juan really flies!). Too often, this music sounds like gob of orchestral slurry, punctuated by occasional violin solos, which Strauss cut into random lengths and awarded fanciful titles. Not here. Kempe characterizes each piece to the fullest, without ever letting the more self-indulgent passages overstay their welcome. It's the kind of music-making that gives Strauss credit for his superb musicianship rather than his programmatic audacity. In fact, you'll be surprised at just how much content these warhorses really contain. Let's hope EMI releases the rest of the series soon, especially the definitive Alpine Symphony and the wonderful Heldenleben. Playing time for CDC 47862: 71:05. Playing time for CDC 47865: 65:27. D.H.

FIBICH SYMPHONY NO. 1: BRNO STATE, VRONSKY

Ždenek Fibich's Symphony No. 1 in F Major, Op. 17, is a direct, robust, fairly foursquare affair with decent basic materials and an especially good melody in its opening movement. Overall, however, the score is too predictable and lacks the inspired eccentricity that would lift it above the pack. There are some nice touches as well in Fibich's symphonic poem The Tempest, Op. 46, but it, too, is rather conventional. As long as one expects something better than early Dvořák, without the Wagnerian influence, this coupling will be of interest. The sound is excellent and so seem the performances by the Brno State Philharmonic Orchestra under the baton of Petr Vronsky. Playing time: 44:45. (Supraphon 3260-1001.) R.R.R.

BACH'S WELL-TEMPERED CLAVIER: SCHIFF

Considering that Glenn Gould's usual eccentricities make some of the preludes and fugues in his recording of The Well-Tempered Clavier impossible to enjoy, it would be gratifying to be able to recommend, without reservation, this performance of Book I by the exceptionally gifted Hungarian pianist András Schiff. As it happens, the preludes are exquisitely played. But the momentum of the fugues is often disrupted by ruminative pauses. In addition, Schiff repeatedly lowers the dynamics of the active voices when a new voice enters. This mannerism, together with his pedaling and the reverberation inherent in Walthamstow Assembly Hall, where it was recorded, makes much of the contrapuntal writing unclear.

Reverberation aside, the warm tone of
Schiff's Bösendorfer is beautifully reproduced. But apart from Gould's flawed set, there isn't another by an equally musical player that can be recommended—although there are two recordings I haven't heard yet that I can only surmise to be worthwhile: Edwin Fischer's and Mieczyslaw Horszowski's. Playing time: 110:16. (London 414 388-2.)

GERSWIN RHAPSODY, GROFE SUITE: BERNSTEIN
Bravo to CBS for its decision to reissue Leonard Bernstein's classic 1960 performances of Gerswin's Rhapsody In Blue and An American In Paris on Compact Disc. The recordings were brilliant for their time; on CD, only a slight background hiss at high volume betrays their age. Otherwise, the sound is as stunning as the performances are taut, deftly played, and inimitably right. Also on the disc is Bernstein's mid-1960s performance of Grofe's Grand Canyon Suite, a substantial bonbon with equally good sound. The Rhapsody In Blue is played by the Columbia Symphonic Orchestra, and the rest by the New York Philharmonic. Playing time: 67:17. (CBS Masterworks MK 42264.)

SCHEHERAZADE, POLOVTSIAN DANCES: RPO, BEECHAM
Recordings of SCHEHERAZADE come and go, but this one has withstood the test of time, and for good reason. Sir Thomas Beecham's way with the score was especially imaginative, and in these 1957 sessions, he was able to elicit a superb performance from a Royal Philharmonic whose strong first-desk players were at the peak of their virtuosity. Some conductors might whip their orchestras into more of a frenzy in "The Festival at Baghdad," but none is more sensitive to the score's many opportunities for colorful orchestral textures. Beecham also had his own spirited way with the POLOVTSIAN DANCES, and on this outing, he got the Beecham Choral Society to throw itself into the proceedings with appropriate abandon. Although these recordings are three decades old, the sound is more natural than many recent digital recordings. The balances are ideal, there is clarity and impact in percussion, and the overall effect is of an orchestra playing in a first-class auditorium. Despite a slight touch of tape hiss, the transfer to CD has been expertly accomplished. This is an essential item for any orchestral CD collection. Playing time: 58:04. (Angel EMI CDC 47717.)

VAUGHAN WILLIAMS "WASPS," "ANTARCTICA": BOULT
Vaughan Williams's seventh symphony is based on music he wrote in the late 1940s for the film Scott of the Antarctic. The symphony, completed in 1952, consists of five movements: Prelude, Scherzo, Landscape, Intermezzo, and Epilogue, each depicting different aspects of the Antarctic region. The composer included in the score a brief poetic superscription for each movement, the texts of which are provided here. The work is scored for a large orchestra that includes harp, wood, machine, and organ, and its haunting climaxes marks the predictable triumph of Nature over Man.

Boult's performance, recorded in 1970, wonderfully captures the dark textures of the score, although it is not as dynamic as his earlier Decca/London monophonic recording. EMI's sound is superb: The engineers have placed soprano Norma Burrows back with the women's chorus, and balances are ideal.

Boult always had great affection for The Wasps and performed it here with wit, if perhaps more placidity than the piece should have. In its initial form, this recording occupied the fourth side of the two-LP set of A Sea Symphony (now available separately on Angel EMI CDC 47212). The present CD represents the best in digitally remastered analog sound and is highly recommended. Playing time: 68:10. (Angel EMI CDC 47216.)

HUMMEL PIANO CONCERTOS: HOUCH, ENGLISH CHAMBER
One of the mysteries of the music world is the neglect of the piano concertos of Johann Nepomuk Hummel (1778-1837). Why didn't Rubinstein champion them? They would have been perfect vehicles for his style and temperament. Hummel's credentials were exemplary, and his writing for both orchestra and solo instrument was brilliant. Some years ago, Martin Galloing recorded these two concertos; those admirable performances were somewhat abbreviated, so it is good to find the works appearing in toto on this brilliant Chandos recording.

Both concertos are expertly played by young British pianist Stephen Hough, with superlative accompaniments from Bryden Thomson and the English Chamber Orchestra. The older Gallowing recordings were perhaps a touch more dashing in the outer movements, but there is plenty of spirit to be found in these new versions. The reproduction is extraordinarily fine, with the solo piano in perfect perspective; the string sound is some of the most natural ever committed to CD. Let's hope the rest of Hummel's half-dozen concertos will be recorded in performances of this quality. Playing time: 66:08. (Chandos 8507.)

STRAUSS ZARATHUSTRA: HAITINK, CONCERTgebouw
This warm, rich reading by Bernard Haitink and the Concertgebouw Orchestra has always been among the top recordings of Also sprach Zarathustra, with reproduction that thoroughly captures the superlative ambience of the Concertgebouw. For many listeners, the prime interest in the score will be the opening Sunrise section: Haitink interprets it majestically and more serenely than does Fritz Reiner on his superb Chicago Symphony version. That the Haitink and the Reiner—both older analog recordings, should currently be the two finest Zarathustra on CD is ironic. Solti's excellent analog account with the Chicago Symphony on London (coupled with Don Juan and Till) is a close contender, but Herbert von Karajan's digital account with the Berlin Philharmonic on Deutsches Grammophon (also coupled with Don Juan) is perfunctory and not very well recorded. Zubin Mehta's digital CBS version with the New York Philharmonic—a full-priced CD with no coupling—is frankly disappointing. The recently reissued Rudolf Kempe/Staatskapelle Dresden performance on Angel EMI is dullly recorded, but offers the most generous coupling of all, including Death and Transfiguration and Till Eulenspiegel. All things considered, the present Zarathustra from Haitink, coupled with his fine Don Juan, would be readily recommended even if it had been issued at full price; at budget price, it is a terrific bargain. Playing time: 50:55. (Philips Silver Line 420 521.)

ARTUR RUBINSTEIN: CARNEGIE HALL HIGHLIGHTS
For many collectors, this issue in red Seal's "Rubinstein Collection," containing selections from ten historic recitals at Carnegie Hall in 1961, may be the disc to acquire first. It offers Rubinstein "live" and in prime form, playing repertoire from our own time—Szymanowski's Four Mazurkas, Prokofiev's Visions fugitives, and Villa-Lobos's Prélude du Bébé—some of which he had not previously recorded. This is a landmark disc for any piano collection, and it illustrates the enterprise of the young Rubinstein, who played this repertoire when it was far more daring than it seems now. One only wishes that there were more.

In fact, there is. Most of the material from those ten Carnegie Hall recitals was recorded but never released. Other items similar to the above listings were included in those recitals, among them works that Rubinstein had never before recorded. Given the enormous conviction with which he played this music, coupled with his sense of style and exuberance, what on earth would a few missing or smudged notes mean? Recently, a colleague who collects records sent me a tape of a 1940 broadcast of Rubinstein playing the Villa-Lobos Rudiphoema, a modern masterpiece dedicated to the pianist. What a performance! Listening through the snaps and crackles of 47 years, I imagined and could not trade such music-making for even the most pristine of today's discs. Clearly, there is a need for more "live" Rubinstein; what is offered on this fine disc of highlights is a welcome beginning. Playing time: 64:15. (RCA 5670-2.)

T.H.
We've built-in a wide range of choices. You can select from a wide variety of current hits and classic favorites. Our great introductory offer lets you choose any 3 CDs listed in this ad for just $3.00. Fill in and mail the application—we'll send you your CDs and bill you for $1. You simply agree to buy 2 more CDs at regular Club prices in the next year—and you may then cancel your membership anytime after doing so.

How the Club works. About every four weeks (13 times a year) you'll receive the Club's music magazine, which describes the Selection of the Month for your musical interest... plus many exciting alternatives. In addition, up to six times a year, you may receive offers of Special Selections, usually at a discount off regular Club prices, for a total of up to 19 buying opportunities. If you wish to receive the Selection of the Month, you need do nothing—it will be shipped automatically. If you prefer an alternate selection, please check the selection at the back of the response card and provide mail by the date specified. You will always have at least 10 days in which to make your decision. If you ever receive any Selection without having 10 days to decide, you may return it at no cost to you.

The CDs you order during your membership will be billed at regular Club prices, which currently are $14.95 to $15.98—plus shipping and handling, and sales tax where applicable. (Multiple-unit sets may be higher!) There will be special sales throughout your membership. After completing your enrollment agreement you may cancel membership at any time. Special Bonus Plans: After you buy 2 CDs at regular Club prices, you can build your collection quickly with our money-saving bonus plan. If you buy one CD at half price for each CD you buy at regular Club prices, 10-Day Free Trial: We'll send details of the Club's operation with your introductory shipment. If you are not satisfied for any reason whatsoever, just return everything within 10 days and you will have no further obligation. Why not choose 3 CDs for $1 right now?

ADVANCE BONUS OFFER: As a special offer to new members, take one additional Compact Disc right now and pay only $69.95. It's a chance to get a fourth selection at a super low price.

SEND ME THESE 3 CDs:

We reserve the right to reject any application or cancel any membership.

The offer is not available in APO/FPO/AE addresses. Please write for details of alternative offer. Canadian residents will be served from Toronto. Where the offer is not available or where the offer is canceled, the charge shall be $18.95, which will be billed to you.
Pure Artistry.

Sansui makes music an art form with finely crafted receivers that deliver crystal clear sound. Our S-X1200 produces 120 watts* of pure power, with a toroidal transformer to provide low-impedance driving capability. A transient enhancer adds dynamic impact to everything you hear.

Other quality features include station scan, continuously variable loudness control, connections for 2 cassette decks and 2 VCRs with bidirectional dubbing, and binding posts for heavy speaker cables. A black mirror finish makes this receiver as pleasing to your eyes as it is to your ears.

You’ll find many of the same qualities in three other models: S-X900, S-X700, and S-X500. So select the Sansui receiver to fit your lifestyle and experience pure artistry in sound.

Sansui Electronics Corp., P.O. Box 625, Lyndhurst, NJ 07071 (201) 460-9710
Benny Goodman: His famous 1938 concert at Carnegie Hall is among various recordings now on CD from Columbia.

No more do those late-night TV commercials hawk the greatest hits of all time on two 8-track tapes. Today it's "one amazing extra-length Compact Disc!" No more do those hip city street vendors sell old records for a buck. Today it's three CDs for $25—or as one capitalist put it outside New York's Lincoln Center, "Three for a quarter!" Yes, friends, the Compact Disc is everywhere, multiplying faster than a laser can read "Dig-it!" It's all an editor can do to keep up, so this month we devote BACKBEAT exclusively to reviews of the silver discs, following the lead of our first CD special in April. CD enthusiasts should check in with us next month, too, for the second installment in our comprehensive coverage of the Beatles on Compact Disc. 'Til then, turn the page for Billie Holiday, Duke Ellington, the Staple Singers, Michel Petrucciani, King Crimson, Loudon Wainwright III, and more.
COLUMBIA JAZZ REISSUES

In rereleasing its most popular jazz albums, almost all of them from the Fifties and Sixties, Columbia is reminding us that it was producing much of the best (as well as the best-distributed) jazz of its time. Included in the first two batches of the digitally remastered Columbia Jazz Masterpieces are recordings by Louis Armstrong, Erroll Garner, Dave Brubeck, Charles Mingus, Duke Ellington, and Miles Davis. To these have been added two classics from the Thirties: The Quintessential Billie Holiday, Vol. 1: 1933-35 (Columbia CK 40646), with the first recordings by the greatest of all jazz singers, and Benny Goodman’s Live at Carnegie Hall (G2K 40244), two discs that contain the whole of the famous 1938 concert that featured the Goodman band weeks before the departure of Gene Krupa. Those who think of the band as coldly precise will want to hear this concert, which climaxes with the buoyantly long-winded “Sing Sing Sing (With a Swing),” with its brilliant, open-ended solos by Goodman, Harry James, and, most stunningly, pianist Jess Stacy.

The Billie Holiday with the bright but nuanced voice who sings “What a Little Moonlight Can Do” is indispensable. She subtly transforms forgettable melodies and, with a slight catch in her voice and a reworking of a lyric’s rhythm, turns banal sentimentality into adult drama. Her early Columbia recordings, especially ones to be issued later with Lester Young in accompaniment, are the pinnacle of jazz singing.

It is the almost equally incomparable singing of Louis Armstrong that makes Louis Armstrong Plays W. C. Handy (CK 40242) unforgettable. There’s a kind of weighty ecstasy in his gravelly voice during the 1954 sessions that produced “Yellow Dog Blues,” “Chantey-Les Bas,” and “Atlanta Blues.” Each begins with a storytelling verse leading to a chorus of blues, and Armstrong makes the transitions dance. Imitating a Creole lover singing to his woman, he gives us a chorus that begins, “Oh, in the mornin’, honey, just foreday,” and soon moves to his own gloriously improvised nonsense syllables. The album is marred by some low-key singing by Velma Middleton, uninspired solos by Barney Bigard, and needlessly brash trombone choruses by Trummy Young. Armstrong’s trumpet can’t compete with his instrument of the Twenties and Thirties, but the best moments of this disc are full of joyous, upbeat jazz.

Is it a surprise that the two most popular jazz pianists of the late Fifties, Dave Brubeck and Erroll Garner, are heavy-handed thumpers—and that Brubeck was considered a highly sophisticated musician, while Garner was talked about as a primitive? (Brubeck wrote long, impressionist scores in crazy tempos; Garner couldn’t read music.) Both have saving graces. Garner’s vigorous beat is put into the service of his wit, as we hear in the charmingly askew introduction to “I’ll Remember April” that opens his most famous recording, the 1955 Concert by the Sea (CK 40589). Certainly this is the place to start an Erroll Garner collection. What is stirring in a Brubeck record of this period is Paul Desmond’s piercingly lyrical alto sax and the moments (as in “Take Five”) when the separate lines of Desmond and Brubeck suddenly seem to coalesce with an almost casual intimacy. The pieces in irregular meter that went into Time Out (CK 40585), including the hit “Take Five” and “Blue Rondo à la Turk,” were recorded in the summer of 1959.

When Charles Mingus made Mingus Ah Um (CK 40648) in 1959, he was in his gospel-influenced, rabblerousing period. His music sounded like New Orleans-inspired collective improvisation. Included here are tributes to Duke Ellington, Charlie Parker, and even Jelly Roll Morton. Mingus made colorful, many-textured music, full of swift rhythmic and melodic shifts, and yet in this set it swings like a gospel choir.

In 1956, when Ellington appeared at the Newport Jazz Festival, the future of his band was in jeopardy. One piece—and in fact one solo, the 27-chorus masterpiece by Paul Gonsalves on “Diminuendo and Crescendo in Blue”—ensured the band’s survival and success. You can hear that solo on Duke Ellington and His Orchestra at Newport (CK 40587). Except for the Johnny Hodges feature, “Jeep’s Blues,” the rest of the album is less successful.

Miles Davis’s 1959 Kind of Blue (CK 40579), on the other hand, is perfect. An endlessly fascinating set of classic modal improvisations, Kind of Blue is an ideal introduction to modern jazz. I find Davis’s collaboration with Gil Evans, Porgy and Bess (CK 40647), almost as essential, and the sonorities of Evans’s arrangements sound better than ever on Compact Disc. One can trace Davis’s progression toward electric jazz on In a Silent Way (CK 40580), which sounds sketchy and indecisive to my ears, and the two-disc Bitches Brew (G2K 40577), the landmark fusion recording that announced he had arrived.

One disturbing note: Other companies, such as Blue Note, have used CDs to offer new music, whether rejected takes or unissued tracks. Columbia does not—except where, in the Armstrong, the company substitutes new takes for old. As a result, many of these discs contain as little as 38 minutes of music.

Michael Ullman

BLUEBIRD JAZZ REISSUES

RCA has reentered the jazz-reissue market full tilt with a series of digitally remastered recordings under the newly revived Bluebird logo. Of the Compact Disc versions available as we went to print, the most pleasant surprise is the Shorty Rogers set, Short Stoppers (RCA/Bluebird 5917-2), a compilation of three 1953 releases: Shorty Rogers and His Giants, The Big Shorty Rogers Express, and The Wild One. The arranging techniques of the “cool school” left a lasting mark on jazz, and the remastering of this music helps you penetrate the characteristic blending of tuba, French horn, and baritone sax. Rogers himself was a smooth if unspectacular trumpet player, but the presence of Maynard Ferguson—not to mention Hampton Hawes, Jimmy Giuffre, and the beautiful Art Pepper—offsets this. Twenty tracks here, with good liner notes. The two-LP version has 12 additional tracks, though, taken from sessions in 1954.

The Sonny Rollins disc, The Quartets Featuring Jim Hall (5643-2), also has fewer tracks than its corresponding double-LP set, and since this CD’s liner notes are reprinted verbatim from the LP, song titles and personnel are listed here that do not actually appear, a confusing
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situation indeed. (Unfortunately, this also occurs on the Coleman Hawkins set.) However, the sound is good, and that’s what matters. Rollins recorded Tin Pan Alley standards unashamedly at a time when everyone was breaking down walls, trying to restructure the music. The much-discussed Bridge album (included here) may have done little to change the course of jazz, but it certainly bolstered Rollins’ reputation as a soloist. The relationship between sax and guitar is loving and respectful, with the general tone of warm after-hours conversations.

Charles Mingus said that Tijuana Moods was the best record he ever made, but what did he know? It may have been only his second best. Recorded in 1957 shortly after his soulmate Dannie Richmond joined the group, the album was probably the first full flowering of his musical personality. It’s a travelogue rich in not only mood changes but rhythm changes and all sorts of “scene” changes—that panorama of shifting backgrounds Mingus later used to such perfection. New Tijuana Moods (5644-2) offers on one CD the entire original Tijuana Moods plus alternate takes of four of the five tracks. There are liner notes by the master himself—and of course “Y’abel’s Table Dance,” a rare excursion into striptease flamenco, complete with castanets and arco bass accompaniment.

Next we have the three-disc 1940-42 Duke Ellington collection, The Blanton-Webster Band (5659-2), which should be the pièce de résistance but somehow isn’t. I have no argument with the 66-track selection, which mixes in a few banal commercial ditties of the day (“The Sidewalks of New York,” “My Little Brown Book”) with classic Ellingtonia (“Jack the Bear,” “Concerto for Cootie,” “Cottontail,” “Take the ‘A’ Train”), nor do I have anything negative to say about the packaging, which includes a superb booklet of notes by Mark Tucker, analyzing each track in scrupulous detail. However, the remastering, while perhaps reducing some distortion, has generally smoothed out the original sound, broadened it, and to my ears, flattened it. Thus, the CD offers no great advantage other than presenting in “compact” form some of the greatest music ever recorded—which may be enough for you.

The Johnny Hodges disc Triple Play (5903-2), does a lot better soundwise, perhaps because it was recorded in 1967. Hodges himself does not dominate—he is featured on only a few tracks—but there are a lot of old Ellingtonians here who play their butts off: Lawrence Brown, Paul Gonsalves, and Harry Carney, to name a few. Hodges sounds best on the ballads and slow blues, but most of this is a good-time jam session with lots of funky soul-gospel changes, unusual for Hodges.

Which leaves us with Coleman Hawkins’ Body and Soul (5717-2), a slice of jazz history that begins with the septet recordings Bean made upon returning from Europe in 1939 (including his hallmark, the title cut), continues with a fun bebop set from the mid-1940s, includes a few Basie-ish cuts from 1956, and winds up with two chamber orchestra dates from the same year. My favorite tracks are the hammerballads like “April in Paris” and “Little Girl Blue,” but the big band portions have some decent blues. Although a few of these tracks have unexpected hiss and distortion, in general Hawkins’ full-throated sound comes through quite well.
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Disc, even in the live “Oh La De Da.”

This mixture also informs Johnnie Taylor’s Chronicle: The Twenty Greatest Hits (FCD 60-006). The former Soul Stirrer may be one of black music’s most underappreciated singers. Every bit as gritty as Sam and Dave, nearly as soulful as Otis Redding, Taylor was the successor to both during the decline of the Stax empire. His version of “Who’s Makin’ Love” pales the Blues Brothers even further, and his hit take on “Testify (I Wonna)” probably made George Clinton blanch a little.

Guitarist Albert King is the nexus between soul and blues. The Best of Albert King (FCD 60-005) is a bit overarranged in places, but King’s blues have rarely been raw. Whether he’s ripping through a standard like Howlin’ Wolf’s “Killing Floor” or putting the blues back into “Hound Dog” and a sanitized “Hunky Tonk Women,” his stinging guitar lines are a running commentary on the lyrics. Ever wonder where Mark Knopfler got his sound? Listen to “Blues Power.”

Although each of the above discs runs more than an hour, each is surprisingly low in filler. That can’t be said for the titles by the Dramatics and Isaac Hayes. The Dramatics just didn’t have a full hour of good material to give. Not that “Whatcha See Is Whatcha Get” and “In the Rain” aren’t wonderful—and they sound terrific on The Best of the Dramatics (FCD 60-003)—but “Hey You! Get Off My Mountain” and “Thank You for Your Love” are ordinary at best. Still, you gotta love the cheesy guitar intro to “The Devil Is Dope,” which along with “Beware of the Man (With the Candy in His Hand)” is an antidrug lyric that Nancy Reagan could hold to her bosom if the song weren’t so funky.

The two volumes of The Best of Isaac Hayes (FCD 60-001, FCD 60-002) are more troublesome. There is definitely enough prime Hayes for a good 1½ hours of playing time, from his bedroom versions of Bacharach and David’s “Walk On By” and “The Look of Love” (nearly 25 minutes right there) to the funkier “Theme from Shaft” and its instrumental counterpart, “Theme from The Men.” Then there is just good stone soul, like his duet with David Porter, “ Ain’t That Lovin’ You (For More Reasons Than One),” and his readings of “(If Loving You Is Wrong) I Don’t Want to Be Right” and “ Never Can Say Goodbye.” But Hayes was notorious for taking a turn like “By the Time I Get to Phoenix” and extending it for a full album side, including an 8½-minute intro rap about “the power of love.” Similarly, you get “I Stand Accused,” with its own incessant rap. Hayes’s music is not for the impatient—yet patience does have its rewards, such as the amazing guitar solos in the nearly 20-minute opus “Do Your Thing” or the piano-and-ooee break buried in “Ike’s Mood,” a latter-day Bolero.

Hank Bordowitz

BLUE NOTE ARTISTS

Burrell (center) and band: bluesy bop

The Blue Note of the late 1980s—unlike the Blue Note of the mid-1960s, which produced everything from funky radio fodder to avant-garde classics—is a pretty conservative label. The five CDs reviewed here give a fair example of its current range—minus the egreiously commercial stuff on the one end (Stanley Turrentine, Jimmy Smith) and guitarist James Blood Ulmer’s America Do You Remember the Love on the other. (Ulmer’s session, though restrained by his standards, is the label’s most adventuresome release so far. Unfortunately, the CD version was unavailable at press time.)

Generation (Blue Note CDP 46576) features Blue Note vet Kenny Burrell and the Jazz Guitar Band. This combo of three guitarists—Burrell, Rodney Jones, and Bobby Broom, backed by bass and drums and recorded live at the Village Vanguard in October 1986—serves up a menu of low-key bluesy bop. Burrell has an appropriate sound for a grandmaster: plump and mellow, more generous than self-satisfied, and nicely contrasted by Jones’s terser and tarter approach. Broom falls somewhere in between, with glints of Grant Green detectable in his expressive tone. The sound is fine, and a CD-only medley brings the playing time to a respectable 66:47.

Also live (Montreux ’86 and low-key is pianist Michel Petrucciani’s Power of Three (CDP 46427), with guitarist Jim Hall and, on three of the seven tracks, Wayne Shorter (another Blue Note superstar of yore). The pianist’s impressionistic tendencies, though never achieving the introspective intensity of the late Bill Evans (with whom he is most often compared), combine well with Hall’s ultralight touch and tone. Shorter’s appearances add needed (and, given his recent recordings, unexpected) energy to the dreamweaving mood; his soprano spot on Petrucciani’s “Morning Blues” sounds absolutely angry. Again, the CD sound is very good (it should be noted that Blue Note’s new recordings are so well produced that the CD versions offer little in the way of sonic revelation), and two CD-only guitar/piano duets up the playing time to 58:43.

Meanwhile, back at the Vanguard, we have another live recording and yet another Blue Note past star (this reliance by the label on its old heroes is symptomatic of its current timidity): tenor saxophonist Joe Henderson, in a trio setting with bassist Ron Carter and drummer Al Foster. The State of the Tenor, Vol. 2 (CDP 46426), like Vol. 1, features a more mature, less combative tenor player than the young turk who, with the Horace Silver group, could bring things to a boil and then cool out, all in his allotted two minutes. But the overall mood here is more aggressive than on Vol. 1; Henderson may pace himself with the wisdom of age, but he can still work up a froth, even in this sparse, reflective context. The CD bonus is “All the Things You Are,” the running time 51:38.

Turning to the studios, we have drummer Tony Williams’s Civilization (CDP 46757). Williams, once the startling prodigy of the Blue Note stable, has embraced neoclassicism with a vengeance—firmly lodged himself, in fact, in the light-entertainment wing of the movement. His eight attractive, original pieces (album and CD share the same configuration and run 48:19) frame generally brief, proficient solos by respected neo like trumpeter Wallace Roney and pianist Mulgrew Miller. It’s all very pleasant, and Tony plays with great outbursts of energy, but because the players are locked into the dictates of the genre, his explosive accents can’t move things in a different direction: Where he once issued challenges, he now offers chiaroscuro, giving the illusion of depth.
Finally, flutist James Newton’s Romance and Revolution (CDP 46431) provides imaginative renditions of Charles Mingus and Ornette Coleman compositions, but there’s much more romance than revolution in these homages. The historical imperatives behind the break-throughs these compositions represent cannot be re-created; there’s an element of nostalgia here for more interesting times. On the other hand, “The Evening Leans Toward You,” a long (16-minute) Newton original, ambitiously programmatic with well-integrated scored and free improvisational passages and with a flavor quite unlike that of his honored predecessors, suggests a direction the flutist might want to pursue for his own personal breakthrough—assuming that Blue Note is up for the “risk.” The CD has a short solo version of “Tenderly” and a playing time of 50-plus minutes. Richard C. Watts

KING CRIMSON

When guitarist Robert Fripp re-formed King Crimson in 1981, the critical success of Discipline was a far cry from the derision thrown at much of Fripp’s music in the early Seventies. Ah, yes, you remember British art rock, alias progressive rock, alias prog rock—some of it, not all of it, very bad. King Crimson’s ’81 version of progressive rock was very good: Fripp, co-guitarist Adrian Belew, bassist Tony Levin, and drummer Bill Bruford summoned African rhythm and American dance to create a nearly perfect recording, somewhere between Old English and avant-garde.

What of the earlier King Crimson, though? Does its music hold up today? With the group’s Atlantic studio catalog now available on Compact Disc from the Jem-distributed EG label—and with reports circulating that Fripp is, you guessed it, once again reviving the band—it’s a good time to look back on Crimson of old and determine how well the band has survived the transfer to digital technology.

Of course, when I refer to the earlier King Crimson, singular, I really mean the earlier King Crimsons, plural, for this is a band whose seven albums from 1969 to 1974 were made by seven different lineups. Looming large in the first lineup is Ian McDonald: His reeds, woodwinds, vibes, and keyboards (including the era’s all-important mellotron) prevail on the group’s debut, In the Court of the Crimson King (EG CDC 1). Furthermore, it was McDonald, not Fripp, who wrote the music for “I Talk to the Wind” and “The Court of the Crimson King.” And while this album is hardly the “uncanny masterpiece” Pete Townshend called it in 1969, those two tracks hold their charm largely because of McDonald’s pastoral lyricism on the former and his playfulness on the latter. Let’s not forget “21st Century Schizoid Man,” too, with its superb Fripp/McDonald duet in the midsection. (Do forget “Epitaph” and “Moonchild,” though, a Statement and a Poem of little interest.) For CD enthusiasts, the best news is the vast improvement to Greg Lake, both in his bass guitar, which now has real bottom, and in his voice, which no longer sounds distantly megaphonic. Unfortunately, this is the only Crimson CD with considerable tape hiss (even my mid-Seventies LP copy fares better in the quietest passages).

If only we could take that hiss and dump it on the follow-up. Released in May 1970, just seven months after Court, In the Wake of Poseidon (EGCD 2) shows a band in disarray. McDonald, fail-
(edging in Bryan Ferry in the auditions) and Ian Wallace on drums played dozens of U.K. gigs. King Crimson’s first shows in almost two years. For this tight band, Fripp contributes his finest music yet, rich in melody. Lead tracks “Formentera Lady” and “Sailor’s Tale” are the standouts, with Fripp’s trademark chord cascades and biting leads, Collins’s honking sax, and swirling mixes of piano, oboe, cornet, string bass, and soprano voice. So it’s disappointing that the CD version has several detriments, including the bass cut it gives to “Ladies of the Road” and the blunted strings of the gorgeous chamber piece “Prelude: Song of the Gulls.” Plus there are two flaws: some added background noise each time the bass enters on the choruses of “Formentera Lady” and a mysterious whine at the close of the lovely, meditative title track.

Islands benefits not only from Fripp’s strongest music, also from Pete Sinfield’s strongest, most down-to-earth lyrics, far superior to the fluff he wrote for the previous three albums. However, Fripp closed this chapter of Crimson by firing Sinfield, declaring that the duo’s best work was behind them. Exit also Collins, Burrell (to Bad Company, of all places), and Wallace. Enter, after months of Fripp-in-seclusion, violinist David Cross, bassist/vocalist John Wetton, drummer Bill Bruford, and percussionist Jamie Muir, lineup of champions. The result: Larks’ Tongues in Aspic (EGCD 12), King Crimson’s first truly modern album, released in March 1973. Artsy reflection gives way to mature balladry; lush psychodelia gives way to polyrhythmic thrashing. The entire band collaborates on the music, and new lyricist Richard Palmer-James provides a good text. The CD version is tops, adding depth and resonance to the overall sound. Also, the clarity of the digital format sorts out the hysteria of “Larks’ Tongues in Aspic, Part 1” and brings Bruford’s acrobatics in “Larks’ Tongues in Aspic, Part 2.”

By George, you can even hear the larks—as well as Fripp’s remark at the end, “Could I do one more immediately?”

Sure you could. Bob and he did. Twelve months later saw the release of Starless and Bible Black (EGCD 12), made by the previous lineup minus Muir (who supposedly became a monk). Wasting no time, the band blasts into “The Great Deceiver,” with guitar galore and a Palmer-James chorus—“Cigarettes, ice cream, figures of the Virgin Mary”—that buries Sinfield once and for all. Palmer-James also excels in the jagged “La-

mond” of a has-been rocker and “The Night Watch,” a vivid portrayal of the Rembrandt painting. Larks’ Tongues in Aspic got all the acclaim, but Starless and Bible Black is just as solid: The diversity of its first six tracks is a joy, and the closing opus, “Fracture,” has some of Fripp’s most assured rapid picking, a technique he would later revive on Discipline. It’s a strange CD, though—here silent, there a bit hissy, here a crispier mix, there no aural improvement whatsoever.

Fripp apparently felt that King Crimson was nearing the point of no improvement—or at least the point of disgust with The Music Business. Six months after Starless and Bible Black, the group disbanded. But another album had already been finished, with a pared-down group of Fripp, Wetton, and Bruford supplemented by old friends Cross, Collins, and McDonald (on his way to Foreigner). This humble coda, permanently released in October 1974, turned out to be the band’s crowning work. The album title says it all: This isn’t Crimson, this is Red (EGCD 15), brutally honest and seething. The title track is Fripp’s revel, chords splashing everywhere. Next comes “Fallen Angel,” where all available instruments curse and caress in a brilliant evocation of New York City, described by Palmer-James with his best pen: “Lifetime spent on the streets of a city/Makes us the people we are/With switchblade stings in one tenth of a moment/Better get back to the car.” “One More Red Nightmare” has lots more angry guitar, and “Providence” is the superb free-for-all improv that Fripp had been attempting since Court. Finally, there’s the 12-minute “Starless,” the single greatest achievement in King Crimson’s career. Sad mellotron first, then a subtle bass ostinato from Wetton that builds into a raging dirge, joined by Cross, Bruford, and Fripp, whose single-note guitar line becomes his most expressive creation. Following a fast interlude, the band summons its remaining energy to pound out the main theme: simple and devastating. And free of the LP’s distortion on this excellent CD. In all, Red fulfills the promise of progressive rock and is therefore every bit as essential as Discipline.

For some reason, Discipline is not available on CD, though Warner Bros. has long since transferred the weaker follow-ups, Beat and Three of a Perfect Pair. However, you do get five of that album’s seven tracks on The Compact King Crimson (EG EGCD 68), a “personal” compilation by Fripp that also includes (Continued on page 88)
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WHY MANY OF TODAY'S EXPENSIVE LOUDSPEAKERS TRAP MANY OF THE MOST CRITICAL NOTES.
The music that goes into many of today's highly priced loudspeakers isn't always the same music that comes out. Many of the finer notes and nuances are often trapped or lost. Why? Because advanced recording techniques and digital processing demand a dynamic range of over 90 dB and an extended frequency response. Demands that are often beyond the limits of ordinary loudspeakers.

The truth is, most people can't hear what's missing from their music — like a broad frequency range — or what's been added — like coloring or distortion. But there are a few who can.

For that select group, listeners with well trained ears, Altec Lansing has engineered a new line of loudspeakers to recreate every subtlety of recorded music with a clear open sound and without coloring or distortion. Even the accuracy of CD recordings can be more fully appreciated on these Altec Lansing loudspeakers, prompting Stereo Review to remark "...the bass distortion was among the lowest we have measured. The speakers have...very good bass, and a warm, extended and unstrained character."

The secret to Altec Lansing's consummate performance? Remarkably sophisticated technology. Like woofers of a woven carbon fiber material (instead of paper or polypropylene) that is extremely rigid yet sufficiently light for maximum transient response and extraordinary low frequency definition. The result is a pure, clean, deep bass that beautifully complements the performance of our mid and high frequency polymide/titanium domed drivers. Virtues like these compelled Stereo Review to also comment on Altec Lansing's "...high sensitivity and ability to absorb large power inputs...a speaker that can develop high sound pressure levels in any environment." Even the hand crafted walnut veneered cabinets utilize the latest computer aided design techniques, thick walls and extra bracing to eliminate resonance.

So come hear Altec Lansing loudspeakers. And discover just how much of your music has been trapped by less than extraordinary loudspeakers. Call 1-800-ALTEC 88 for information and the Altec dealer nearest you. (In PA 717-296 Hifi.) In Canada call 416-496-0587 or write 265 Hood Road, Markham, Ontario L3R 4N3.
SIDE Norman Blake’s “Ginseng Sullivan,” Backwaters offers a classic Greene solo in the jazz standard “On Green Dolphin Street.”

J. D. Crowe connects with Rice’s straighter side, as heard clearly on the 1975 recording J. D. Crowe and the New South (CD 0044). This group included Rice, Skaggs, and Douglas and presaged the emergence of New Acoustic Music. Standouts are Bruce Phillips’s “Rock Salt & Nails” and Ian Tyson’s “Summer Wages.” The New South’s vocal arrangements, centered by Rice’s husky

days. “Waiting on Vassar,” one way to play jazz improvisations in a bluegrass framework, is exhilarating. Even today, Grisman’s early work, with its fidelity to the dark side of the mandolin’s heritage, stands head and shoulders above the music of all other New Acoustic arrangers.

Great vocal stylists are well served by the clarity of the Compact Disc. Rounder contributions include the Persuasions’ No Frills (CD 3083), a 20th-anniversary recording by the a cappella quartet and one of their better later LPs. They proudly sing “Still Ain’t Got No Band” on this CD, which also features “Under the Boardwalk” and “Slip Sliding Away,” one of four tracks with a guest fifth vocal by ex-Persuasion Joe Russell. Another kind of vocal virtuosity is showcased on Leon Redbone’s Red to Blue (August CD AS 8888), with its stylized “Lovesick Blues” and “Somebody Stole My Gal.”

Unfortunately, weaknesses also are sharpened by the cleanliness of CDs. NRBQ, the greatest bar band in the world, is revealed in all its imperfections on Uncommon Denominators (Rounder CD 3090), another 21-cut disc. The vagaries of the voices are in keeping with the ramshackle late-night-out feel of NRBQ’s best work. However, the band is poorly served by She Sings, They Play (CD 3092), a recording made with country singer Skeeter Davis, whose voice cracks and outright fails from first cut to last. Such a disadvantage can be overlooked only on the cuts where this sort of vocal sets an appropriate emotional tone: “Temporarily Out of Order” and “How Many Tears.”

On a different stage, Rounder’s singer/writer releases include a few groundbreaking. Loudon Wainwright III fares especially well, from the 1976–78 concert performances of A Live One (CD 3050) and the 1982 studio recording Fame and Wealth (CD 3076) to his current release, More Love Songs (CD 3106). This last, including the journalistic “Hard Day on the Planet” and the crowd-pleasing “Acid Song,” showcases Wainwright’s black humor, though Fame and Wealth is a more balanced project, from “The Grammy Song,” a lampoon of success, to “IDTTYWLM” (“I Don’t Think That Your Wife Likes Me”), a drunkenly correct appraisal of human relations. Counterpoint to Wainwright’s cynicism is Nanci Griffith’s optimism, poking through a gentle sadness. Best song on her early recording There’s a Light Beyond These Woods (Philo CD 1097) is the title cut, a reminiscence of friendship and innocence.

Leslie Berman

---

KEN RICHARDSON

ROUNDER ARTISTS

New fans of folk, bluegrass, roots, and New Acoustic Music soon familiarize themselves with Rounder, the no-longer-little label and one-stop in Cambridge, Massachusetts, that annually produces or distributes what, at a guess, may be more than 25 percent of the domestic LPs of those genres combined. But Rounder leads the market in more than quantity: It has consistently unearthed and reissued vintage music or pioneered recordings by top-notch current artists, one step ahead of the public’s appreciative embrace. Furthermore, Rounder was the first of the folk labels to issue Compact Discs of some of its most popular artists. Here, then, is a survey of various fresh-from-the-plant Rounder CDs.

The transmutation of modern bluegrass bands into New Acoustic musicians is widely represented on Rounder discs, fanning out from old and current LP releases by guitarist Tony Rice. From the newgrass of 1976’s Tony Rice (Rounder CD 0085) and the spacegrass of 1978’s Manzanita (CD 0092) to last year’s Backwaters (CD 0167), the Tony Rice Unit reads like a who’s who of the forms, including multi-instrumentalist Ricky Skaggs, mandolinists David Grisman and Sam Bush, fiddlers Richard Greene and Darol Anger, banjo player J. D. Crowe, and dobro player Jerry Douglas. Manzanita is the best of the three, bridging the clean bluegrass of Rice’s roots and the murky stew that marks his jazzlike New Acoustic currency. Perennial favorite “Nine Pound Hammer” is found along-

Grisman: superior jazz-flecked bluegrass
WDS
WISCONSIN DISCOUNT STEREO
2417 W. BADGER RD.
MADISON, WI 53713

WHY PAY MORE?
1st In Service, 1st In Quality, 1st In Price

1-800-356-9514
OR CALL 1-608-271-6889

DISCOUNT HOTLINE
(IT'S EASY TO SAVE—CALL!)

JVC HQ VHS $239
* FULL HQ CIRCUITY
* DIRECT ACCESS

BOSE 901 V $269
* SPECIAL PURCHASE!

"THE TOWER" $79 ea.
BY MARANTZ

JVC DDVR77 $239
* QUICK AUTO REVERSE
* DOLBY B + C, 2 MOTOR

VHS MTS HIFI $379
* FULL HQ CIRCUITY
* MTS TUNER

SHERWOOD S2770 $269
* AUDIO/VIDEO RECEIVER
* 70 WATTS/CH, WIRELESS

AIWA ADWX220 $329
* BEST DUBBING DECK
* QUARTER TIME DUB

TEAC V770 $289
* 3 HEAD, 2 MOTOR
* DOLBY B + C + HX PRO

ZENITH MTS HIFI $399
* HQ, MTS, HIFI
* ON SCREEN PROGRAMMING

KENWOOD KRV126 CALL!
* AUDIO/VIDEO RECEIVER
* 125 WATTS/CH, WIRELESS

CLARION 8400 $149
* DIGITAL CAR STEREO
* AUTO REVERSE, DOLBY

SHERWOOD CRD210 $165
* DIGITAL CAR STEREO
* DOLBY B + C, CD INPUTS

MARANTZ VR560 $569
* 4 HEAD, MTS, HIFI
* 71 FUNCTION REMOTE

TECHNICS SAR510 $459
* AUDIO/VIDEO RECEIVER
* 100 WATTS/CH, WIRELESS

PIONEER CLD909 $549
* COMBINATION CD/LASER
* PLAYS ALL THREE SIZE DISCS

SHERWOOD CRD350 $189
* DIGITAL DIN CAR STEREO
* DOLBY B + C, HIGH POWER

JVC HRD570 $679
* 4 HEAD, MTS, HIFI
* DIGITAL SPECIAL EFFECTS

TECHNICS SLP220 $189
* WIRELESS REMOTE
* 20 TRACK PROGRAMMING

TEAC ZD5000 $579
* AUROPHILE DISC PLAYER
* ZERO DISTORTION

CLARION 8825RT $239
* DIGITAL CAR STEREO
* DOLBY, HIGH POWER

JVC GRC7U CALL!
SPECIAL PURCHASE
* VHS-C CAMCORDER

SONY D-10 $274
* PORTABLE DISC MAN

TOSHIBA XRP9 $169
* PORTABLE DISC MAN

CARTRIDGES

SHURE V15 V MR $135
STANTON 681 EES $45
ORTOFON OM40 $139
SHURE M104 $25
STANTON 500A $15

HEADPHONES

KOSS JCK 2005 $97
KOSS PRO 4AAA $45
SENNHEISER HD430 $79
SONY MDRCD6 $85
SONY MDR31 $22

WDS CONFIDENCE CHECKLIST
1. ALL UNITS FACTORY FRESH WITH 6. BUYER PROTECTION PLAN ON
FULL WARRANTY EVERY PRODUCT SOLD
2. ALL ORDERS PROCESSED WITHIN 12 HOURS
3. 95% OF ALL ORDERS SHIPPED WITHIN 48 HOURS
4. WE CAN SHIP COD
5. NO EXTRA CHARGE FOR
MASTERCARD OR VISA
6. EXTENDED WARRANTIES AVAILABLE
7. ALL SALES REPRESENTATIVES FULLY FACTORY TRAINED
8. ESTABLISHED 1954
9. TOLL FREE WARRANTY SERVICE
800-448-3378
10. SOME ITEMS LIMITED QUANTITIES
11. E X T E N D E D  W A R R A N T Y  A V A I L A B L E
COMPACT DISCS

COMPACT DISC AT LOW WAREHOUSE prices now in our 4th year. Free Catalog, OZ Warehouse, 5246H Memorial Drive, Stone Mountain, Ga. 30083. (404) 292-5451.

low COMPACT DISC prices—LARGE inventory—main Catalogs $1—DIWARI'S (P.O. Box 6661) GREENVILLE, SC 29606

CD $ OVER 800 TITLES LOWEST PRICES & Fantasic Service: All Categories. I rom $8.99! Complete Catalog $1.00 Refundable! Simmons I returns Citizens P.O. 1782 Dept. H. Orange, CA 92668 (714) 893-7673


WE'VE SLIPPED OUR DISC PRICES TO FIT your budget, prices start at $8.99! Write: Laser Locker Box 8611 Somerville, N.J. 08876.

CD INTERNATIONAL

We carry more POPULAR and RARE DISCS than anyone in the country. Also players and accessories. Send for monthly catalog or call (800) 356-DISC. Major credit cards accepted. 779-K W. 19th Street, Costa Mesa, CA 92627.

CLUBS/SINGLES

CLASSICAL MUSIC LOVERS EXCHANGE. Nationwide Link Between Unattached Music lovers. CML: Box 31 Petham, NY 10883

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

High end and hard to find audio components. Low prices! 

CABLE TV CONV TVS (A/V) or HI-FI, etc. The Copay r: VISA, M/C, AMEX Accepted. TOLL FREE $800 763-5899 M., 10-7, UPS Circle. Bloomington, MN 55431

CABLE TV Conversers/Descramblers GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICES IN U.S. 

Jerrold, Hamlin, Zenith—Many Others! Lowest Dealer Prices! Orders shipped within 24 hours! FREE Complete illustrated catalog. MasterCard/VISA. COD accepted

PACIFIC CABLE CO., INC. (800) 345-8927

325½ Resdaa Blvd.,. #812, Reseda, CA 91335

INTERESTED PROFIT PRODUCING ADVERTISERS? Get FREE INFORMATION on rates and how to create your own classified ad, similar to those on these pages. TOLL FREE 1-800-222-6247, or 212-887-8458

START YOUR OWN SPEAKER COMPANY IN YOUR garage. It's easier than you think. Our advice is free. AMS Enterprises, 1007 Capello Way, Ojai, CA 93023.

AUTOPHILES/VIDEO PHILES? We have the widest selection of audio/video equipment available. Addcom, Infinity, Harmotone, Kardon, Kvsycra, JVC Video, Canon, Kitsch, Luxman Sony ES, Yamaha, NEC. Call for information CONTINENTAL SOUND, 98-17 Queens Blvd., Rego Park, N.Y. 11374 (718) 459-7257 Immediate delivery MC/VISA/AMEX/DISCOVER

ACCESSORIES

SONY, JVC, RCA, PANASONIC, FISHER. All major brands of original factory equipment at direct to you prices. Fast service, satisfaction guaranteed! Free catalog. Call 900 367-7553, in NY 516-326-7604

ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS

NEW 20 CHANNEL MICROWAVE TV antenna - complete $149.95. Standard 2 channel $99.95. Lifetime warranty, dealer pricing - C.O.D. MC. VISA. HighTech Electronics 337 Vineyard Ave. Suite 300, Ontario CA 91764 (714) 391 1565

"STEREO WORLD" is your discount mailorder source with super deals on Audio/Video & Car Stereo. Lines like: Magnavox, JVC, TEAC, Nikko, Technics, Sony, Pioneer, Audio Technica, Toshiba, Sennheiser, TDK, Mitsubishi & more! Call or write for FREE catalog! Call for closeout special! FREE shipping each order! Deduct $2.00 for phone orders over $50.00. P.O. Box 709, Edison, NJ 08818. 201-494-0099, M-F till 6:00 pm.

FOR SALE

FACTORY ORIGINAL DIAMOND NEEDLES & PHONO CARTRIDGES, MOST POPULAR LINES AT DISCOUNT PRICES. FOR FREE CATALOG SEND SELF ADDRESSED STAMPED ENVELOPE, LYLE CARTRIDGES, DEPT. H, BOX 158, VALLEY STREAM, NY 11582. CALL TOLL FREE (800) 221-0906, NY. (516) 599-1112. VISA/MC.

SPEAKER KITS; RAW DRIVERs. Acoustic room loam. CD players mods etc. Catalog $2.00 refundable. Audio Concepts Inc. 1631 Gredonia St. La Crosse WI 54603 (608) 781-2110

THEY DON'T DISCOUNT IT? WE DO! GET LOW PRICES ON ALL types of audio equipment—including high-end and even esoteric products not normally discounted! Now we can save you money on the equipment you REALLY WANT. Extensive selection—no need to settle for second choice. Thousands of satisfied customers nationwide. Call us for price quotes or friendly, expert advice. Catalog $1. 616-451-3868. VISA/MA/AMEX. The AUDIO ADVISOR, INC., 225 Oakes Southwest, Grand Rapids MI 49503.

EXCEPTIONAL AUDIO REPRODUCTION SYSTEMS ... REASONABLY PRICED!! E.A.R.S, P.O. BOX 658-H, WEST COVINA, CA 91790. 818/961-6158, EVENINGS. WEEKENDS. STAMP BRINGS MONTHLY SPECIALS. MC/VISA.
CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-826-0520 FOR ACOUSTAT, DAHLQUIST, NAD, HAFLER, DENON, dbx, 3D, PROTON, TANDBERG, BELLES, ORACLE, M&K, GRADO, NITTY GRITTY, AUDIOQUEST, NEC, DUNTEC, MONSTER, SUMIKO PERREAXUS, CWD, SNELL, B&W, DEM, THORENS, VSP, STAX, SOTA, GRACE, ASTATIC, DYNAVECTOR, THE SOUND SELLER, 1706 MAIN STREET, MARINETTE, WI 54143, (715) 735-9002.

EXPERIENCE INTEGRITY AND THE LOWST PRICE ANYWHERE. Authorized dealers for Yamaha, Denon McIntosh Canton, Tandberg MX. Sony Infinity and many more Audio/Video Exchange Since 1951 57 Park Place NY 10007 Call 212 964-4570

CALL THE #1 DEALER IN THE U.S.A.!!!

CALL US LAST !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Shop around, Get your best price, Then call THE SOUND APPROACH. Guaranteed LOWEST PRICES on all HOME and CAR STEREO. Factory fresh, Fully warranted. For FAST FREE DELIVERY and GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICES, call THE SOUND APPROACH, 6067 Jericho Tpke., Commack, New York, 11725 (516) 499-7680. Visa/MC/Amex.

UPGRADES FOR THORENS TURNTABLES & GRADO pick-ups. Corktone Platter Mat, cables and other products. Information catalog. $3.00 refundable. CHADWICK MODIFICATIONS. Dept. HF, 1925 M. Massachusets Ave Boston, MA 02140 (617) 354 8923


ORDER TOLL-FREE 1 (800) 222-3465. DISCOUNTS! AR * ALCHEMISTS * AUDIO QUEST * BOSE * BOSTON * GRADO * HAFLER * HARMAN KARDON * JBL * KENWOOD * MONSTER * NITTY GRITTY * PREMIER * SONY * SOTA * THORENS * PLUS MORE, HCM AUDIO, 1600 BX MANGROVE, CHICO, CA 95926. (916) 345-1341.

REMOVES VOCALS FROM RECORDS!
Now You can sing with the world's best bands! The Thompson Vocal Eliminator can remove most or virtually all of a lead vocal from a standard stereo record and leave most of the background untouched! Record with your voice or perform live with the backgrounds. Used in Professional Performance yet connects easily to a home component stereo system. Not an equalizer! We can prove it works over the phone. Write or call for a free Brochure and Demo Record. ST Sound, Dept. HF-3, P.O. Box 338, Stone Mountain, GA 30086 (404) 493-1425 24 HOUR PHONE DEMO LINE: (404) 493-8727.

EXPERIENCED FRIENDLY ADVICE! ACOUSTAT, SA, HAFLER, SONY, CWD, THORENS, FRIED, GRADO, MONSTER CABLE, PS, PROTON, CD PLAYERS, more immediate, FREE Shipping READ BROTHERS STEREO, 593-C King Street, Charleston, South Carolina 29403. (803) 723-7276.

WILL SELL CONDITION HIGH QUALITY AUDIO VIDEO with money back guarantee on cash or charge your mini-reg. DUE to 110 volt electrical Dues. Low $1.91. Free shipping. Place: San Diego. CA 92117 (619) 560-5100

AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR OVER 50 OF THE BEST MANUFACTURERS INCLUDING LUDING CELESTION, DENON, HAFLER, KLIPSCH, PRAIRIE, P.S. AUDIO, SIERRA. Flat - extra charge for MC/Visa. ELECTRACRAFT, 400 Cedar Street, Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 (208) 263-9116

BANG & OLUFSEN FULL LINE, ADS, B&W and BOSPE SPEAKERS AND OTHER QUALITY PRODUCTS AT REASONABLE PRICE, SOUNDCREST, INC., (201) 756-4658

DIRECT SIGHT AND SOUND, America's best kept audio and video secret, continues to please. . . . Five years and over 40,000 customers later, we still offer the best in audio, video, and auto sound including esoterics at incredible prices! We sell and service only U.S. warranty merchandise!

CAUTION, YAMAHA BUYERS!! Some dealers are offering Yamaha products for sale that are not designed for use or sale in the U.S.A. These units may not carry the UL approval for safety nor are they designed for usage on 110 volt U.S. current. YAMAHA ELECTRONICS CORPORATION, USA CANNOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR THESE UNITS MEETING U.S. PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS NOR ARE WE RESPONSIBLE FOR WARRANTY SERVICING. For the name and location of your nearest authorized Yamaha dealer write, Yamaha Electronics Corporation, USA, P.O. Box 6660, Buena Park, CA 90622.

INVENTIONS
Inventions! AIM wants—Ideas! Inventions! New Products! Improvements on existing products. We present ideas to manufacturers. Confidentiality guaranteed. Call Toll Free 1 800 229-5800 for information kit.

MISCELLANEOUS
IN IT THOU! IT'S FUN! FOR $34 THROUGH THE SALE!

ASIAN W.O.M.E n.a. correspondence: 'Sunshine International Correspondence' Dept. N. Box 260 North Hollywood, CA 91601 (818) 312-4551

ASIAN WOMEN n.a. correspondence: Sunshine International Correspondence Dept. N. Box 260 North Hollywood, CA 91601 (818) 312-4551

Korean W.O.M.E n.a. correspondence: KICAN and Canadian women for friendship marriage. Write to J.R. McKey 5600 1st Av. N.Y. 11003
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HIGH FIDELITY CLASSIFIED

NEW PRODUCT
FOR THE TUBE YOU VIEW THIS SPUDS
FOR YOU! Unique COUCH POTATO PAL is a
great potato pillow - stores remote
controls, cable & TV magazines, eye
glasses . . . whatever! $12.95 postpaid,
check/M.O. TV PALS, 171 Elden, Suite 160-
HF10, Herndon, VA 22070, (703) 481-8338.

STEREO EQUIPMENT
AUDIO PRO POWERED SUBWOOFERS—
The most accurate Powered Subwoofer
available today. Call for the dealer nearest
you. Sonic Research, New Milford, Conn.
1-800-243-2673.

SONUS CARTRIDGE OWNERS! Looking for a
replacement stylus? Call 1-800-243-2673.
Also complete reconditioning of all Sonus
 cartridges with a new 2 year warranty.

IN PRINT! A OUT OF PRINT! RECORDS ALL CAT COR. 4
nostalgia video tapes Spectacular Catalog!
$0.00 USA $3.00 Foreign Serenepity Records
4775 Durham Road
Guilford, Ct. 06437 USA

FIND THAT ELUSIVE RECORD/TAPE you've always wanted
Current NATIONALWIDE DIRECTORY OF SPITALY
Hi CORD OUT! This has hundreds of listings keyed by
specialty and location. Send $5.00 to Ludwig
Enterprises Dept. H Box 400/49 Brooklyn, NY 11240
0754. NYS residents add sales tax

MORRIL FIDELITY AT WHOLESALE! Stereo's Collections
5175/00 Sinutra Collection $200.00 Sheffield Nautilus
Reference Mxk Japanese etc. Same day UPS CHAD
Box 2031 Salina KS 67402 (913) 825 8609

JAN DeGAETANI & LUCY SHELTON
Songs of Warren Benson - NEW CD $16.98.
Catalog Free, GASPARO RECORDS, P.O.
Box 120069, Nashville, TN 37212, (615) 254-8460.

FREE CD/RECORD OFFER.
"The World's Best Brass Catalog" (Fanfare), FREE Catalog. Crystal Records,
Sedro-Woolley, WA 98284.

FREE RECORD! CASSETTE AND COMPACT DISC
CATALOG! Located in your area. Browse through.
(If for Foreign) Province/Country
City State Zip
Address
Name

LIMITED OFFER!
MUSICAL AMERICA
Save up to $25—
order today!

“i wouldn’t be without it”
ANNOUNCING THE 1988 EDITION
OF THE MUSICAL AMERICA
INTERNATIONAL DIRECTORY
OF THE PERFORMING ARTS—the one
indispensable reference volume that can put
you in touch with the international
music scene.
Act now and enjoy special savings on this
sought-after reference source. More than
650 pages of facts at your fingertips:
comprehensive listings of orchestras; opera
dance companies; music festivals,
competitions; and schools; major facilities;
media contacts, allied organizations—from
Argentina to Yugoslavia. Plus, reports from
North America’s top artists managers.
Simply order by NOVEMBER 1 to enjoy
these special savings—Soft-bound edition for
only $53.50—that’s $15 off the cover price of
$68, or the deluxe hard-bound edition for only
$155—that’s $25 off the $180 cover price. We
pay the postage.

MUSICAL AMERICA DIRECTORY 1988 EDITION
☐ Yes, please send me ___ soft-bound
directories for $15 each (including postage
and handling) and U.S. orders. Outside U.S.
add $10 for surface mail, $20 for air mail.)
☐ I’d prefer —___ copies of the deluxe
deluxed hard-bound limited edition for $75 each.
Outside U.S. add $10 for surface mail, $20 for air
mail. Shipped in rugged, corrugated
protective box.
I enclose $ ___
ALL ORDERS MUST BE PREPAID

NAME:
ADDRESS:
CITY _______ STATE ______ ZIP _______
(If Foreign) PROVINCE/COUNTRY
☐ Check enclosed. Please charge:
☐ Mastercard ☐ Visa ☐ AMEX
CARD NO. ___ EXP. ___

SIGNATURE...
Make check or money order (in U.S. dollars
only, drawn on a bank with a U.S. address)
PAYABLE TO MUSICAL AMERICA
DIRECTORY. Send form to MUSICAL
AMERICA DIRECTORY, Single Copy Sales
8th Flr., 825 Seventh Ave., N.Y., N.Y. 10019.

DIRECTORIES WILL BE SHIPPED
SHORTLY AFTER PUBLICATION IN
MID-DECEMBER. OFFER EXPIRES
NOVEMBER 1, 1987.

HF10-87
Mysterious electronic noises have found their way onto the master tapes of many a performance, both analog and digital. An example is Sir Adrian Boult's recording of the Vaughan Williams Fifth Symphony, in which a high-pitched buzz utterly ruins the first and last movements. Digital recording techniques have not eliminated this problem. The Philips CD of Haydn's early symphonic trilogy ("Le Matin, Le Midi, Le Soir"), with Marriner conducting, sounds almost as bad as Boult's Vaughan Williams Fifth. Less disturbing, but still bothersome at high play-back levels, is the degree of hiss to be heard in André Previn's account of Ravel's *Ma mere l'oye* (Philips again) and in Riccardo Muti's recording of the Prokofiev *Romeo and Juliet* suites on Angel EMI; note the section entitled "Montagues and Capulets." Finally, London's recording of Dvořák's *New World* Symphony with Solti and the Chicago Symphony includes, during the first-movement coda, a startlingly weird electronic beep that sounds like a stopped horn, but isn't. Only Polygram can tell us how that got there.

The banding of CDs constitutes one of their most convenient features. Theoretically, you can move to any one of the predetermined tracks at the touch of a button. Problems arise when the people who print the liner information and the folks who select the track numbers and index points for the discs don't communicate. Some discs claiming to have many tracks in fact have only one. Others claim to have one track but are actually indexed to provide access within that track—unfortunately, not all players have this feature. Examples include Glenn Gould's digital *Goldberg Variations* on CBS and Itzhak Perlman's *Beethoven Violin Concerto* with Carlo Maria Giulini conducting, on Angel EMI, both indexed even though the notes make no mention of it. And several other recordings confuse tracking with indexing. Friedrich Gulda's *Beethoven* sonata cycle on Amadeo claims to have one track per sonata movement. In reality, each sonata is assigned a track and the individual movements are indexed. Colin Davis's recording of Reger's orchestral music on Orfeo exhibits the same anomaly.

Far more common than the sonic deficiencies noted above, banding errors result from plain carelessness, at times combined with ambivalence toward the use of the indexing feature. The Japanese have index mania, while Europeans and Americans seem to prefer inserting track numbers where access is deemed desirable. The result is pretty much the same. But when a disc is pressed in Japan for release in the United States, banding chaos can result. As more of the discs sold here are pressed in American and European plants, this problem will cease to be a significant one.

In the past few years, great strides have been made in improving recorded sound through more sensible mixing and less control-board interference. Many of the problematic digital recordings cited in this article date from the early days of the process. Nevertheless, record companies need to pay more attention to careful editing and banding in order to take full advantage of the new medium. They should employ someone to audition the finished product prior to release, thus saving themselves the cost and embarrassment of product recalls. When reissuing analog recordings with sonic problems, they should call the consumer's attention to any technical shortcomings. Denon, Angel EMI, and RCA have done this to some extent, but inconsistently still prevails. A serious collector is unlikely to refuse a classic performance in improved sound simply because of an honest admission on the part of the manufacturer that the original recording was flawed. Measures such as these will, in the long run, help ensure the record labels of an ample return on their investment. If CDs are the finest sound-carrying medium available, let the industry have confidence in its product and manufacture it accordingly.

**Perceptionist David Hurwitz has hosted and managed numerous radio programs.**

**R E A D E R - A C T I O N  P A G E**

Many advertisers will send you additional product literature free of charge. Write them care of Dept. 10/87, unless otherwise noted, at the address below. If no address appears, literature is available only through dealers. Bold-face numbers by company names are page numbers for ads in this issue.

**Acoustic Research (70, 77)**
330 Turnpike Rd.
Canton, MA 02021
617/921-2300
ATTN: Dept. HF 10/87

**Akiyama America Ltd. (52, 53)**
80 W. Atanasio Blvd.
Compton, CA 90220
213/537-3880
ATTN: Dept. HF 10/87

**Altec Lansing (86, 87)**
Altec Lansing
Consumer Products
Milford, PA 18337
717/296-4434
ATTN: Dept. HF 10/87

**Bluespunkt (22, 23)**
2800 S. 25th
Broadview, IL 60153
312/857-4300
ATTN: Dept. HF 10/87

**B&W Loudspeakers (34, 78)**
MisISIBLE Inc., Inc.
P.O. Box 653
Buffalo, NY 14240
416/297-0595
ATTN: Dept. HF 10/87

**Carver (40, 41)**
20121 48th Avenue W.
P.O. Box 1237
Lynnwood, WA 98036
206/775-1700
ATTN: Dept. HF 10/87

**Denon America (4)**
222 New Road
Parsippany, NJ 07054
201/555-7810
ATTN: Dept. HF 10/87

**Herman Karden (36, 37)**
240 Crossways Park West
Woodbury, NY 11797
516/496-3400
ATTN: Dept. HF 10/87

**Independent Insurance Agents of America (33)**
100 Church Street
New York, NY 10007
212/285-4256
ATTN: Dept. HF 10/87

**International Jensen, Inc. (51)**
4136 N. United Parkway
Schiller Park, IL 60176
312/671-5680
ATTN: Dept. HF 10/87

**J&R Music World (80, 81)**
23 Park Row
New York, NY 0038-2302
212/732-8600
ATTN: Dept. HF 10/87

**Kenwood (42, 7)**
14120 K. Sullyfield Circle
Chantilly, VA 20151
703/631-8810
ATTN: Dept. HF 10/87

**Koss Corporation (59)**
4129 N. Port Washington Ave.
Compton, CA 90220
310/358-3400
ATTN: Dept. HF 10/87

**Kyocera Electronics, Inc. (60, 61)**
100 Randolph Road, CN 6700
Somerset, NJ 08873-1284
201/560-0040
ATTN: Dept. HF 10/87

**L&M Music World (80, 81)**
226 E. 220th St.
Long Beach, CA 90810
213-835-1777
ATTN: Dept. HF 10/87

**Mako International**
114 W. 36th Street
New York, NY 10018
212/563-0925
ATTN: Dept. HF 10/87

**Mitsubishi Mobile Electronics (65)**
800 Siemens Dr.
Camarillo, CA 93010
805/389-5800
ATTN: Dept. HF 10/87

**NAXOS (49)**
19145 Gramercy Place
Torrance, CA 90401
213/236-8000
ATTN: Dept. HF 10/87

**Pioneer Electronics (60, 61)**
100 Randolph Road, CN 6700
Somerset, NJ 08873-1284
201/560-0040
ATTN: Dept. HF 10/87

**Sony Corporation (31, 10, 11)**
Sony Drive
Park Ridge, NJ 07656
201/930-1000
ATTN: Dept. HF 10/87

**TOKK (28)**
12 Harbor Park Drive
Port Washington, NY 11050
516/625-0100
ATTN: Dept. HF 10/87

**Toshiba America, Inc. (8)**
82 Totowa Road
Wayne, NJ 07470
201/628-8000
ATTN: Dept. HF 10/87

**Wells Fargo Discount (89)**
217 W. Badger Road
Madison, WI 53713
800/356-9514
ATTN: Dept. HF 10/87

**Yamaha Electronics Corp. (46)**
6660 Orangelee Avenue
Bueno Park, CA 90620
714/552-9105
ATTN: Dept. HF 10/87
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With a worldwide reputation for sonic excellence, the new Luxman Receivers also deliver more power than ever before.

For over 60 years, Luxman audio components have been internationally recognized for their superb sonic quality.

However, the recent introduction of compact discs with wide dynamics and high-accuracy loudspeakers with low impedance ratings has created a need for receivers with "real" output power.

With the tremendous dynamic power of the new Luxman receivers, our reputation for "Ultimate Fidelity" is likely to change to "Ultimate Power."

LUXMAN
A Division of Alpine Electronics of America, Inc. (213) 326-8000
(Continued from page 14)

your own voice, for instance, and play it back at a lower register. The sampled sounds usually are recorded onto a floppy disk (yes, these models have built-in disk drives) for easy retrieval and safekeeping. Once loaded, the sounds can be played back in their original form as any notes on the keyboard (again, with varying degrees of fidelity) or manipulated using the available controls on the keyboard. Sound effects in films are often created this way, spawning aspects of digital synthesizers and also to maximize the operational flexibility of MIDI setups. One example of the latter—which is a vast topic—is the automatic scoring of multilayered compositions processed as MIDI data.

In discussing state-of-the-art electronic musical instruments, it’s easy to fall into a technical diatribe. So let’s get back to the sound, which is better than ever. And the price is right. Consider Korg’s SG-1D Sampling Grand Piano, which would have been almost inconceivable just a few years ago (especially for $2,700). The SG-1D is a 74-pound, 88-note electronic keyboard that sounds and feels remarkably like a grand piano. (There are subtle clues that tell the careful listener it’s not a real grand piano, but that hardly detracts from its musicality. The “New” SG-1D is updated with a better set of sounds, so those clues may no longer be detectable.) The SG-1D includes two different acoustic-piano samples, two electric-piano sounds, and a slot for ROM cards that contain other sampled sounds (harpsichord, xylophone, guitar, etc.). A built-in digital delay helps you simulate the acoustics of different room sizes, and a three-band equalizer and a brilliance control further shape the sound. Full MIDI implementation is provided (as is the case with most top models nowadays), including the ability to split the keyboard at any point: One side will play the selected SG-1D sound, while the other will drive another MIDI-equipped sound source (such as a voice module or even a drum machine). You can listen to the SG-1D through headphones or connect its output to a sound system. Other electronic sampling pianos are made by Roland, Ensoniq, Techem, and Kurzweil.

The new generation of electronic musical instruments is not just for keyboard players, however. In upcoming issues, I’ll discuss how MIDI is bringing the world of synthesizers to players of other instruments. And I’ll also discuss the other elements that make up a home recording studio, such as multitrack cassette recorder/mixers, digital effects devices, and digital drum machines. You may be surprised to learn that a reasonably complete home recording studio can be pieced together for roughly the cost of a decent audio system.

Singles Are Back . . . Almost

As we went to press, representatives of Sony’s Digital Audio Disc Corporation (an Indiana-based Compact Disc plant) were meeting with record-label executives to pitch the newest CD format: the CD single. Expected to show up in stores by the end of this year as a potential replacement for the 45-rpm vinyl single, the cute little discs are 8 centimeters (about 3¾ inches) in diameter and can hold as much as 20 minutes of digital audio. A plastic adapter ring snaps over the outer edge of the disc to center it for play in conventional home and car CD players and CD-V players. Presumably, the next generation of home and car players will incorporate the centering ring in their disc trays. Existing portable players do not require the adapter.

Sony developed the CD single in cooperation with Philips, which is reciprocating for Sony’s cooperation in the launching of the CD-V format. From the samples of CD singles we saw, expect a typical pop release to hold two or three songs, although this and the retail price (estimated at $4) will be determined by the individual record companies. A Sony spokesman hinted at the possibility of ultraminia
ture portable players made for CD singles; the new format is also being examined for CD-ROM application.
The concert continues to get better with Ford JBL Audio Systems.

Announcing another Ford first: The long awaited Compact Disc for the Lincoln Town Car.

Start with the very best high fidelity music systems we offer: Ford JBL Audio Systems.

- 12 JBL speakers including 2-6” x 9” woofers, 2-3½” midrange speakers and 2-7½” tweeters located in the rear deck; 2-5¼” woofers mounted in the doors; and 2 tweeters and 2 midrange speakers in the instrument panel. Selective frequency fading so all woofers remain in operation at controlled levels when faded front/rear.

- 140 watts of total system power—4 amplifiers, 35 watts per channel into 4 ohms at 1000 Hz with .07% THD. 105 dB SPL maximum acoustic output. Excursion control computer with continuously variable loudness compensation and automatic overload protection.

Then add the pure, un paralleled performance of the new Compact Disc player to digitally deliver frequency response spanning the entire audio spectrum without distractions of noise or hiss.

The Compact Disc not only lets you experience the total capacity of a Ford JBL Audio System, it establishes all new standards for clarity, realism and dynamic range in automotive sound.

- Performance features of the Compact Disc player include frequency response at 5 to 20,000 Hz with less than .05% THD, dynamic range greater than 90 dB, signal-to-noise ratio greater than 90 dB and channel separation greater than 85 dB.

- Convenience features of the Compact Disc player include direct loading, automatic reload, automatic and manual music search, dual repeat modes, instant return replay with digital LED display and fully illuminated control symbols.

Hear for yourself just how much better an audio system can really be, exclusively at your Lincoln-Mercury dealer today.
YOU'VE NEVER SEEN SUCH CLARITY. IN EVERY MODE FROM PLAYBACK THROUGH A VARIETY OF SPECIAL EFFECTS. ALL THANKS TO OUR DIGITAL VIDEO NOISE REDUCTION SYSTEM, AN NEC EXCLUSIVE.

TALK ABOUT PICTURE PERFECT. THE NEC DX-5000 VCR CERTAIN THINGS IN LIFE SIMPLY CANNOT BE COMPROMISED.